ORDERING INFORMATION
PLACING ORDERS: (800) 634-6362
TECHNICAL SERVICES AND FAX: (719) 495-2266 ORDER FAX: (800) 634-6362
ALL ORDERS ARE PAYABLE IN U.S. FUNDS
All catalog items have an ITEM NUMBER (part#) that should be used when placing your order. Weights for catalog items
are converted to their decimal equivalent and are followed by a pound sign (#). Total weight for an order can be determined
by adding the individual weights of items ordered.

PLACING ORDERS:

DAMAGES ON FREIGHT:

Please use your account number (customer number)
when placing orders, or inquiring about orders. Your address label lists your account number, company name, and
mailing address. If any of this information is incorrect,
please notify us so that we may update our records.

Damage claims must be initiated by the customer.

PREPAID DISCOUNT:
On orders over $300.00, a discount of 3% can be deducted if payment is made prior to shipping. Charge card
payments are excluded.

SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS:
All freight is FOB Colorado Springs or Factory location
for factory direct shipments.

Ground SHIPMENTS:
FedEx or UPS are the standard method
of shipping. We are only able to
provide estimated shipping costs for
orders with several items that are not boxed together.

COMMON CARRIER SHIPMENTS:
Please specify the Freight Line you
prefer to have handle your orders.
Orders in excess of 400 lbs. will normally be shipped by truck unless
otherwise specified.

BUS AND AIR FREIGHT SHIPMENTS:
These transportation methods carry a $ 30.00 delivery
charge in addition to regular freight charges unless the delay was the direct result of Hydro-Gardens.

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS:
Please pay invoices in U.S. dollars. Only Wire Transfers
or Certified Bank Checks allowed for foreign customers.
Please specify your desired method of shipment. All seed
shipments are subject to customs inspection regardless of
shipment method. All charges that result from import duties
or customs inspections will be borne by customer.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY:
Hydro-Gardens gives no warranties express or implied,
including the warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a
particular use for any product it sells, except as otherwise
expressly given by the manufacturer of the product. The
purchaser agrees that the limit of liability of HydroGardens. for all claims for loss or damage due to any cause
shall not exceed the invoice price of the product in question.

INSPECT ALL SHIPMENTS
Hydro-Gardens tenders freight to the carrier in good
condition. We will send all shipments by Prepaid unless
specified by the customer. It is the responsibility of the carrier who acts as your agent to safely deliver your shipment. It
is imperative that you examine your shipment carefully for
damage or shortage, and have the driver note any discrepancies on the bill of lading. Do not refuse any shipment that has
damage or shortages, as this is your property, and refusal
causes unnecessary delays and storage charges. that you will
be responsible to pay.
American Coolair products: If you buy any Coolair products,
you will be bound to their freight policy, NO EXCEPTIONS.
To see their policy, go to our Company Information on our website:
hydro-gardens.com/company-information then scroll down to the
American Coolair section. It’s very much a “Caveat emptor” (let the
buyer beware) situation with Coolair.

RETURNED MERCHANDISE:
DO NOT return merchandise without a RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER! Requests for returning merchandise must be made within 30 days of receipt of the merchandise. The return will only be accepted when it is accompanied by a RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER given
by an authorized representative of Hydro-Gardens, 8765
Vollmer Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80908. Credit extended for approved returns will be based on actual invoice
value at the time of shipment. Returns will be assessed a
15% handling charge unless otherwise specified in writing
by our representative. All charges incurred by the return of
goods will be at the buyers expense.

PAYMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
New customers will be on Charge Card or Pre-Pay Only.
For all open account customers, invoice payments are due 30
days following the invoice date (NET 30). A service charge
of 2% per month (24% APR) will be charged on all invoices not paid within 30 days.

BUSINESS HOURS:
Offices and phone orders; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mountain Time - Monday through Friday.
FAX and voice mail - 24 hours per day, 7 days a week

WEB - www.hydro-gardens.com
EMAIL - hgi@hydro-gardens.com

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system, in any form or by any means, photocopying,
electronic, mechanical, or recording or otherwise without written permission of Hydro-Gardens.

ALL CATALOG PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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This is a wholesale catalog sent to our customers who are
actively engaged in growing plants and/or produce for resale or research, and contains
Greenhouse, Nursery and Farming supplies for the "ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS" grower.
Selecting a greenhouse supply company is a very
important step in ensuring success. You must look at the
initial investment. You should also look at the long term service you expect of the company from which you buy your
system. Hydro-Gardens has been blending CHEM-GRO custom hydroponic nutrient formulas since 1965, and has been
installing vegetable greenhouse complexes since 1968. Hydro
-Gardens began growing hydroponic tomatoes in 1972, and
expanded the production facility to 2 acres during the mid
70's. Our greenhouse complex was well known in the Colorado Springs/Denver area for its quality tomatoes and European cucumbers. The internationally known BroAdmoor hotel
remained a Hydro-Gardens' customer until we installed their
hydroponic facility.
This hands-on experience of Hydro-Gardens' staff
is available to you as a service you can hardly afford to pass
up. Through a network of other experienced growers, experts in related fields, and close contact with greenhouse
projects that rely on our consulting expertise, HydroGardens has maintained its exceptionally close contact with
the greenhouse vegetable industry. As you will soon find out,
there is no better teacher than experience. There isn't another company with the experience and expertise found at
Hydro-Gardens. Through diligent research and development,
Hydro-Gardens introduced many aspects of greenhouse
vegetable production that are now being used by the majority of growers in the United States and many foreign countries.
During the early 1970's, Hydro-Gardens developed
and introduced to the industry, the vertical bag system for
tomato production. This method quickly replaced the flood
and drain growing technique then in use. During that same
period, our experimentation and interest led to the introduction of the DeRuiter DS line of greenhouse hybrid tomato and European cucumber seed to American growers.
This line of seed found in our catalog contains the standard
varieties that continue to be preferred by most growers. In
1985, Hydro-Gardens understood how the changing regulations for insecticide use would soon effectively eliminate
them from the growers arsenal. We searched through the
available predator/parasite producers and obtained the licensing rights to bring those beneficials direct to you, the
grower. In 1987, Hydro-Gardens developed the insect barrier Fly-Barr. This is currently the only insect barrier available that does not significantly reduce incoming air flow yet
will stop white fly and greatly reduce, if not stop, thrips
from entering your greenhouse. We began growing the beneficial nematodes you will find in our catalog that same year.

Our catalog may be your key to success in this business. It has been said that Hydro-Gardens' catalog is "the
most instructional and complete catalog ever published". Not
only do we list everything you need for vegetable production,
but we tell you how to use these products effectively and
efficiently. We blend hydroponic nutrients for specific crops;
not one blend for all crops. These low salt index formulations
provide a higher concentration of usable plant nutrients than
any other available. You will generally use 1/2 as much ChemGro for your plants as other fertilizers. This savings can be
significant over the life of your crop.
(About $0.55 per plant space per
year) Because we use only the very
best ingredients in the correct proportions, you will find you greatly
reduce the level of additives other
suppliers suggest you add to their fertilizers.
Introduced in 1995 is a line of organic fertilizers. All
the products you need to grow healthy plants in the soil organically. We've included Humic and Fulvic Acids along with a
superior line of products from the sea. Coconut fiber organic
media is also available.
As you read through our catalog, keep in mind that
every product has been thoroughly tested and proven. Each
has been selected for you by us because we selected them
for our own use first. We've worked with every item shown
on these pages. We'll help you put in your system as if it
were our own. We know that our continued growth is tied
directly to your success.
Success in this, or any other business is predicated
on obtaining the best products at the most competitive
prices followed up with an "on call" supplier of the services
you need. The initial greenhouse decisions you make could
spell the difference between success and disaster. HydroGardens has been providing the best vegetable greenhouses
at the right price for longer than any other company in the
business. Our customers can be found in every state. HydroGardens has also provided this technology transfer to many
other countries during the past 40+ years. It makes sense to
deal with the company that has the outstanding reputation in
the field. You can choose no better than Hydro-Gardens.

Orders can be placed by phone,fax or online
800-634-6362 and 719-495-2266
www.hydro-gardens.com
For technical assistance, call 719-495-2266

GUTTER CONNECTED GOTHIC-ROOF HEAVY DUTY GREENHOUSE FRAMES
When you purchase your greenhouse, you should closely consider the following points about gutter connected
greenhouses. Since Hydro-Gardens has owned and operated greenhouses, and our staff has visited many complexes installed by other manufacturers, we can recommend with authority the best and easiest to install
greenhouse available today.

Incorporating Conley’s superior strength ROLL-FORMED arches
and purlins, this structure is as strong as it is functional.
With its flush mounted purlin design, the Arch Series 6500 can be
adapted to polyethylene or rigid covered roofs all while promoting
built in condensate control features.

Sizing
Widths: 21’, 24’, 30’, 35-6”, 41’-6”, 50’
Under Gutter Heights: 8’, 10’, 12’, 14

Main Features:
• Superior ROLL-FORM Gothic arches and ROLL-FORM purlins ensure unmatched structural integrity
• Lapped and cantilevered gutters increase strength
• Patented condensate removal system built right into truss and purlin design
• Heavy-duty column to arch connectors manufactured by Conley’s meet stringent industry safety standards
• Aluminum end wall extrusion is incorporated to “Flash” roof and end wall coverings
• Gothic arch and purlin design offers "I" beam technology for superior strength
• Optional roof, side wall and end wall vents
• Components are shipped pre-punched and cut to length; simplifying the installation
• ROLL-FORM components nest one into the other during shipment, substantially reducing freight costs
INSTALLATION
The 30' wide bay is 50% faster to erect than the 18' wide, and 30%
faster than a 22' wide “bolt together” style greenhouse!
We will be happy to “computer design” STRENGTH
Our gutter connected structures are engineered to have the highest
a single building or a multiple acre
greenhouse complex. Either the “live” and “dead” (wind and snow) load ratings in the industry. This is only important when that “freak” storm hits your area. Unlike other greenhouses offered
“frame only” or completely designed
by the industry, the structure IS the plant support system.
for your heating, cooling and growing
EFFICIENCY
requirements. All systems come comFewer metal gutters exposed to the outside reduces the ongoing heatplete with comprehensive and detailed ing costs and initial heater size!!
documentation.
PRODUCTIVITY
Fewer gutters and 12' truss spacing reduce shadowing which increases
CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE plant growth and production. Fewer column posts to work around increases the
efficiency of your work force!! And also reduces concrete cost. EXPERIENCE
800-634-6362
We, at HYDRO-GARDENS, have been growers also!! If we felt there
was a better greenhouse structure available, we would be offering it for sale!!
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8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

GROUND TO GROUND HEAVY DUTY GREENHOUSE FRAMES
These Extra Heavy Duty Frame Greenhouses are designed for moderate & cold climates that experience high
winds & heavy snows. This inexpensive structure is designed to be used as an isolated seedling unit, a starter
unit for those just entering the vegetable growing business, a research unit for variety &/or new crop studies,etc.
This structure is compatible with polyethylene, shade cloth and rigid
coverings and is great for several different growing applications.
Sizing
Widths: 30’
Under Gutter Heights: 4’, 6’
When Hydro-Gardens' offers a quote
on one of our models, we take into consideration the type of climate in which the
greenhouse will be located: hot, warm, or
cold; arid or humid; windy and snowy.
These very important consi-derations determine to a great extent, the final cost
of the greenhouse.

Hydro-Gardens includes: Flashing for the gable ends; curved poly lock for the gable ends; steel framing for the
gable ends when ordered; and gable end heavy crop bracing. These items are seldom, if ever, included by other
manufacturers. Consider that it takes nearly three times as much wood to fabricate a structurally sound gable
end as it does to make it with steel.
More head room than most ground to ground structures. Our greenhouse can be ordered with 48" sidewall height.
Sidewall height is a function of the crops to be grown. Bedding plants on 30" benches do well in the 6" sidewall;
lettuce on benches, tomatoes and cucumbers with a 48" sidewall.
We will be happy to “computer design” a single building or a multiple acre greenhouse complex.
Either the “frame only” or completely designed for your heating, cooling and growing requirements. All systems
come complete with comprehensive and detailed documentation.

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
800-634-6362
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

www.hydro-gardens.com
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GUTTER CONNECTED PEAK-ROOF HEAVY DUTY GREENHOUSE FRAMES
Since each greenhouse application defines a unique structure type, we at HYDRO-GARDENS offer a line of custom designed greenhouses including the PEAK-ROOF gutter connected structures. These versatile styles are designed for rigid coverings (polycarbonates) but can also take polyetheylene sheet plastic.
Sizing
Widths: 18’, 21’, 24’, 30’, 35-6”, 41’-6”, 50’
Under Gutter Heights: 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’
Loading
This structure is engineered to meet a standard 12 LB live load 85 mph wind or 30 LB
ground snow 85 mph wind per the International Building Code (IBC). Alternative loadings
are available upon request.
The Gable Series 7500 has become an industry standard and
is equally at home as production house or a sophisticated
retail structure. Compatible with multiple covering options and
ventilation designs, this greenhouse offers an ideal environment
for just about any application.

Main Features:
• Superior ROLL-FORM trusses and ROLL-FORM purlins ensure unmatched structural integrity
• Flush mounted purlin design
• Lapped & vantilevered gutters increase strength & efficiency
• Patented condensate removal system built right into truss & purlin design
• Heavy-duty column to truss connectors manufactured by Conley’s meet stringent industry safety standards
• Aluminum end wall extrusion is incorporated to “Flash” roof and end wall coverings
• Truss & purlin design offers "I" beam technology for superior strength
• Components are shipped pre-punched and cut to length; simplifying the installation
• ROLL-FORM components nest one into the other during shipment, substantially reducing freight costs
HYDRO-GARDENS is a total greenhouse company
with the ability to design structures with innovative
yet practical engineering solutions. We can supply the
complete structure, all of the necessary environmental equipment, growing system, growing media supplies, and technical assistance. We know what you
need to make a profit with your structure, whether it
be in tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce, herbs and spices,
or flowers.

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
800-634-6362
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Like the Arch Roof gutter connect structures, the PEAK ROOF units
are configured on 30' wide bays. We have found that this 30' width
gives the best and most economical utilization of space for row crops
such as tomatoes and cucumbers. Should, however, a greenhouse special design application dictate another bay size, we have several
widths available, all of which can be added to existing bays.
PEAK ROOF structures allow for the utilization of roof vent technology to control humidity and provide cooling for special applications. No greenhouse is a “standard greenhouse”. For this reason we
will consider existing technology in the design of your greenhouse,
and present what we feel is the most cost-effective system.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

VENTED NATURE-COOL SAWTOOTH ROOF GREENHOUSE
Hydro-Gardens vented sawtooth type greenhouses for natural convection cooling and humidity control. This type
of unit is suitable for special locations. They work in areas that have light snowfall, but have high humidity and a
slight prevailing breeze. Cooling is accomplished by natural convection, and electrical energy savings for cooling in
a greenhouse of this type can be as much as 70% if no vents are needed. These structures are not recommended
for locations with a growing temperature that exceeds 90 O.
Suited for a variety of growing applications in need of natural
ventilation, the progressive design abilities of the Free Air
Series 4000 make a great solution for Acclimation houses
that demand sensitive growing conditions.
Sizing
Widths: 24’ & 30’
Under Gutter Heights: 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’

These sawtooth units are available in 24'
and 30' widths, and were specially designed to be covered with polyethylene
sheet.
Main Features
• Superior ROLL-FORM trusses, purlins and gutters ensure unmatched structural integrity
• Unique gutter design that allows for optional column extensions for overhead shade systems
• Roll-up vents provide maximum vent opening• coverings
• Aluminum end wall combination creates a flashing for end wall and roof coverings
• Components are shipped pre-punched and cut to length; simplifying the installation
• ROLL-FORM components nest one into the other during shipment, substantially reducing freight costs
STRENGTH
Made with roll formed trusses of high strength steel and 3" square galvanized steel column posts, these sawtooth
structures can be designed with the highest “live” (wind) load ratings in the industry. This is important when that
“freak” storm hits your area. Standard is 10# load.
PRODUCTIVITY
Fewer gutters and 12' truss spacing reduces shadowing which increases plant growth and production. Fewer column posts to work around increases the efficiency of your work force!!
NOTE: Due to the design of natural vented houses, they require at least TWO (2) bays for proper cooling. A single house will not vent properly as a stand alone unit!
We will be happy to “computer design” a single building or a multiple acre greenhouse complex.
Either the “frame only” or completely designed for your heating, cooling and growing requirements. All systems
come complete with comprehensive and detailed documentation.

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
800-634-6362
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

www.hydro-gardens.com
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“PLANNING YOUR GREENHOUSE”
HYDRO-GARDENS has developed computer programs for designing your specific greenhouse and growing system.
These programs allow us to quickly and accurately quote you the cost of your building, growing system, operating
supplies and operating equipment. In order to provide a quote, we need certain information:
If you will supply us with the information listed below, we will be happy to send you a quote.
1. Size of greenhouse you plan to purchase. Use the income formula below to help determine this size.
2. Call your local weather bureau to find out: Coldest and hottest record temperatures in your area during the
time of the year you plan to operate the greenhouse. This helps us design the proper cooling and heating systems for your area and season in which you are growing crops
3. Call your local city or county building department to find out: Specific building requirements such as wind
and snow load, permit requirements, property set-back, etc.
4. Call your local utility company to find out: Electrical voltage, phase and cost per KWH. Specify type of
heating and cost anticipated: Natural gas, LP gas, wood, etc
5. Water Quality: Send 4 to 8 ounces in a plastic bottle to Servi-Tech. Have Servi-Tech forward a printout of
the results to Hydro-Gardens for our recommendations
6. Location: Send a sketch of the approximate location of the greenhouse and any other existing buildings,
trees, road, hills, gas lines, electric poles, etc.
7. Construction method: Do you plan to erect your own greenhouse or do you plan on hiring a contractor?
8. Type of crop you plan to grow: Multiple vegetable crops normally require multiple greenhouses.
9. Style of greenhouse building desired: Individual ground to ground, multiple bay gutter connected, or vented.
10. Type of covering desired: Double poly or polycarbonate
11. Greenhouse insurance: For structure and/or crop insurance.
Richard Seeley & Schaeffer Agency
8670 Wolff Ct Ste 130
Westminster, CO 80031-3692
(303) 814-2679

Hortica Insurance & Employee Benefits
PO Box 428
Edwardsville, IL 62025-0428
(800) 851-7740

As an aid in planning your greenhouse, use the following information to estimate the size greenhouse you will need
to meet your gross/net income objectives. This is a very condensed version of an analysis used to arrive at possibilities.
TOMATOES require from 4.0 to 5.0 square feet of greenhouse area per plant. Therefore, the plant population
in a 30' x 132' greenhouse will range from 990 plants to 792 plants. Plant population is affected by greenhouse style, time of year you're in production, and your location. Production is normally calculated in pounds per
square feet of greenhouse area. It can range from 6.0# psf to well over 12# psf per year with currently available
varieties. (See production estimates at www.hydro-gardens.com on any tomato seed page)
CUCUMBERS require from 8.0 to 10.0 square feet of greenhouse area per plant. Therefore, the plant population in a 30' x 132' greenhouse will range from 495 plants to 396 plants. Cucumber production can range from
7.3# psf to well over 12# psf per year with currently available varieties.
The cost of producing vegetable crops varies substantially from season to season and year to year. It is generally
accepted in the industry that this cost can range from $.70 per pound to $1.00 per pound. A few of the many factors that affect this cost are heating and electrical, labor, debt repayment and interest, operating supplies, and
taxes.
The average selling price for vegetables in your area times the total yearly production gives you gross income.
This will also vary substantially from season to season and year to year. Traditionally this yearly average has
ranged from $1.25 per lb. to $2.50 per lb. for tomatoes.
There is an old saying in the farming industry, "There is no money in Growing....The money is in Selling!"
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Top Spray Automatic Growing
System for Vertical Bag Culture
The vertical bag culture growing system developed by Hydro
-Gardens is adaptable to any size greenhouse. Many different combinations of timers, injectors or nutrient holding tanks
can be used. The basic system includes 5 gallon black growing
bags with a sprayer in each bag. The sprayer has 24" spaghetti
tube which connects to a 3/4” or 1” poly pipe nutrient line running the length of the greenhouse. The spaghetti line is inserted into the poly line with a simple punching tool. No glue or
grommets are required.
A 24 volt automatic valve in the center of each zone (single or
multiple rows) is attached to an underground PVC header pipe
which runs across the width of the greenhouse. A PVC tee is
placed in the header line for each automatic valve and is connected to the poly line with a poly combination tee. Since the
valve is normally closed until energized by the control device,
the header line is always under pressure (30-50 psi). Each
zone is fed individually as programmed and activated by the
Solar Irrigation Controller, sequence timer, or computer.
The nutrient supply system (injector, pump, etc.) is designed
according to the size of the greenhouse and type of crop to be
grown. For example, a typical 5 row greenhouse only needs the
Solar Controller. A 24 zone greenhouse may also need a 24
station timer. Using a sequence timer to feed one row at a
time may be less expensive than increasing the injector size to
water multiple rows. If a large nutrient holding tank is used
with a pump sufficient to feed all rows at one time, then a
sequence timer is not required. However, it is apparent that an
injector and solar controller system is far more practical, less
expensive, and requires less space than installing large nutrient tanks.
The selection of the injector system and control device(s) is
an important part of the overall design. Certain factors must
be known: 1) the number of zones, 2) the number of feeders
per zone, 3) the water volume available to the greenhouse, and
4) the water quality. Hydro-Gardens offers designs for any
size greenhouse and any major type of crop. Solid state timers
are available in an assortment of numbers of stations. The
timer can be activated by the solar controller which measures
available sunlight. You adjust the solar controller to water the
plants only when they are receiving adequate sunlight. Solar
controller models with 15 stations or complete greenhouse
controllers that use the same 15 stations for irrigation, heat,
cooling & CO2 etc are available.
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Hydro-Gardens offers three types of injectors. The
Anderson and Dosmatic Injectors are driven and controlled
by water volume. The less expensive Chem-Feed injectors
are driven by an electric motor. All provide the function of
changing our Chem-Gro fertilizers from the concentrated
form into a plant usable fertilizer by metering out the correct amount of concentrate into the water supply line.
Anderson and Dosmatic injectors are designed to handle
variable flow rates of water. There are sizes with maximum
water flow rates of 20, 30, 50 and higher gallons per minute (GPM). They operate accurately anywhere from 1 GPM to
their maximum. The dial on each pump head of the Anderson water driven injector is easily adjustable to deliver the
desired quantity of concentrated fertilizer to the fresh
water supply line going to your plants. The pumping action of
the pump heads is controlled by the water motor. Each Dosmatic is individually adjustable with dosage rings, and uses a
piston to deliver concentrate.The value of both injectors is
the fact that each delivers the correct volume of fertilizer
concentrate over a wide range of fluctuating water pressures and volumes. These injectors are very accurate, dependable, and completely automated. More specifications
can be found in the pages of this catalog.
The Chem-Feed injector is an electric motor driven pump
that delivers a constant flow of fertilizer concentrate to
the fresh water supply going to your plants based on the dial
setting on the face of the pump. It’s accuracy is totally
dependent on the volume of fresh water delivered to the
plants. If your fresh water system cannot deliver a constant volume of water, you will not be able to accurately
adjust the pump to deliver the correct amount of fertilizer
concentrate. The Dole 10 GPM regulator adjusts flow rates
that are greater than 10 GPM, down to 10 GPM. The maximum number of sprayers per zone is about 140. Thus the
Chem-Feed system is dependent upon having a constant PSI
and water flow. For this type of injector system all individual rows (zones) of plants must have the same number of
sprayers. This will guarantee equivalent dilute solutions to
each row (zone).
It should be apparent that a properly engineered design can
have long term labor and operating cost savings and can enhance your crop production. Hydro-Gardens has the experience required to provide the system for your operation.

www.hydro-gardens.com
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VERTICAL BAG LAYOUT

5 valves (stations) per bay :
(One spray stake for each 5 gallon bag)
Injector Options are:
Chem-Feed (less than 10 GPM per station)
Maximum of 140 spot sprayers (6W240)
Dosmatic (less than 30 GPM per station)
Maximum of 420 spot sprayers
Anderson (less than 30 GPM per station)
Maximum of 420 spot sprayers
1 valve (station) per bay:
Injector options are:
Anderson 4 head injector
Maximum of 650 spot sprayers
Anderson 4 head high capacity
Maximum of 1200 spot sprayers
Twice as many Spot Drippers (6W248) can be
used as Spot Sprayers (6W240). It is assumed that a minimum of 25 PSI can be supplied to the growing system.
12

GROWING SYSTEM SAMPLE PRICING
Actual Prices Will Vary
5 @ 30’ x 132’ w/Dosmatic (19,800 sq.ft.):
12 @ 30’ x 132’ w/Anderson (99,360 sq.ft.):

Prices are subject to change without notice

$4,625.00
$19,260.00
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BAG CULTURE GROWING SYSTEM FOR
VEGETABLES AND FLOWERS
The top spray feeding system was developed in 1972 by
Hydro-Gardens for controlled watering and feeding
of plants in vertical bags. The Vertical Bag System
utilizes a 5 "gallon" (20 liter) upright plastic bag with
drain holes. Hydro-Gardens’ plastic bags are inexpensive, lightweight, and will last several years. Our bags
are manufactured from a specially formulated plastic
that contains ultra-violet light inhibitors. They easily
outlast plain plastic bags. They are extremely flexible
and adaptable to many plants including tomatoes, European cucumbers, peppers, roses & trees. In 2004 Hydro
-Gardens developed the EZ Gro Bags. These are 5 gallon
bags pre-filled with coir. Simply put your sprayer/
dripper in the bag, turn on the water, and now you have
a vertical bag system ready to go. This new design is
much more labor efficient and helps the growers to cut
costs.
Each container is watered with a uniform pattern of nutrient solution for a very short period of time,
usually one minute every 1 to 2 hours during the daylight
period for mature crops. The length of irrigation time
and the frequency depend on the crop, variety, age of
the plant, season of the year, and type of growing media
used. Each vertical container has drain holes in the bottom and sides. When the nutrient solution is properly
adjusted, plants can seldom be over watered or over
fertilized.
Fertilization is simplified tremendously by the
use of a very accurate injector (ratio feeder) in conjunction with our solar irrigation controller or a sequence timer/solar controller combination. The amount
of nutrient is carefully regulated automatically by volume and concentration to each plant. The pH is automatically maintained in the proper range with the injector system.
NOTE: Other media combinations may work well when
used in conjunction with the proper nutrient concentrations and watering schedules. Send a sample to the testing lab listed in this catalog.
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Since every greenhouse cannot have a testing
laboratory, it is necessary to start with standard
feeding schedules and standard formulas. First, a water sample should be taken and sent to a reputable
laboratory to verify essential and non-essential levels
of elements in your water source. Once the plant is
large enough to take a leaf sample, the nutritional balance can be monitored and small changes can be made
as the plant matures. The important factor of this
system is that one can regulate the nutrition being
applied to the plants with very little labor. The results are rapid since the nutrients are placed right at
the root zone. In the bag system, the roots are contained, and each plant is fed uniformly and equally
every time. Under these conditions, the plants
achieve maximum growth if the environment is controlled. The bag system is safe, simple and creates an
ideal environment for the root system. Root zone
temperature can be maintained at a higher level than
if grown in the greenhouse soil.
Many growing medias are used with the vertical or bag system. One of the most popular is the Coconut EZ Gro 5 Gal Bag. This media is ideal since it is
pH adjusted, has good water and nutrient holding
capabilities, and remains porous enough to maintain
good aeration of the root zone. Some of the other
common medias being used are:
** EZ Gro Bags
** 70% COIR, 30% coarse perlite
** 100% peat-lite mixtures; such as Pro-Mix BX
** 40% peat-lite w/ 60% sawdust, sand or rice hulls
** 40% peat moss, 40% vermiculite and 20% perlite
** 40% peat moss, 40% vermiculite and 20% sand
** Rockwool/COIR mixtures
** Rockwool/peat-lite mixtures
** Rockwool/peat mixtures
** 30% peat moss and aged, coarse sawdust
** Straight aged redwood sawdust
** Coarse washed stucco grade sand
** Perlite
** Aged pine bark

www.hydro-gardens.com
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GROWING SYSTEMS

5 Rows of 79 Bags—790 Tomato or 395 Cucumber Plants (132’ Greenhouse)
ITEM
3W002
3W003
1W510
5W110
6C801
6W241
6W242
6E540
61-1
6W709
6W709M
6W648
6W260
6W660
9P098

QTY
2
1
1
2
1
400
400
400
5
1
4
2
1
1
1

DESCRIPTION
Dosmatic Superdos 20 2.5% Injector
Dosmatic Superdos downstream bypass
Plumbing kit with downstream bypass
Nutrient Concentrate Tanks
Solar Irrigation Controller (GLC IRC14)
Spray Leaders .076 x 24"
Spray Stakes (Green)
Coconut EZ Gro Bags (5 Gal)
1” Solenoid Valves
Solenoid Plum Kit 3/4” x 1” End
Solenoid Plum Kit 3/4” x 1” Middle
3/4” x 500’ roll black poly pipe
Punching tool for installing sprayer lines
Poly Pipe Hose Cutter
HGI Tomato Manual Book

This growing system (described on the previous
pages) is designed for greenhouses that are about
4,000 sq. ft. (A greenhouse that measures 30' x
132'). It utilizes the latest in technology to get the
nutrient solution to the plants' root zone accurately
and timely. EZ Gro Bags would be an inexpensive and
easy growing media to use. This system is easily expanded to accommodate larger greenhouses by adding
more grow bags, solenoid valves and sprayers.

8W705 (1650#) price with GLC IR14—
(Call for quote & availability)
(Prices subject to change without notice)
Call for complete custom quote

Convert your present NFT or flood-bed system to the more economical, more profitable Top-Spray growing method. This
system greatly reduces down-time between crops, eliminates the spread of water borne diseases, eliminates the need to daily
adjust the pH and nutrient concentration of the sump tank, and actually uses less water and fertilizer than your present NFT/
flood-bed system. Read the information on the previous pages to learn how other growers have increased their production and
lowered their costs by eliminating the need to dump their sump tank solution!!

6W700 With ADJUSTABLE TIMER $550.00
6W702 With SOLAR CONTROLLER $2,250.00
(Prices subject to change without notice)

6W700 With ADJUSTABLE TIMER $550.00
6W702 With SOLAR CONTROLLER $2,250.00
(Prices subject to change without notice)

Sump tank at the end of the greenhouse
All items listed plus:
6W576
5
1” x 3/4” Insert Coupling
6W533F
5
3/4” PVC MIPT Cap
6W539
5
1” Insert mail adaptor

Sump tank in the middle of the greenhouse
All items listed plus:
6W541
5
1” Insert combo “T”
6W534F
10
1” PVC MIPT Cap
6W539
10
1” Insert mail adaptor

ITEM
6E027
6C801
6W241
6W242
5W575
6W260
5W225
6W565
6W566
6W562
6W563
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QTY
1
1
500
500
500
1
1
2
5
4
2

NOTE 1: 600' of 1'’ black poly pipe, 80 PSI; 40' of 1 1/2'’ PVC pipe and PVC
glue to be purchased locally. (Item 6W700 requires 300' of 1" and 300' of
DESCRIPTION
3/4" black poly pipe.)
24 hour Adjustable Cycle controller
NOTE 2: This conversion utilizes your existing sump tank and pumps. The
OR Solar Irrigation controller
tiny amount of return water from the beds should be prevented from reSpray Leaders .076 x 24"
turning to the sump tank. Once this return water is eliminated, the nutriSpray Stakes (Green)
ent solution in the sump tank will not vary as it is fed out to the plants.
Heavy duty 5 gallon black poly bags
This eliminates the need for daily adjusting of pH and conductivity.
Punching tool for installing sprayer
NOTE 3: The total sump pump capacity required is approximately 4600
1 1/2” Y-Strainer
GPH. If your present system has one 2750 GPH (6CIA) pump, another
1 1/2” male PVC Pipe adaptors
pump this size will be required. Each pump requires an in-line check valve
1 1/2” SPIG x 1” FIPT PVC bushing
to maintain line pressure and prevent drain back to the sump tank.
1 1/2” PVC Tee
NOTE 4: PVC fittings are available for the pump to header line assembly.
1 1/2” PVC Elbow

Prices are subject to change without notice
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Verti-GroTM Vertical Growing System
For Commercial & Home Gardening
SEE PAGE 104
Hydro-Gardens is now offering the unique Verti-GroTM
Vertical Growing System The space saving design is
practical, economical, and easy to assemble. The VertiGroTM system will allow you to grow from 20% to 50%
more plants per square foot than other systems now
available.
The Verti-GroTM system uses the vertical space in the
greenhouse rather than the flat surface a bench provides. The Verti-Gro pots are generally stacked 10 high.
A stack will require from 12 to 14 square feet of greenhouse area. Stacks can be slightly closer together in
southern areas and slightly further apart in northern
areas.
We have split the Verti-GroTM commercial greenhouse
growing system into 3 separate parts so you can purchase only those items you do not already have available
locally. These parts are 1) the "Delivery System" consisting of drip irrigation devices, books and punching
tool; 2) "Overhead Header" with PVC and poly pipe fittings; 3) "Injector System" with 2 Dosmatic injectors, 2
solenoid valves, and fittings. Poly pipe must be purchased separately. Please specify the length of run (or
length of the greenhouse).

Verti-GroTM pots are 240 per pallet. Please order in
lots of 240. You need to allow approximately 12 to 14
square feet of area per stack of Verti-GroTM pots.
For smaller systems, pots are shipped 12 to a box.
Please order in lots of 12.
MEDIA
The best media to use is a blend of 15% coconut fiber (COIR) - see index - and 85% coarse perlite
or 100% coconut fiber. We suggest you find perlite
locally since it is not included with the system or the
kits on the following page, and is difficult and expensive to ship. Contact local nursery and/or greenhouse
supply companies.

If you are interested in purchasing any
Verti-Gro products, contact them directly:
Verti-Gro
15000 SE Hwy 441
Summerfield, FL 34491
800-955-6757
www.vertigro.com

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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MIXING CHEM-GROTM

FERTILIZER FORMULAS

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE PAGE OF THE CATALOG/INTERNET OF THE FORMULA YOU ARE USING TO INSURE YOU ARE
MIXING THE CORRECT FORMULA FOR THE STAGE OF THE SPECIFIC CROP AND VARIETY BEING GROWN.

DO NOT CHANGE THE PROCEDURE THAT IS DESCRIBED BELOW
There are a three ways to obtain dilute (plant usable) nutrient solution: (1) Mix the dry powder in a large capacity
holding (sump) tank; (2) make nutrient concentrates that will be transferred to a holding tank; (3) make nutrient
concentrates that will be diluted with a fertilizer injector. We believe the following instructions will clarify how
to handle each situation.
MAKING DILUTE (PLANT USABLE) FERTILIZER IN
A HOLDING (SUMP) TANK
1)

Determine the volume of the holding tank (100, 500, 1,000
gallons, etc.) 1 cubic foot is 7.48 gallons.
2) Clean out the residue in the holding tank.
3) Fill the holding tank with water.
4) Use a submersible pump or other device and begin stirring
the water.
5) Weigh out the correct amount of Chem-GroTM fertilizer,
Calcium Nitrate, and Magnesium Sulfate for each 100
gallons of water according to the instructions on the page
of the fertilizer you are using for the crop you are growing.
6) Slowly add the Chem-GroTM powder to the holding tank.
7) Slowly add the Calcium Nitrate to the holding tank.
8) Slowly add the Magnesium Sulfate to the holding tank.
9) Allow the stirring device to run another 1/2 hour and turn
it off.
10) Check the pH and conductivity of the nutrient solution
and adjust accordingly. Make a note of the adjustments
made so you can duplicate the amounts.
11) Because of the complexity of fertilizer components
needed to make Chem-GroTM a complete nutrient, you may
get some sediment each time you make nutrient. Source
water composition and quality can also increase the
amount of sediment. This sediment is not “lost” fertilizer,
and it is not necessary to continuously stir the nutrient
solution in the holding tank. That which has not dissolved
will probably not dissolve. You should stir the tank for a
few minutes each day to prevent fertilizer stratification.
Then simply repeat step 2 as often as necessary to keep
the holding tank relatively clean.

MAKING CONCENTRATED FERTILIZER IN
TWO CONCENTRATE TANK
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

16)

Chem-GroTM10-8-22 CAN’T BE MADE INTO
A CONCENTRATE
THE QUALITY OF YOUR SOURCE WATER MAY REQUIRE
MORE CONCENTRATE TANKS

17)

Determine the volume of the concentrate tank (5, 10, 50 gallons, etc.) 1 cubic foot is 7.48 gallons.
Clean out any residue in the concentrate tank.
Fill the 1st concentrate tank 3/4ths full with water.

Use a submersible pump or other device and begin stirring
the water.
Weigh out a maximum of 1 lb. of Chem-GroTM fertilizer for
each gallon of water. The injector ratio determines quantity.
Slowly add the Chem-GroTM powder to the concentrate tank.
Weigh out the correct amount of Magnesium Sulfate needed
for each 100 gallons of water according to the instructions on
the page of the fertilizer you are using. You should also take
into account the magnesium content in your source water.
Slowly add the Magnesium Sulfate to the 1st concentrate
tank.
Add enough water to fill the concentrate tank to the volume
calculated in step 1.
Allow the stirring device to run another 10 minutes or until it
appears that all of the fertilizer has dissolved.
Repeat steps 1 thru 4 for the 2nd concentrate tank.
Weigh out 1 lb. of Calcium Nitrate for each gallon of water.
Slowly add the Calcium Nitrate to the concentrate tank.
Add enough water to fill the concentrate tank to the volume
calculated in step 1.
Allow the stirring device to run another 10 minutes or until it
appears that all the Calcium Nitrate has dissolved. (Calcium
Nitrate in bead form may be coated with parafin wax. This
may make a “scum” form in this tank. Skim this material off
the top of the water.)
You should only make enough concentrate to last 2 to 4
weeks. The concentrate tanks may require additional fertilizer adjustments during the life of the crop, and it is
easier to do this with a “fresh” batch of concentrate.
If your dilute solution requires additional acid, it should be
added to tank #1 before the fertilizer is added.

Fertilizer will dissolve more quickly in warm water than in cold. Do not exceed 70 0F.
1/4th teaspoon of Chem-Gro dissolved in 1 gallon of distilled water will be about 300 ppm.
16
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ADJUSTING CHEM-GRO FERTILZER FORMULAS FOR INJECTORS
FIXED RATIO INJECTORS — 1:100
Determine the quantity of the fertilizers you will need from the instruction page on that particular Chem-Grotm
formula. Plant fertilizer requirements change as the plant matures. A 1:100 injector will add 1 gallon of concentrate to 100 gallons of water. Therefore, each gallon of concentrate must contain sufficient fertilizer to make
100 gallons of plant useable fertilizer solution. To determine how much fertilizer will be dissolved in EACH GALLON of concentrate: look at how much is mixed into 100 gallons of plant usable formula.
EXAMPLE: 4-1838 for seedling plants:
(A Minimum of two tanks and
Two heads are required)

1 x 8 oz of 4-18-38 =
1 x 4 oz of CaNO3 =
1 x 4 oz of MgSO4=

8 oz per gallon
4 oz per gallon
4 oz per gallon

To determine the weight of each compound to add to the concentrate tank for any number of gallons of concentrate, multiply the amount per gallon listed above by the number of gallons you are going to make.
EXAMPLE: 20 gallons of concentrate:
(A Minimum of two tanks and
Two heads are required)

8 oz of 4-18-38 x 20 gallons =
4 oz of CaNO3 x 20 gallons =
4 oz of MgSO4 x 20 gallons =

160 oz = 10 lbs
80 oz = 5 lbs
80 oz = 5 lbs

Remember that ONE GALLON of concentrate will make 100 GALLONS of plant useable fertilizer
Thus 20 gallons of concentrate will make 2,000 gallons of fertilizer for the plants. If you know how much is required each day by all the plants you have, you can determine how much concentrate to make based on how long
you plan to use this particular strength of fertilizer solution.

ADJUSTABLE RATIO INJECTORS: — (1:150; 1:190; etc.)
The injector ratio is given as the maximum amount the injector heads can deliver. These ratios can be adjusted
down from this maximum. The normal plant useable solution strength of 4-18-38 is 1/2 lb. (8 oz.) per 100 gallons
of water. The multiplier you will use is calculated by dividing the injector ratio by 100. This multiplier is used to
determine the amount of fertilizer required in your concentrate solution to make the number of gallons of plant
useable fertilizer as listed by the ratio of the injector. The second thing you need to know is how many pounds of
fertilizer are in each GALLON of concentrate. If we assume you use a 50 gallon concentrate tank, and full bags of
fertilizer, your concentrate tanks would contain:
2 @ 4-18-38 at 25 lbs. per bag in 50 gallons of water is 1 POUND PER GALLON.
2 @ CaNO3 at 50 lbs. per bag in 50 gallons of water is 2 POUNDS PER GALLON.
2 @MgSO4 at 50 lbs per bag in 50 gallons of water is 2 POUNDS PER GALLON.
Using 4-18-38 for mature plants as an example, the head settings will be:
1:150 Ratio Injector
8 oz of 4-18-38 x 1.5 multiplier
16 oz (1#) in each gallon

= 7.5 head setting

8 oz of CaNO3 x 1.5 multiplier
32 oz (2#) in each gallon

5.33 oz of MgSO4 x 1.5 multiplier
32 oz (2#) in each gallon

= 3.8 head setting

= 2.5 head setting

1:190 Ratio Injector
8 oz of 4-18-38 x 1.9 multiplier
16 oz (1#) in each gallon

= 9.5 head setting

8 oz of CaNO3 x 1.9 multiplier
32 oz (2#) in each gallon

5.33 oz of MgSO4 x 1.9 multiplier
32 oz (2#) in each gallon
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

= 4.8 head setting

= 3.2 head setting
www.hydro-gardens.com
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CHEM-GRO
TOMATO FORMULA

4-18-38

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 4.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ................................. 3.5%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ......................... 0.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ....................... 18.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ............................................. 38.00%
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ....................................... 0.40%
Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) ....... 0.40%
TRACE ELEMENTS
Boron as (B) .............................................................. 0.20%
Copper as (Cu) .......................................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) .......................................... 0.40%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.20%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.20%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) .............................................................. 0.05%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than ........................... 2.00%

Small changes in the quantities of TRACE
ELEMENTS of any CHEM-GRO formula can be
made with little or no additional cost.
TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Muriate of Potash, Iron Chelate (DTPA),
Boric Acid, Iron Sulfate, Manganese Sulfate, Copper Chelate (EDTA), Zinc Chelate
(EDTA), Zinc Sulfate & Molybdic Acid .

PRICES

5—20 lbs ................................... $8.39/lb
25—75 lbs ................................... 4.578/lb
100—175 lbs ................................... 4.120/lb
200-475 lbs .................................... 3.962/lb

500—975 lbs........................... $3.815/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ........................... ...3.745/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ......................... ...3.712/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ......................... ...3.679/lb
A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.

4-18-38 comes standard in 25# plastic bags. 2 bags per box for Ground.
Optional 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 237.39 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

NORMAL USAGE RATE IS 1/2 POUND PER 100 GALLONS.
STARTING TOMATO SEED:
Check germination of seed lot: Place 10 to 20 seeds between a damp paper towel. Put this in a plastic bag and keep at 78 O if
possible. In 4 to 5 days, count seeds that have germinated. You should see the tap root emerging from the seed.
Place one seed in the hole of the Horticube block. Fill the hole with vermiculite and lightly tamp. Use an F1020 flat with or
without holes to hold one "slab" of Horticubes. After all seeds are set, thoroughly wet the Horticubes with tap water. Do not
use fertilizer until 4 to 5 days after the plant is up.
Germination occurs most quickly at temperatures between 78O and 80OF. Temperatures outside this range will slow down the
germination process. It may also ruin the seeds ability to germinate, and you will have to buy more seeds.
Cover the flat with newspaper. Check the seeds DAILY for germination, and keep the horticubes evenly moist continuously.
For more detailed instructions, see our "Starting Tomato Seeds" Paper (Included with all tomato seed orders or on our web
site). For best results, add Mycostop biofungicide and Guardian/Lawn PatrolTM nematodes to the 1st watering.
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CHEM-GROTM 4-18-38
Fertilizer Mixing Instructions
Sump Tank Dilution

To make 100 gallons of (plant usable) working nutrient solution in a holding (sump) tank, the following amounts should be combined by following the instructions outlined on page 16 of this catalog:
For 1 Gallon mixtures, substitute the word "pounds" with "tsp".
FOR ‘DUTCH’ TOMATO VARIETIES
(Big Dena, Rebeliski, Taymyr, Frederik, Etc)
SEEDLING PLANTS

FOR MOST HEIRLOOM TOMATOES

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 4-18-38
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
See note below on Calcium Chloride
Adjust pH to 6.5 / Conductivitiy 1200ppm + source water
(1.60 mhos + source water)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2nd FLOWER CLUSTER TO 4TH CLUSTER

4TH CLUSTER OF FLOWERS & OLDER PLANTS

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 4-18-38
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.2 / Conductivitiy 1500ppm + source water
(2.00 mhos + source water)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SEEDLING PLANTS
100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 4-18-38
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
See note below on Calcium Chloride
Adjust pH to 6.5 / Conductivitiy 1200ppm + source water
(1.60 mhos + source water)
100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 4-18-38
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.2 / Conductivitiy 1500ppm + source water
(2.00 mhos + source water)

4TH CLUSTER OF FLOWERS & OLDER PLANTS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 4-18-38
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
1.6 ounces (.10 pounds) of Potassium Nitrate
5 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.2 / Conductivitiy 1700ppm + source water
(2.27 mhos + source water)

Hydro-Gardens does not recommend using the same fertilizer solution
for Heirloom varieties with Dutch varieties like Big Dena & Frederik.
Too high a nitrogen level will adversely affect their production.

EXAMPLES:
Qty fertilizer
Qty Water
1/2 tsp Chem-Gro
1/2 tsp Calcium Nitrate
1 gallon
1/4 tsp Magnesium Sulfate

Qty fertilizer
1/2 lb Chem-Gro
1/2 lb Calcium Nitrate
1/4 lb Magnesium Sulfate

Qty Water
100 gallons

Qty fertilizer
5 lb Chem-Gro
5 lb Calcium Nitrate
2 1/2 lb Magnesium Sulfate

Qty Water
1000 gallons

The best growing temperatures for tomatoes should be measured at the FLOWERING LEVEL of the crop. This means that
you will have to adjust your temperature sensing equipment as the plants grow. We recommend the following temperatures:
Germination
Seedlings
Mature Plants

Day
78o F
78o F
78o F

Night
78o F
62o F
64o F

NOTE: If the calcium level of your source water is below 50 PPM, you should add 1 ounce of Calcium Chloride, (or 25% of the weight of Calcium Nitrate that you are adding) per 100 gallons of working solution, in with the calcium nitrate until you have increased your calcium levels to
full strength. This will supplement the calcium levels in your working solution without increasing the amount of nitrogen to your seedling
plants.
Adjustments may be necessary to correct minor elements on mature plants. Analysis of plant tissue starting at the 3 rd cluster of
flowers should be made on a monthly basis to determine the requirements of the plants through the changing seasons of the year. It is very
difficult to diagnose a nutritional problem without lab reports.
The nutrient requirements of plants change with the seasons of the year and with available light conditions. Rapid response to these
changes will enable you to keep your production at optimum levels.
The formulation of 4-18-38 has been developed from Hydro-Gardens’ years of experience with hundreds of growers across the
country. It has been used on thousands of tomato crops in every type growing system and with every type media available. This fertilizer has a
very low salt index. This means you get more usable fertilizer for your money, and healthier plants that have higher yields.
If you don't see the Chem-Gro trademark, you may be getting an inferior substitute.
Calcium Nitrate and Magnesium Sulfate must be added to this formula to obtain a complete nutrient. Recommendations should be
based on nutrient and tissue analyses. Samples should be sent to one of the laboratories listed in this catalog. See the Table of Contents under "Tissue testing/analysis".
4-18-38 is soluble and completely balanced. Use with injectors, NFT or sump tank applications. It contains all of the trace minerals
needed in the proper amounts for maximum production. It is our most popular formula since it can be used with coconut coir, peat-lite, wood
shavings, sand, gravel, soil, rice hulls, perlite, rockwool and NFT.
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CHEM-GRO
CUCUMBER FORMULA

8-16-36

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 8.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ................................ 7.0%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ......................... 1.0%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5)........................ 16.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) .............................................. 36.00%
TRACE ELEMENTS
Boron as (B) ............................................................... 0.05%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ........................................... 0.20%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.10%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.10%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................... 0.05%
Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Ammonium Phosphate, Potassium Sulfate, Sodium Borate, Copper Sulfate, Iron DTPA, Molybdic Acid, Manganese Sulfate and Zinc Chelate.

TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

PRICES

5—20 lbs ................................... $8.39/lb
500—975 lbs........................... $3.796/lb
25—75 lbs ................................... ..4.556/lb 1,000—1,975 lbs ........................... ...3.727/lb
100—175 lbs ................................... ..4.100/lb 2,000—4,975 lbs ......................... ...3.694/lb
200-475 lbs .................................... ..3.942/lb 5,000—9,975 lbs ......................... ...3.661/lb
A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.

8-16-36 comes standard in 25# plastic bags. 2 bags per box for Ground.
Optional 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 236.28 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

NORMAL USAGE RATE IS 1/2 POUND PER 100 GALLONS.
To make 100 gallons of full strength, working nutrient solution:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SEEDLING PLANTS

MATURING PLANTS

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 8-16-36
6 ounces (.375 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.4—6.7 / Conductivitiy 1350ppm + source water
(1.80 mhos + source water)

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 8-16-36
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
5 ounces (.31 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.4—6.7 / Conductivitiy 1570ppm + source water
(2.09 mhos + source water)

During periods of heavy fruit load, it may be necessary to increase calcium nitrate to 10 oz. in “h” above. If the magnesium level in your water is more than
15 PPM, reduce the magnesium sulfate to 4 oz. in “i” above.
REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
To see our selection of greenhouse cucumber seeds, please go to our website — hydro-gardens.com/product-category/seeds/cucumber-seeds/
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CHEM-GRO SOUTHERN
VEGETABLE FORMULA

7-14-36

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Total Nitrogen (N) ........................................... .7.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen .................................6.5%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ..........................0.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ................ 14.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ....................................... 36.00%
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ................................ ...1.00%
Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) ............... …1.00%
TRACE ELEMENTS

This blend is designed to be used in the warmer southern
climate. Several warm-weather vegetables can thrive in a
greenhouse – tomatoes, cucumbers, beans, eggplant,
cantaloupe and summer squash etc
TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

Boron as (B) .............................................................. 0.20%
Copper as (Cu) .......................................................... 0.04%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) .......................................... 0.30%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.20%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.20%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................... 0.04%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than ........................... 2.00%
Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Muriate of Potash, Ammonium Phosphate,
Potassium Sulfate, Magnesium Sulfate, Sodium Borate, Copper Sulfate, Iron DTPA,
Molybdic Acid, Manganese Sulfate and Zinc Chelate.

PRICES

5—20 lbs ................................... $8.39/lb
500—975 lbs........................... $3.667/lb
25—75 lbs ................................... ..4.400/lb 1,000—1,975 lbs .............................. 3.600/lb
100—175 lbs ................................... ..3.960/lb 2,000—4,975 lbs ............................ 3.568/lb
200-475 lbs .................................... ..3.808/lb 5,000—9,975 lbs ............................ 3.536/lb
A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.

7-14-36 comes standard in 25# plastic bags. 2 bags per box for Ground.
Optional 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 228.50 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

NORMAL USAGE RATE IS 1/2 POUND PER 100 GALLONS.
To make 100 gallons of full strength, working nutrient solution:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SEEDLING PLANTS

MATURING PLANTS

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 7-14-36
6 ounces (.375 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.4—6.7 / Conductivitiy 1375ppm + source water
(1.83 mhos + source water)

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 8-16-36
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
5 ounces (.31 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.0—6.5 / Conductivitiy 1575ppm + source water
(2.10 mhos + source water)

During periods of heavy fruit load, it may be necessary to increase calcium nitrate to 10 oz. in “h” above. If the magnesium level in your water is more than
15 PPM, reduce the magnesium sulfate to 4 oz. in “i” above.
REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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CHEM-GRO
LETTUCE FORMULA

8-15-36

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 8.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ................................ 7.5%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ......................... 0.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5)........................ 15.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) .............................................. 36.00%
TRACE ELEMENTS
Boron as (B) ............................................................... 0.20%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ........................................... 0.40%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.20%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.20%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................... 0.05%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than ............................ 2.00%
Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium & Ammonium Phosphate, Muriate of Potash, Iron
Chelate (DTPA), Boric Acid, Iron Sulfate, Manganese Sulfate, Copper Chelate
(EDTA), Zinc Chelate (EDTA), Zinc Sulfate & Molybdic Acid.

TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

PRICES

5—20 lbs ................................... $8.39/lb
500—975 lbs........................... $3.667/lb
25—75 lbs ................................... ..4.400/lb 1,000—1,975 lbs ........................... ...3.600/lb
100—175 lbs ................................... ..3.960/lb 2,000—4,975 lbs ......................... ...3.568/lb
200-475 lbs .................................... ..3.808/lb 5,000—9,975 lbs ......................... ...3.536/lb
A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.

8-16-36 comes standard in 25# plastic bags. 2 bags per box for Ground.
Optional 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $228.50 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

NORMAL USAGE RATE IS 1/2 POUND PER 100 GALLONS.
To make 100 gallons of full strength, working nutrient solution:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SEEDLING PLANTS

MATURING PLANTS

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 8-16-36
6 ounces (.375 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.4—6.7 / Conductivitiy 1350ppm + source water
(1.80 mhos + source water)

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 8-16-36
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
5 ounces (.31 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to 6.0—6.5 / Conductivitiy 1575ppm + source water
(2.10 mhos + source water)

During periods of heavy fruit load, it may be necessary to increase calcium nitrate to 10 oz. in “h” above. If the magnesium level in your water is more than
15 PPM, reduce the magnesium sulfate to 4 oz. in “i” above.
REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
To see our selection of greenhouse lettuce seeds, please go to our website — hydro-gardens.com/product-category/seeds/lettuce-seeds/
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CHEM-GRO
FLOWER & TREE FORMULAS
FOR PEAT LITE & COMPOSTED PINE BARK

15—10-30

21—6-21

4—25-30

Total Nitrogen (N) ................................... 15.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ....................... 9.41%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ................ 2.07%
Urea Nitrogen ............................ 3.52%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ......... 10.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ............................... 30.00%

Total Nitrogen (N) ................................... 21.00%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ........ 6.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O)............................... 21.00%

Total Nitrogen (N) ....................................4.00%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) .........25.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ...............................23.00%

TRACE ELEMENTS

TRACE ELEMENTS

Boron as (B) ............................................... 0.05%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................... 0.01%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ........................... 2.00%
Iron (Fe)..................................................... 0.20%
Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.05%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ................................ 0.001%
Zinc as (Zn)................................................ 0.02%

Boron as (B) ................................................0.02%
Copper as (Cu) ............................................0.01%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ............................2.00%
Iron (Fe) .....................................................0.20%
Total Manganese as (Mn) .........................0.05%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) .....................0.06%
Molybdenum as (Mo) .................................0.001%
Zinc as (Zn) ................................................0.02%

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Ammonium Nitrate, Urea and
Ammonium Phosphate; Iron Chelate (DTPA), Copper,
Manganese and Zinc Chelates; Solubor and Molybdic
Acid.

Derived from:
Ammonium, Potassium, and Sodium Phosphates; Potassium Chloride, Potassium Nitrate, Iron Chelate
(DTPA), Manganese, Zinc, and Copper Sulfates;
Solubor and Molybdic acid.

TRACE ELEMENTS
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ........................ 0.15%
Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) ....... 0.15%
Boron as (B) ............................................... 0.09%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe)............................ 0.26%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ........................ 0.09%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) .................... 0.09%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ................................ 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ................................................ 0.05%
Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Ammonium Phosphate, Magnesium
Sulfate, Urea, Sodium Borate, Copper and Zinc Chelate EDTA, Iron Chelate DTPA, Molybdic Acid, and
Manganese Sulfate.

15—10-30
25—75 lbs ................. $3.644/lb
100—175 lbs ................. …3.280/lb
200-475 lbs .................. ...3.154/lb

500—975 lbs ............$3.037/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ...............2.982/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ..............2.955/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ..............2.929/lb

8-16-36 comes standard in 25# plastic bags.

21-6-21

4-25-30

5—20 lbs .................. ...$6.56/lb
25—75 lbs .................. …3.267/lb
100—175 lbs .................. ..2.940/lb
200-475 lbs ................... …2.827/lb

5—20 lbs .................. ...$8.39/lb
25—75 lbs .................. …3.778/lb
100—175 lbs .................. …3.400/lb
200-475 lbs .................. …3.269/lb

21-6-21 & 4-25-30 come standard in 25# plastic bags.

A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.
REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS:
15-10-30
14 ounces per 100 gallons of water equals:
150 ppm Nitrogen
45 ppm Phosphorus
250 ppm Potassium
9 ounces per 100 gallons:
100 ppm Nitrogen
30 ppm Phosphorus
166 ppm Potassium
For a complete formula, add CaNO3 &
MgSO4 as needed.

21-6-21 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $171.83 ship wt. 53#
4-25-30 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $197.39 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS:
21-6-21
a. 100 gallons of water
b. 12 oz (.75 lbs) of Chem-GroTM 21-6-21
c. 2 oz (.125 lbs) of Calcium Nitrate
d. 5.28 oz (.33 lbs) of MgSo4 (Epsom Salt)
The final NPK should be 210 ppm N, 24 ppm P,
155 ppm K, with 30 ppm Ca & 40 ppm Mg plus
the content of your source water. These are
the recommended levels of fertilizer to use on
trees prior to bud set per Tinus. Adjust pH to
5.5

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

a.
b.
c.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS:
4-25-30
100 gallons of water
8 oz (.50 lbs) of Chem-GroTM 4-25-30
5.28 oz (.33 lbs) of MgSo4 (Epsom Salt)

Do not use Calcium Nitrate with this high Phosphorus formula. If Calcium is below 40 ppm,
add 1/10th lb. Calcium Chloride per 100 gallons of
water. If using an injector, Calcium Chloride
must be added through the concentrate tank
normally used for Calcium
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CHEM-GRO
TOMATO &
LETTUCE FORMULA
3—15-26

HYDROPONIC
SPECIAL
8-10-32

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 3.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ................................ 2.5%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ......................... 0.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5)........................ 15.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) .............................................. 26.00%
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ....................................... 3.00%
Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) ...................... 3.00%
Combined Sulfur as (S) .......................................... 4.00%

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Total Nitrogen (N) ................................................ 8.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ................................ 7.20%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ......................... 0.80%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ...................... 10.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ............................................ 32.00%
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ..................................... 1.50%
Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) .................... 1.50%
Combined Sulfur as (S)......................................... 2.00%

TRACE ELEMENTS

TRACE ELEMENTS

Boron as (B) ............................................................... 0.20%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ........................................... 0.40%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.20%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................... 0.20%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................... 0.05%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than ............................ 2.00%

Boron as (B) ............................................................. 0.13%
Copper as (Cu) ......................................................... 0.03%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ......................................... 0.30%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ..................................... 0.13%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) ................................. 0.13%
Molybdenum as (Mo).............................................. 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................. 0.03%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than .......................... 2.00%

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Muriate of Potash, Ammonium
Phosphate, Potassium Sulfate, Magnesium Sulfate, Sodium Borate, Copper
Sulfate, Iron DTPA, Molybdic Acid, Manganese Sulfate and Zinc Chelate.

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Ammonium Phosphate,
Magnesium Sulfate, Muriate of Potash, Sulfate of Potash, Sodium Borate,
Copper Chelate EDTA, Iron Chelate DTPA, Molybdic Acid, Manganese
Sulfate, and Zinc Chelate EDTA.

3-15-26
5—20 lbs.................. .$8.39/lb
25—75 lbs ................. .5.200/lb
100—175 lbs ................. .4.680/lb
200-475 lbs .................. .4.500/lb

8-10-32

500—975 lbs ............$4.333/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ...............4.255/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ..............4.216/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ..............4.179/lb

25—75 lbs .................. …4.133/lb
100—175 lbs .................. …3.720/lb
200-475 lbs ................... …3.577/lb

3-15-26 comes standard in 25# plastic bags.

500—975 lbs ............ $3.444/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ............ ...3.382/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ........... ...3.351/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ........... ...3.321/lb

8-10-32 comes standard in 25# plastic bags.

A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.
3-15-26 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $268.50 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

To make 100 gallons of full strength, working nutrient solution:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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SEEDLING PLANTS

MATURING PLANTS

100 gallons of water
10 ounces (.625 pounds) of Chem-GroTM
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
2 ounces (.125 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to your crop

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Prices are subject to change without notice

100 gallons of water
10 ounces (.625 pounds) of Chem-GroTM
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to your crop

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

CHEM-GRO
HEMP/CANNABIS
FORMULA

4-20-39

STRAWBERRY
FORMULA

PEPPER & HERB
FORMULA

8-12-32

11-11-40

Total Nitrogen (N) ................................... 8.00%
Nitrate Nitrogen ........................7.2%
Total Nitrogen (N) ................................... 4.00%
Total Nitrogen (N) ....................................11.00%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen .................0.8%
Nitrate Nitrogen ....................... 3.5%
Nitrate Nitrogen ........................ 10.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ........ 12.00%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ................ 0.5%
Ammoniacal Nitrogen ................ ..0.5%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ......... 20.00% Soluble Potash (K2O)............................... 32.00% Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) .........11.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ............................... 39.00% Total Magnesium as (Mg) ...........................0.50% Soluble Potash (K2O) ...............................40.00%
Total Magnesium as (Mg) ........................ …0.35% Water Soluble Magnesium as (Mg) ..........0.50%
Combined Sulfur as (S) ..............................0.25%
TRACE ELEMENTS

TRACE ELEMENTS

Boron as (B) ............................................... 0.20%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe)............................ 0.41%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ........................ 0.22%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ................................ 0.01%
Zinc as (Zn) ................................................ 0.05%
Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Muriate of
Potash, Iron Chelate DTPA, Boric Acid, Iron Sulfate,
Magnesium Sulfate, Manganese Sulfate, Copper
Chelate (EDTA), Zinc Chelate (EDTA), Zinc Sulfate
& Molybdic Acid
Designed for Hemp/Cannabis growing hydroponically.
See website for mixing instructions and recipe.
Search "4-20-39" in the search box and choose any
size package.

Boron as (B) ................................................0.10%
Copper as (Cu) ............................................0.03%
Boron as (B) ............................................... 0.08%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ............................0.20%
Copper as (Cu) ........................................... 0.05%
Total Manganese as (Mn) .........................0.21%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) ........................... 0.30%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) .....................0.21%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ........................ 0.15%
Molybdenum as (Mo) .................................0.001%
Soluble Manganese as (Mn) .................... 0.15%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ................................ 0.008% Zinc as (Zn) ................................................0.03%
Zinc as (Zn)................................................ 0.03%
Chlorine as (CL), not more than ............. 1.00%

TRACE ELEMENTS

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate; Ammonium and Potassium Phosphates; Potassium Chloride; Magnesium Sulfate; Iron
Chelate (DTPA) & (EDTA); Manganese Sulfate; Copper and Zinc Chelates; Solubor; and Molybdic Acid.
Strawberries are sensitive to over fertilization with
Nitrogen. Refer to HGI's website (hydrogardens.com) & search "strawberry" click any ChemGro 8-12-32 product for mixing instructions.

4-20-39
5—20 lbs.................. .$8.39/lb
25—75 lbs ................. ..6.086/lb
100—175 lbs ................. …5.325/lb
200-475 lbs .................. ..5.071/lb

Derived from:
Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate, Ammonium
Phosphate, Solubor, Copper Chelate (EDTA), Iron
Chelate (DTPA), Molybdic Acid, Manganese Sulfate,
and Zinc Chelate.

When this formula is used for Herbs, reduce the
below recommendations to 1/2 strength and adjust N
to desired level with KNO3 and CaNO3.

8-12-32

500—975 lbs ............$4.841/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ...............4.733/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ..............4.681/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ..............4.630/lb

5—20 lbs .................. .$8.39/lb
25—75 lbs .................. ..4.400/lb
100—175 lbs .................. …3.960/lb
200-475 lbs ................... ..3.808/lb

4-20-39 comes standard in 25# plastic bags.

&

11-11-40
500—975 lbs ............ $3.667/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ............ ...3.600/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ........... ...3.568/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ........... ...3.536/lb

8-12-32 & 11-11-40 come standard in 25# plastic bags.

A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.
4-20-39 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 312.79 ship wt. 53# 8-12-32 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 228.50 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

To make 100 gallons of full strength, working nutrient solution: of 11-11-40 for Peppers
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SEEDLING PLANTS

MATURING PLANTS

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 11-11-40
6 ounces (.375 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
2 ounces (.125 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to your crop—Cond approx 1350 ppm

f.
g.
h.
i.
a.

100 gallons of water
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Chem-GroTM 11-11-40
8 ounces (.50 pounds) of Calcium Nitrate
4 ounces (.25 pounds) of Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Adjust pH to your crop—Cond approx 1500 ppm

For Herbs: Reduce the above to 1/2 strength & adjust nitrogen to desired level using CANO 3 or KNO3
REFER TO CATALOG PAGES 16 AND 17 FOR CONCENTRATE MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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CHEM-GRO
HOBBY FORMULA

10-8-22
GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 10.00%
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ....................... 8.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) .............................................. 22.00%
TRACE ELEMENTS
Derived from:
Potassium & Calcium Nitrate,
Magnesium Sulfate, Potassium &
Ammonium Phosphate, Muriate of
Potash, Calcium Sulfate, Urea,
Iron Chelate (DTPA), Iron, Manganese & Zinc Sulfate, Boric
Acid, Manganese Chelate, Copper
Chelate (EDTA), Zinc Chelate
(EDTA), & Molybdic Acid .

Calcium (Ca) .............................................................. 5.00%
Magnesium (Mg) ....................................................... 1.00%
Sulfur as (S) ............................................................. 2.00%
Boron as (B) .............................................................. 0.05%
Copper as (Cu) .......................................................... 0.05%
Iron (Chelated) as (Fe) .......................................... 0.20%
Total Manganese as (Mn) ....................................... 0.10%
Molybdenum as (Mo) ............................................... 0.005%
Zinc as (Zn) ............................................................... 0.05%

TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

PRICES

5—20 lbs ................................... $6.59/lb
25—75 lbs ................................... 3.533/lb
100—175 lbs ................................... 3.180/lb
200-475 lbs .................................... 3.058/lb

500—975 lbs........................... $2.944/lb
1,000—1,975 lbs ........................... ...2.891/lb
2,000—4,975 lbs ......................... ...2.865/lb
5,000—9,975 lbs ......................... ...2.839/lb
A shipment of 2,000# or more delivered within continental USA, freight paid by HGI.

10-8-22 comes standard in 25# plastic bags. 2 bags per box for Ground.
Optional 5 gallon plastic pail . . . $ 185.17 ship wt. 53#
(For quantity pricing in PLASTIC PAILS add $0.17/lb to above prices)

NORMAL USAGE RATE IS 1 POUND PER 100 GALLONS.
A COMPLETE PLANT FOOD FORMULA
Many of our commercial growers have asked if we can supply them with a hydroponic plant food they can sell to their local customers that are growing in small greenhouses at home. We are pleased to offer the formula that these hobby growers will
need listed below. When placing your next order, why not get a case or two for your retail trade? We offer them to you at the
discount rates listed below. Excellent for use on any type of plant in hydroponic solutions or soil, indoors and outdoors. Use 1
(one) pound per 100 gallons or approximately 1 (one) teaspoon per gallon. For vegetables in hydroponics, also add Epsom Salt at
a rate of 1/4 pound per 100 gallons or approximately 1/4 teaspoon per gallon.

RESALE PACKAGE
Item Number:
10-8-22x5
Suggested Retail
$ 32.95
Quantity / Case
8
Weight/Case (Gross)
45
26

DEALER DISCOUNTS
1 case ......................................... 15%
2-5 cases ...................................20%
6-9 cases ...................................25%
10 or more cases......................30%

Prices are subject to change without notice

CHEM-GROTM is a
registered formula and has
been used in commercial
and residential applications
since 1965.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

FERTILIZER COMPOUNDS
THE FERTILIZERS ON THIS PAGE ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE 2000# FREIGHT PAID OFFER
ITEM DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

(N - P - K)

Calcium Chloride
Calcium Nitrate (solution grade)
Di-Ammonium Phosphate
Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salt)
Mono-Ammonium Phosphate
Mono-Potassium Phosphate
Potassium Chloride (Muriate of Potash)
Potassium Nitrate Truck Only
Potassium Sulfate

CaCL
CaNO3/50
DAP
MgSO4
MAP/50
MKP/50
KCL
KNO3
K2SO4

(30% Ca)
(15.5-0-0)
(21-52-0)
(9.8% Mg)
(12-61-0)
(0-52-34)
(0-0-62)
(13-0-46)
(0-0-50)

SHIP WEIGHT
5 GAL
PAIL / BAG
PAIL
51# / 51#
$72.95
55# / 51#
81.95
56# / 51#
152.95
56# / 51#
146.95
56# / 51#
86.95
67# / 56#
269.95
56# / 51#
114.95
/ 51#
56# / 51#
101.95

QTY OF BAGS
1-5
6-25
$61.95
$56.75
74.95
66.95
136.95
130.95
147.95
135.95
70.95
65.75
248.95
227.95
90.95
77.75
108.95
104.75
90.95
84.75

Potassium Nitrate CAN ONLY be shipped in 50# bags by common carrier: NOT by FedEx, UPS Ground or USPS
FERTILIZER AMENDMENT
Potassium Silicate

KSiO2

(26.53 SiO2)

12#/gal.

1 Gal
$37.95

5 Gal
55 Gal
$187.95 $1,641.95

(Add 3 liquid ounces per 100 gallons of water to get about 100 ppm Si. DO NOT ADD TO YOUR CONCENTRATE TANKS.)
For Hobby Users—(Baking Soda)

pH ADJUSTING CHEMICALS

Dipotassium Phosphate
(Used to raise pH)
Potassium Hydroxide
(Used to raise pH)

DKP

Phosphoric Acid
(Used to lower pH)

H3PO4

(28% K2O 60% P2O5)

2 Gal Pail (24.#)
$116.95
50 lb Bag
235.95
KOH
(Caustic Potash)
50 lb Bag
138.95
Due to DOT regulations, Caustic Potash can only ship by truck.
(75% Tech Grade)

1 Gal (13#)
35.95
Will Call Only 5 Gal (66#)
149.95
Hobby Users—(Vinegar) - (Battery Acid is 1/2 strength Sulfuric Acid)
200 lb plastic drum
500.95
Due to DOT regulations, we can only ship 200 lb plastic drums by truck. 1 & 5 gal for Will Call ONLY

TRACE MINERALS

5#

Boric Acid
Copper Sulfate
Iron Sulfate
Manganese Sulfate
Solubor
Zinc Sulfate

Box
$13.95
17.95
16.95
40.75
23.75
22.95

Calcium Chelate
Copper Chelate
Iron Chelate
Iron Chelate
Manganese Chelate
Zinc Chelate
Sodium Molybdate
PRICES

H3BO3
CuSO4
FeSO4
MnSO4
SLBR
ZnSO4

(17% B)
(25% Cu)
(20% Fe)
(31% Mn)
(20.5% B)
(36% Z)

Will Call Only

2 Gal
Wt
5.3#
5.3#
5.3#
5.3#
5.3#
5.3#

Pail
$38.95
69.95
62.95
118.95
36.95
109.95

5 Gal
Wt
18.3#
21.3#
21.3#
19.3#
7.8#
21.3#

Pail
$106.95
146.95
133.95
281.95
78.95
232.95

1#
5#
Ca330 (9.5% EDTA Ca)
$14.95
$58.75
Cu330 (14% EDTA Cu)
23.95
94.75
Fe330 (11% DTPA Fe)
17.95
83.75
Fe440 (13% EDTA Fe)
17.95
53.75
Mn330 (13% EDTA Mn)
21.95
58.75
Zn330 (14% EDTA Zn)
16.95
63.75
MOLY
(39.6% Mo)
(2oz pkg $5.95) $24.95
$98.75
ARE QUOTED ON LARGER QUANTITIES OF BAGGED FERTILIZERS
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Wt
55.1#
52.8#
52.8#
52.8#
22.3#
52.8#
50#
$425.00
697.50
825.00
375.00
475.00
475.00
$725.00
26

ORGANIC FERTILZER PRODUCTS
SEA GROW

8% FULVIC ACID

Sea Grow is a blend of extract from natural ocean kelp and fish emulsion. Its ratio of organic nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (N-P-K)
is 2-1-2. Foliar : Apply at the rate of 1 tablespoon Sea Grow Plus to
each gallon of water. Apply with pressurized applicator, making certain
to mist all sides of leaf surfaces. Apply a minimum of 3 times during
the growing season: 1) when plants are first leafing out, 2) when buds
are setting, 3) three weeks after buds set. For best results, spray in
the early part of the day when evaporation rate is slowest. Soil: Apply
to soil monthly at the rate of 2 tablespoons to each gallon of water.
For large areas, apply 8 ounces to each 1,000 square feet. Foliar (for
potted plants): Apply at the rate of 1 teaspoon Sea Grow to 1 quart of
water and mist plants well. May apply weekly or semi-weekly as plants
require.

Fulvic acid is a low molecular weight humate with unique properties.
It forms soluble complexes with metal ions and can be taken up
directly by plants' roots even in an acidic environment. All other
humic acids are insoluble in acids. Fulvic acid is the only humate
shown to have significant biological activity in the transport of nutrients. It is taken up preferentially by the plant and is much more
readily transported to the growing shoot where it accummulates
with its nutrient load. The hormone-like activity is evident within
fairly low rate limits. Research indicates an application rate of 5%
of the total nutrient application rate. For example, in liquid fertilizers of 500 ppm concentration of actual nutrients, add 25 ppm fulvic
acid.

Item#
2F112
2F114
2F116

Description
Sea Grow (Qt)
Sea Grow (Gal)
Sea Grow (5 Gal)

Wt
4.0#
12.5#
46.0#

Price
$10.95
28.95
109.95

Item#
2F152
2F154
2F155
2F158

Description
Fulvic Acid (Qt)
Fulvic Acid (Gal)
Fulvic Acid (2.5 Gal)
Fulvic Acid (55 Gal)

Wt
4.0#
12.5#
25.0#
510.0#

Price
$9.95
24.95
47.95
1,050.00

FISH EMULSION
Fish Emulsion is a high nutrient, organic fertilizer with a NitrogenPhosphate-Potassium ratio (N-P-K) of 5-1-1. The nitrogen serves as a
rich organic base, with the phosphate and potassium serving as soluble
food for soil microorganisms. The end result of which is a healthier
soil content which promotes stronger and larger plant growth. Application: For best results, dilute liquid 4 parts fertilizer to 1 part water.
One gallon of concentrate can treat up to 10,000 square feet. Apply as
you would any type of fertilizer, directly pouring or spraying onto
leaves, stems, and root soil anywhere you need to achieve extra fertilization. Safe for people, pets, and wildlife, you can use your lawn or
garden immediately after application.

Item#
2F122
2F124
2F126

Description
Fish Emulsion (Qt)
Fish Emulsion (Gal)
Fish Emulsion (5 Gal)

Wt
4.0#
12.5#
46.0#

Price
$9.95
24.95
89.95

HUMA-KELP
HUMA-KELP is a combination of Humic Acid and fresh Sea Grow
concentrate. The resulting product offers the benefits of both
these ingredients. Humic acid improves soil physical properties,
regulates the supply and availability of nutrients and stimulates soil
micro-organisms. It is derived from peat in its natural state. It has
not been altered and thus contains all the humic substances including humic and fulvic acids. The general application rate is 3 quarts
per acre repeated 2 to 3 times during the season as a foliar spray
or applied through the irrigation system.

Item#
2F132
2F134
2F136

Description
Huma-Kelp (Qt)
Huma-Kelp (Gal)
Huma-Kelp (2x2.5 Gal)

Wt
4.0#
12.5#
46.0#

Price
$13.95
42.95
159.95

KELP MEAL
Kelp Meal is an all natural, 100% organic fertilizer made from dried
ocean seaweed. Full of beneficial vitamins and mineral, this all purpose
soil treatment works great on potassium loving plants. Kelp is a 100%
natural source of over 70 vitamins and minerals which can be applied
to any soil or plant without worrying about harmful chemicals or waste
by-products. Kelp Meal is a great way to feed your garden and an ecologically friendly choice for fertilization. Let the bounty of minerals
found in the ocean work for you in your garden.
Application:
Light Application: 7 lbs per 1,000 square feet or 1/4 cup per plant
Normal Application: 12 lbs per 1,000 square feet or 1/3 cup per plant
Heavy Application: 25 lbs per 1,000 square feet or 1/2 cup per plant
Derived from: Kelp

Item#
2F118

Description
Kelp Meal (25# Bag)

Wt
25.0#

Price
$55.95

FISH MEAL
Fish Meal is a high nutrient, organic fertilizer with a nitrogenphosphorus-potassium ratio (N-P-K) of 10-2-2. Fish Meal is a natural
fish fertilizer that is an excellent source nutrients for your lawn
and garden. People have been using fertilizers from fish products
since ancient times. It is completely natural and 100% safe for your
entire family. Derived from: Fish
Application:
Light - 7# per 1,000 sq/ft, 1/4 cup per plant/1# per 20 ft row
Normal- 12# per 1,000 sq/ft, 1/3 cup per plant/2# per 20 ft row
Heavy- 25# per 1,000 sq/ft, 1/2 cup per plan

Item#
2F132

Description
Fish Meal (25# Bag)

Wt
25.0#

Price
$61.95

Item#
2F142
2F144
2F146

Description
Super-Kelp (Qt)
Super-Kelp (Gal)
Super-Kelp (2x2.5 Gal)

Wt
4.0#
12.5#
46.0#

Price
$10.95
39.95
94.95

SUPER-KELP
SUPER-KELP is a blend of Marine Fish Emulsion and fresh Kelp Concentrate. This easy-to-use liquid provides the benefits of both ingredients.
Its natural organic nitrogen, potassium and phosphate (N-4, P-0.8, K-1.2)
function as major plant food nutrients. Additional beneficial compounds
include trace elements, amino acids, vitamins, lipids and enzymes.
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Prices are subject to change without notice
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ORGANIC FERTILZER PRODUCTS
WIGGLE WORM SOIL BUILDERTM

ODOR FREE NON-TOXIC

E
L
B
A
IL

Item#
2F192

Description
30# Bag
Pallet, 60 Bags

Wt
32.0#
1970.0#

A
V
A
DA
N
I
Y
F
L
N
RRENT IF WE CA

TM

Wiggle Worm Soil Builder Earthworm Castings are an excellent all
natural plant food that come to you directly from Mother Nature in
their purest form. The incredible earthworm is the only creature
created especially for the fertilization and aeration of the soil.
When used in greater concentrations than found in nature, this nonburning, long lasting organic fertilizer can provide remarkable benefits such as:
* Vigorous Plant Growth
* Fibrous Root System
* Improved Aeration of Soil

U
C
T
NO

Price
$
$

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

SEE Total Nitrogen
O
T
UC(N)T................................... .......... 1.00%
R
D
E
O
T
R
Water Soluble Nitrogen ..................0.1%
A
P
L
THIS Water Insoluble Nitrogen ..............0.9%
ACK
B
R
O
K
F
C
E
Available Phosphoric Acid (P2O5) ......... .......... 0.11%
CHE
SOURC
Calcium (Ca)................................................ .......... 1.00%
Iron (Fe) ..................................................... .......... 0.20%

Coconut EZ Gro Bags
This product has been listed by OMRI as Fibre Dust Natural
Growing Medium and is Allowed for use in organic production in
the category of Transplant Media - nonsynthetic.

This media is also called: Coconut Coir, Coconut fiber, Ground Coir Dust or Coir Fiber Pith. It is 100% organic,
& is a renewable resource from the husk of coconuts. It has been washed, screened, graded & compressed.
This media is a proven natural alternative to Peat Moss, Sphagnum Peat, Rockwool, Perlite & many other medias.
It has excellent aeration, consistency and is easy to handle. Some of the benefits to the EZ Gro Bags;
* Filling bags with media can be very labor intensive. Just drop in the sprayer and let it fill up by itself.
* EZ Gro Bags already have drain holes and don't require additional preparation.
* Coconut fiber has much better capillary properties than other growing medias.
* EZ Gro Bags are very price competitive considering media, bag & labor.
* Shipping expanded bags of media, such as Rockwool or Perlite can be very expensive.
Can be ordered by the Bag, Pallet or for the Best Price - Container Loads (Allow 10 - 14 weeks for delivery).
On all container load orders within the contiguous 48 states, freight is paid by Hydro-Gardens.
Item#
6E540

Description
Coconut EZ Gro Bags
5 Gal Black

Price/Ea
$5.00
4.56
4.20
4.08
3.91
3.67
3.54

Item#
6E542

Description
Coconut EZ Gro Block
5:1 Compressed Block

Qty
1 - 9
10 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 999
1000 - 3999
(4,000)

E
L
B
A
L
I
A
V
A
Y
L
NOT CURRERNTTO SEE IF WE CAN FIND A
Container Load

Item#
6E535

Qty
1 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 299
300 - 599
600 - 2999
3000 - 11,999
(12,000)

Container Load

Price/Ea
$10.00
9.75
9.50
8.50
8.25
8.00

1 block will fill 3-4 - 5 gal bags
E
T
Qty
Price/Ea
A
L
K
CHECK BAC 1 - 49 $2.70 THItem#
DUCT
Description
Qty
Price/Ea
O
R
P
IS
R
O
F
50
199
2.59
E
6E535
Coconut EZ Gro Bags
1 - 49
$4.40
SOU200R-C499
2.38
Description
Coconut EZ Gro Bags
3 Gal Black

Container Load

500 - 4999
5000 - 19999
(20,000)

2.26
2.16
2.07

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Layflat Bags

50 - 249
250 - 499
500 - 2999
Container Load
(3,000)

www.hydro-gardens.com

4.09
3.70
3.43
3.27
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TOMATO SEED VARIETIES

PRODUCERS
De Ruiter1

Rijk Zwaan2

MGS3
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
A (Tm) = Resistant to tomato mosaic virus
B (C2) = Resistant to cladosporium races A & B
C (C5) = Resistant to cladosporium races A,B,C,D, & E
D (V) = Resistant to verticillium
E (F1) = Resistant to fusarium race 1
F (F2) = Resistant to fusarium races 1 & 2
G (N) = Resistant to most occurring pathotypes of nematodes
H (Wi) = Tolerant to silvering
I (Fr) = Resistant -fusarium crown root rot
J = Non-greenback (ripens evenly red)
K (Oi) = Tolerant to powdery mildew

VARIETY
PRICE MATURITY
Produce
KEY
Caiman
A
Favorita1
B
2
Taymyr2
B
Endeavour2
C
Big Dena3
E
2
Komeett1
F
2
DRC06031
K
Rebeliski(DRW7749)1 H
Conchita1
I
1
Red Delight1
Climstar3
Maxifort1
Kardia3

L
E
A
A

VIGOR

2
Pelleted

1

1
1

1
1

SIZE
INTER
CELLS
ounces
NODES
BEEFSTEAK TOMATO
CHERRY TOMATO
BEEFSTEAK TOMATO
BEEFSTEAK TOMATO
10.0
2
3
CLUSTER TOMATO
RED GRAPE TOMATO
BEEFSTEAK TOMATO
RED CHERRY CLUSTER
CHERRY COCKTAIL CLUSTER
(TOV) FIRM, DEEP RED FRUIT
ROOT STOCK FOR GRAFTING
ROOT STOCK FOR GRAFTING

INTERNODES
1 = Short
2 = Normal
3 = Extended

VIGOR
1 = Strong
2 = Normal

MATURITY
1 = Early
2 = Normal
3 = Late

CELLS
1 = 2-3
2 = 3-5
3 = Multilocular

CULTURAL
CHARAC.
10 to 12 grams
10 to 12 grams

A,D,E,F,I
5 to 5.5 ounce
A,D,F,G
A,C,D,F,H,I
A,D,F,G

Ethephon / Ethrel
Fruit Ripening Compound
Mix: 1:100 for Spray
Caution: May cause spots on the
fruit when daubed.

See page 69.
Pre-Tom Stain Preventer
Green hands after working with
your plants? We can stop that.

See page 71.
Grafting Clips
Increasingly greenhouse tomato
growers are using grafting to both
decrease susceptibility to root
diseases and to increase fruit
production through increased
plant vigor.

See page 96.
See our website for current pricing & other tomato seeds varieties available — hydro-gardens.com/product-category/seeds/tomato-seeds/

Tomato Seed Prices
Price Key
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

30

1
$ 0.54
$ 0.91
$ 0.96
$ 1.05
$ 1.08
$ 1.26
$ 1.32
$ 1.38
$ 1.55
$ 1.75
$ 2.03
$ 2.27
$ 2.87

PRICES ARE PER INDIVIDUAL SEED
250
$ 0.311
$ 0.520
$ 0.550
$ 0.603
$ 0.621
$ 0.723
$ 0.758
$ 0.791
$ 0.887
$ 1.005
$ 1.161
$ 1.301
$ 1.643

500
$ 0.291
$ 0.486
$ 0.514
$ 0.563
$ 0.580
$ 0.675
$ 0.708
$ 0.738
$ 0.828
$ 0.938
$ 1.083
$ 1.214
$ 1.533

Prices are subject to change without notice

1000
$ 0.282
$ 0.471
$ 0.499
$ 0.547
$ 0.563
$ 0.655
$ 0.687
$ 0.717
$ 0.804
$ 0.911
$ 1.052
$ 1.179
$ 1.489

2500
$ 0.278
$ 0.464
$ 0.491
$ 0.538
$ 0.554
$ 0.645
$ 0.676
$ 0.706
$ 0.791
$ 0.897
$ 1.035
$ 1.160
$ 1.465

5000
$ 0.273
$ 0.455
$ 0.481
$ 0.528
$ 0.544
$ 0.633
$ 0.664
$ 0.692
$ 0.776
$ 0.880
$ 1.015
$ 1.139
$ 1.438
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EUROPEAN CUCUMBER SEEDS

PRODUCERS
De Ruiter1

SKIN
1 = Fairly Ribbed
2 = Slightly Ribbed
3 = Smoot

Rijk Zwaan2

MGS3

CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
VIGOR
1 = Strong
2 = Normal
3 = Moderate
4 = Steady Growing

VARIETY
PRICE
Produce
KEY
Cumlaude2
C
Cumlaude Organic2 D

A = CMV 1 tolerant
B = Resistant to leafspot
C = Resistant to gummosis
F = Tolerant to powdery mildew
G = Low light tolerant
H = All female
I = Resistant to cucumber mosaic virus
J = Partially tolerant to powdery mildew
K = Low susceptibility to Fusarium

COLOR
5 = Light Green
6 = Medium
Green
7 = Green
8 = Dark Green

VIGOR
2
2

LENGTH COLOR
inches
15-16
8
15-16
8

SKIN
TYPE
2
2

CULTURAL
CHARAC.
B,C,F,H
B,C,F,H

Camaro1
Elsie3

G
I

1
1

13-16
12-15

8
8

2
2

G,H,J,K
B,C,F,H

Monroe3
Mountie3

I
I

1
1

12-14
12-14

8
8

2
2

B,C,F,H
B,C,F,H

Mini-Cucumers
Deltastar2
Jawell1

A
H

2
2

6-7
5-6

8
8

2
2

A,B,C,F,H
A,H,J,I

The information listed is intended
as an aid in comparing varieties.
Greenhouse conditions vary substantially from location to location, and plant growth is affected
by these differences.
Vigor is a term used to describe
the relative size of the plant
leaves and growing tip. Under
identical conditions, varieties will
grow slightly differently.

Most mildew tolerant varieties
are prone to leaf necrosis during
low light times of the year.

See our website for current pricing & other cucumber seeds varieties available — hydro-gardens.com/product-category/seeds/cucumber-seeds/

Tomato Seed Prices
Price Key
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

1
$ 0.46
$ 0.57
$ 0.73
$ 0.92
$ 1.16
$ 1.37
$ 1.46
$ 1.49
$ 1.53
$ 1.72

PRICES ARE PER INDIVIDUAL SEED
100
$ 0.264
$ 0.330
$ 0.422
$ 0.528
$ 0.665
$ 0.788
$ 0.835
$ 0.852
$ 0.874
$ 0.986

500
$ 0.246
$ 0.308
$ 0.394
$ 0.492
$ 0.621
$ 0.736
$ 0.779
$ 0.795
$ 0.816
$ 0.920

1000
$ 0.239
$ 0.299
$ 0.383
$ 0.478
$ 0.603
$ 0.714
$ 0.756
$ 0.772
$ 0.792
$ 0.893

5000
$ 0.231
$ 0.288
$ 0.369
$ 0.464
$ 0.582
$ 0.690
$ 0.730
$ 0.745
$ 0.765
$ 0.883

Note: Due to the fluctuation of international money markets, seed prices are subject to
change without notice.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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LETTUCE SEED VARIETIES
FLANDRIA PRECISION AND PELLETED
Butterhead & Bibb varieties. Qualities such as extreme resistance to bolting and tip-burn, exceptionally
long shelf life and suitability to many types of culture
under glass, tunnels, in soil and hydroponic systems,
have resulted in these varities attaining the very high
standard they have today. They handle high temperatures in mid Summer as well as short day conditions.

PELLETED (PILLS) SEED
5,000 per can only

PRECISION SEED
1,000 per package only

PELLETED (Pills)
1@5000
Laurel
$ 86.95
Rex
117.95
Multigreen 50 (Red Oak Leaf) 196.95
Amandine (Red Lollo Rossa)
Flandria
1,000 Seeds per unit
Thumper (Mini Romaine)

2@5000
$ 80.95 each
110.95 ea @ 5
186.95 each

108.95
117.95

101.95 ea @ 5
110.95 ea @ 5

1@1000
$ 25.95

Baselga Yellow -Price Key B

5@1000
$24.95 each

Precision (Non Pills)
Flandria

PELLETED (Pills)
1@5000
Soltero (Lollo Rossa)
$ 127.95
Elton
122.95
Fidel (Butterhead Short Day) 148.95
Multy (Multi-Leaf)
137.95
Charles (Butterhead Long Day) 146.95
Cedar (Green Oak Leaf)
153.95

Pepper Seed Prices
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2@5000
$119.95 each
115.95 each
139.95 each
128.95 each
136.95 each
143.95 each

Gina Red -Price Key D
Excellent setting in all conditions with fast
development. Strong against BER and internal
rot. Uniform blocky shape with stable fruit
size through season. Plant power results in
strong shoot development for heat periods.
Excellent shelf life & shipping pepper
OTHER VARIETIES:
Felicitas
Price Key D (Red)
Rookie
Price Key B (Yellow)
Zamboni
Price Key A (Red)
Orangery
Price Key B (Orange)

See our website for current pricing & other pepper seeds
varieties available — hydro-gardens.com/product-category/
seeds/pepper-seeds/

1
$ 1.15
$ 1.20
$ 1.48
$ 1.63

5@1000
$ 19.20 each

PEPPER SEED VARIETIES

Yellow pepper Baselga is one of the
most productive and widely used yellow
peppers. It has one of the highest production capabilities of all yellow pepper
varieties with a large and nice 4 lobed
blocky shape.

Price Key
A
B
C
D

1@1000
$ 20.50

PRICES ARE PER INDIVIDUAL SEED
100
$ 0.663
$ 0.690
$ 0.850
$ 0.936

500
$ 0.618
$ 0.644
$ 0.793
$ 0.873

Prices are subject to change without notice

1000
$ 0.600
$ 0.625
$ 0.770
$ 0.848

2000
$ 0.591
$ 0.615
$ 0.758
$ 0.834

5000
$ 0.580
$ 0.603
$ 0.744
$ 0.819

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Chemical Analysis of Water,
Nutrient, Leaf, and Media Samples
We highly recommend that you get a leaf sample analysis at least once per month. You need to establish a
set of records that indicate the fertilizer requirements of your plants at different stages of plant
growth as they react to your water and the various seasons of the year. If you are using our Chem-Gro
fertilizer, when you receive the results from the lab, call us at 719-495-2266, or request that a copy of
the results be sent direct to us for recommendations. Our recommendations can be more valuable to you
with lab results.
It is extremely important to get timely, correct and complete results. It is also very important to obtain
the correct recommendations to take advantage of the results you have obtained.
If you do not have a laboratory in your area, we recommend:
Waters Agricultural Laboratories, Inc
2101 Calhoun Rd
Owensboro, KY 42301-8223
(270) 685-4039 -Phone
(270) 685-3989 -Fax
kyinfo@watersag.com
www.watersag.com

Servi-Tech Laboratories
1816 E Wyatt Earp Blvd
Dodge City, KS 67801-7077
Phone: (620) 227-7123
Fax:
(620) 227-2047

PLANT SAMPLE SELECTION
Randomly select twelve plants from each greenhouse to be tested. Select those plants throughout the
house that are representative of the majority of the plants. Do not take a sample from a plant that is obviously not representative. Break the fifth or sixth limb from the top of the plant counting the top of the
plant as one(see example below). Place all the leaves in the paper "mailer" or paper sack and box them for
shipping with proper information. (DO NOT USE PLASTIC BAGS-THE LEAVES WILL MOLD).
Water and nutrient
Samples should be in plastic bottles (8 oz. minimum). Label each sample with your name and address,
whether water or nutrient, age of the plants, variety, type of nutrient used, symptoms if any, feeding
schedules, weather conditions, type of growing medium used, and any other pertinent information. Please
contact them prior to shipment of samples for proper analysis forms and prices.
NOTE: Samples sent to Hydro-Gardens, Inc. for analysis will be forwarded to
the Waters Ag lab, and an additional handling fee will be assessed

Sample Here
(5th Limb)

TOMATO
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

CUCUMBER
www.hydro-gardens.com
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NUTRIENT INJECTORS

Single and Multi-Head

Injector ratio; gpm; and no. of heads
1:284 ratio; 48 gallons per minute
1W050
Water Meter (Turbine) 29.0#
1W250
w/2 1W535 Heads
71.0#
1W350
w/3 1W535 Heads
92.0#
1W450
w/4 1W535 Heads
113.0#

Anderson Ratio Injectors
Universal Injector Parts

Call For Cost
Call For Cost
Call For Cost
Call For Cost

MULTIPLE PUMP HEADS

1W532
1W535
1W533
1W534
1W536

Injector Pumper
Hi Capacity Pumper
Injector Valve
Pilot Valve, 24VAC
Pilot Valve, 12VDC

10.0#
10.0#
0.38#
0.50#
0.50#

The Ratio:Feeder Fertilizer injector is designed
to permit multiple pump heads to be controlled by
one control unit (turbine meter). This allows the
feeding of greater amounts of nutrient; or, it
allows two or more nutrients to be fed at the
same time without the bother of pre-mixing.
Also, nutrients that are incompatible in concentrated form can be fed individually. Of course,
each pump head is fully adjustable independently
of any of the others. We have successful installations in the field with 20 pump heads. Any single pump head model can be converted into a multi
-head model in the field using additional fittings.
The turbine water meter requires a J Plus controller to operate. The systems listed above include the controller, water meter, high capacity
pump heads, pilot valve and fittings. Solution
tanks and a blending tank are not included.

Call For Cost
Call For Cost
Call For Cost
Call For Cost
Call For Cost

1W536

Item 1W457
Item# Description
Price
1W457 Hi-Capacity Four-Head Injector System $7,492.00

This system will support up to 90 gallons per minute output, if your incoming water pressure and volume are adequate.
The 1:284 ratio injector system includes: J Plus Controller with cables attached, 12 VDC pilot valve with transformer,
four Anderson Hi-Capacity heads, a variable ratio turbine water meter, four injector valves with lines, 30 gallon horizontal blending tank, plumbing accessories, and instructions. Purchase solution tanks separately.

CHEM-FEED Injector

5W145 Pictured

An accurate electrically driven pump which injects the concentrated nutrient into the water
line at a rate of 0 to 3 GPH. The dilution ratio is determined by the flow rate and controlled
by a flow controller. This is a water volume injector, and each row of plants should have the
same number of sprayers or drippers so that the dilute fertilizer solution going to each row is
the same concentration. If one row has more sprayers than another, that row will get nutrient
solution that is more dilute. The ratio of 1:200 is achieved by setting the eccentric control
cam to 3 GPH with a flow controller of 600 GPH (10 GPM).

Two injector pumps are required for vegetables

Item#
Description
1W502
2 Head (Chem-Feed)
Includes Dole 10 GPM regulator

Wt
2.3#

Price
$100.95

Item#
5W145
6W443

Description
Chem-Feed Injector
Dole 10 GPM Regulator

Wt
12.0#
0.75#

Price
$439.00
$63.95

Hozon™ Needs 35 P.S.I. Minimum

Hozon Injector

5W160

Hozon Injector

1.0#

$27.95

Attaches between hose and faucet. Suction tube is dropped into bucket of soluble fertilizer. A venturi effect creates the suction which draws in and safely
dilutes the fertilizer being applied while you water. Unit has a ratio of 1:16.
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Prices are subject to change without notice
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DOSMATIC Injectors
7 1/2”

18”

SuperDos®- 20 Injector Series
Low dilution, high flow chemical injector in the industry
Replaces the Advantage line of injectors.
Flow Rates 0.04 - 90 gpm / 0,15 l/mn – 340.69 l/mnInjection Ratios 1:200-1:20 or 0.5%-5.0%
Dosmatic SuperDos mid-high flow, fluid (water)-driven proportional injectors offer a low cost
alternative to traditional electric technology. Unlike traditional electric pumps, the SuperDos
injectors eliminate the need for electricity and can operate in remote areas. Easy to install
and maintain making them ideal for mid-high-flow injection applications.
Item#
3W002

Price
$ 550.95

Wt.
7.6#

3W003
1W510

$ 99.95
75.00

1.0#
5.5#

Min/Max Flow
.04 to 20 GPM

Min/Max PSI PSI Loss PVC Size
5 to 100
12
1”

Downstream bypass as pictured below
Plumbing kit for 2 head system, see drawing below

Typical Dosmatic
Injector Plumbing Kit
#2
Head

Includes check & gate valves, male
and female adapters, and PVC T's
and L's as shown. PVC pipe supplied
locally.

#1
Head

Chemilizer Injector
No sliding piston to wear out.
These injectors are designed as a two-part system.
1) The non-electric water motor functions on demand with water flow. Inside the water
motor is a fixed rubber diaphragm assembly that travels up and down with alternate
filling of the upper and lower chambers.
2) Inserted into the bottom of the water motor is a positive displacement chemical
pump. The chemical pump draws directly from a stock solution container and injects
into the water line.
NO CHEMICALS GO INSIDE THE WATER MOTOR.
2 Year warranty on water motor
Fixed Ratio: 1 to 100
Item#
2W600
2W605
2W610
2W615

Price
$ 332.95
63.95
18.50
31.95

Description
Chemilizer Injector
Replacement Pump
Pump Re-Build Kit
Side Injection Kit

Wt.
6.0#
3.0#
1.0#
1.0#

Min/Max Flow
.166 to 12 GPM

Min/Max PSI PSI Loss PVC Size
2 to 80 PSI
2
3/4”

Injector Accessories
MIXING TANK:
42 gal, 90 PSI, Galvanized Epoxy lined with
5W429 3 @ 1 1/4'’ & 1 @ 1/4'’ threaded holes. 16" dia. x 53" tall
NUTRIENT TANKS, CONCENTRATE TANKS & TANK LINERS:
5W107 Rubbermaid BruteTM, 10 gallon w/lid; 15" dia. x 17" high
5W110 Rubbermaid BruteTM, 20 gallon w/lid; 19" dia. x 23" high
5W115 Rubbermaid BruteTM, 55 gallon w/lid; 26" dia. x 33" high
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Wt.
44.0#

Price
$ 152.00

4.2#
8.6#
23.0#

$ 44.00
67.00
185.95

www.hydro-gardens.com
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SOLAR IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
Green Leaf Designs presents the latest in environmental control, the TLC16 unit, providing affordability, innovation and design for all your greenhouse control needs. The unit is also suitable for controlling the environment in any grow room or enclosed area.
The TLC16 unit controls:
* 2 Zones of Heating
* 5 Zones of Cooling (1of which works with the humidity output)
* 1 Dehumidification Zone (with Humidity Purge Option)
* 8 Irrigation Zones (with Master Valve Control)
The TLC16 monitors temperature, humidity and light to give
the grower the most accurate means of environmental control.
Data logging of environmental conditions and control operation
gives the grower enough information to fine tune the growing
parameters. A 24 hr graph shows temperature, humidity, light,
accumulated light and irrigation cycles versus time.
The main control unit is in a high strength ABS plastic water resistant enclosure. The system
comes with the main controller with an integral 24 volt transformer and power supply. It also
comes with a remote location temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, a light sensor, an installation and operations manual, and a Android Tablet interface.
The sensors read environmental conditions every second. Based on user defined grower settings, the microprocessor turns relay switches on and off to activate heaters, fans, shutters,
and irrigation solenoids. Growing parameters such as cooling, heat set points, and irrigation
zones are easily changed to tailor the system to any crop. A light sensor measures accumulated
light to allow the grower to adjust irrigation frequency based on length and intensity of light,
temperature and humidity. This dramatically reduces overwatering and fertilizer waste on
cloudy and rainy days as the unit automatically adjusts the number of watering cycles.
Versions:
TLC16 – Complete environmental control with 2 zones of heat, 4 zones of cooling, 1 zone of dehumidification, 7 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and max),
Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access with a smartphone or wifi
equipped device.
IRC14 – Complete irrigation control with 14 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and max), Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access with a
smartphone or wifi equipped device.
Item#
Description
6C805 Solar Environmental Controller
6C801
Solar Irrigation Controller
36

Version
Price
TCL16 $1390.00
IRC14 $1335.00

Prices are subject to change without notice

Custom models available for more complex
environmental control needs. Contact us for
more information

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Hydro-Gardens
8765 Vollmer Rd
Colorado Springs, CO 809084710
(888) 693-0578
(719) 495-2266
hgi@hydro-gardens.com

HGI's Greenhouse Environment Controllers
EDUCT

R
U
T

Designed & built using the knowledge and experience of Hydro-Gardens president, the GEC16X is a
D
O
State-of-the Art computer-controlled greenhouse manager that offers maximum functionality
and
R
P
flexibility while keeping the cost low. Sensing a need in the industry for a cost effective yet accurate
IS piece of the puzand simple controller for the greenhouse grower, HGI staff set out to fill this missing
H
T this information
zle. The GEC16X monitors environmental conditions with a wireless module andRsends
to the main control unit. The main control unit, is in a high strength ABS plastic,
FO waterproof enclosure
with a transparent cover to allow easy monitoring of system parameters. EThe system comes with the
C
R
main controller, wireless environmental module and power supply, installation
guide and owner’s manual.
U
(Installation & Owner’s manuals available online).
SO
Features:
A
D
* Wireless environmental sensor module that will work at aNdistance
of 300’ or more has laboratory preI
cision temperature, humidity and solar radiance sensors.F
Na large and bright alphanumeric LCD that will
* The computer-based intelligent main control unit has
A
display current conditions while running a program C
E and is also used for setting system parameters. The
current conditions include the active program,W
today’s date and time, the active watering zone, Solar
IF (accumulated), Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD) in psi and
Radiance (instantaneous) and Solar Insolation
kPa, relative humidity, set point temperature,
EE canopy temperature in °C and °F and the active cooling or
S
heating zone.
TOparameter changes quick and easy. Six momentary pushbuttons fa* A commercial grade keypad makes
R
E
cilitate mode selection and data
T input.
A
* Four multi-color LEDs indicate
system modes like what program is running or parameter inputs and
L
K
fault conditions.
C
* The controller has A
multiple programs available including Solar Automatic, Timed, and Manual to allow
B
testing and on-demand
watering. The Solar Automatic program controls individual watering cycles based
K
C
on Solar Insolation
E and VPD. Maximum and minimum water times per zone allow very flexible schedules
H
for different
C types of crops. The precision Pyranometer is in its own pod and can be placed anywhere
within 10’ of the wireless remote environmental module.
* 16 outputs include 5 watering zones, 4 cooling zones, 4 heating zones, an alarm output and 2 spares
for future assignment. Each output will supply 24VAC to control watering valves and external relays and
contactors for cooling and heating systems.
* The controller is completely software-based to allow future upgrades and custom configurations for
unique applications. There is also a connector for the addition of a cellular or WiFi module to allow remote monitoring and control over the Internet or using a smartphone app (not available at this time).
Each system has a battery back up to hold the real-time clock in case of a power outage (battery will
not power zones).
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Item#
6C802
6C803

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Description
GEC16X Solar Controller
GEC16X Solar Sensor

Version
6EC16X

Price
$
$

www.hydro-gardens.com
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SOLAR IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
Irrigation Timers MC-E Series
With ten different models from which to choose and a host of commercial-grade features, the new MC-E Series provides a
wide range of scheduling versatility for small to very large landscape applications. The Irritrol® MC -E, in it’s rugged, lockable,
vandal-proof steel cabinet, now boasts a modernized feature set that includes; the scheduling versatility of 8 independent
programs, state-of-the-art flow monitoring, program looping, and new blue face panels. They’ve taken the industry standard
for commercial irrigation control and made it better. The MC-E, in it’s rugged, lockable, vandal-proof steel cabinet, now boasts
a modernized feature set that includes: the scheduling versatility of 8 independent programs, state-of-the-art flow monitoring, program looping, and a second master valve option. From small to large landscapes, the new MC-E has got what it takes to
meet the growing demands of today’s commercial irrigation applications.

NEW ADDED FEATURES
• Backlit, 2-line, 32 character, dot matrix LCD display
• Settable monthly water budget
• Terminals for flow sensor, stop sensor and start sensor
• Password protection option for programming
• 2nd master valve/pump start option
• Optional remote alarm to warn of an undesirable flow event
• “Super Cap” to maintain time/date up to 48 hours
(no battery required)
• Looping option per program (Start Time, Stop Time &
Delay between loops)
- Pump/MV option of ON or OFF during delay
• Programmable event day off (up to 10)
• Settable delay between stations
• Flow sensing based on data industrial flow sensor
models & sizes
• Quick disconnect face panel

ADDED FEATURES
• Non-volatile memory retains the program during
power outage
• Optional program overlap or start time “stacking”
• Master valve/pump start option per station
• “All-station-test” program
• Diagnostic circuit breaker
• UL, CUL listed
• 5-year manufacturer warranty

Item#
6W104+
6W106+
6W108+
6W112+

Model
MC-4 E
MC-6 E
MC-8 E
MC-12 E

Description
4 Station
6 Station
8 Station
12 Station

Weight
5#
5#
11#
11#

Price
$592.50
$578.00
$695.00
$841.00

Item#
6W118+
6W124+
6W130+
6W136+
6W142+

Model
MC-18 E
MC-24 E
MC-30 E
MC-36 E
MC-42 E

Description
18 Station
24 Station
30 Station
36 Station
42 Station

Weight
11#
30#
30#
30#
30#

Price
$1,295.00
$1,475.00
$2,085.00
$2,495.00
$2,960.00

Programmable Digital Timer
Digital timer used for automatic functioning indoors.
Large LCD display; Integrated circuit; Two outlet plugs
Overall dimensions: 3.5" W x 3" H x 3" D; Push button functions: on, off, auto,
week, hour, minute, clock, program; red power indicator light. 8 on/off pairs per
day (Standard settings in 1 min intervals). Works in Military Time. A setting can
be for a particular day of the week, every day, only weekdays, only weekends,
every day but Sunday. Mon-Wed-Fri, Tue-Thur-Sat, Mon-Tue-Wed or Thur-FriSat. It also has a random setting that can change the ON and OFF times within a
range of 2 minutes to 32 minutes.

Item#
6W190
38

Prices are subject to change without notice

Description
Programmable, 1 Station

Weight
.375#

Price
$12.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

24-Hour Dial Time Switch
Heavy duty time switch built for dependable, automatic control of lighting,
pumps, or CO2 generator operations. Provides up to 12 On-Off operations each
day by adding extra trippers (1 set included, 11 additional sets may be added).
Minimum setting, 1 hour. Permanently sealed and lubricated, long life clock motor. Snap out mechanism with large, easy to read dial that turns in either direction for fast setting. Rated 40 Amps. UL listed. 125V, 60 Hz.

Item#
6E021
6E022

Description
24-Hour Dial Time Switch
Add’l Trippers (set of 2)

Weight
3.0#
0.13#

Price
$85.95
3.00

60 Min Cycle Time Switch
Short Range Cycle Timers. Features more than 900 jumperless cycle variations
and LED load status indicators. It can alternately cycle 2 different loads. The 2
control knobs set cycle repeat time and percentage operating time. Each knob
has a hold setting for manual On/Off. Sealed for use in severe environments.
Cycle Timer, Number of Poles 1, Input Voltage 120VAC, HP @ 120V 3/4, Min.
Time Setting 1 min., Max. Time Setting 59 min., Amps 20, Contact Form SPDT,
NEMA Rating 1, Length 7.94 In., Width 4.69 In., Depth 2.94 In., Mounting Surface, Standards UL, CSA, California Title 24 Compliant

Item#
6E357

Description
60 Min Cycle Time Switch

Weight
3.0#

Price
$215.95

Digital 24-Hour Adjustable Controller
Heavy duty time switch built for dependable, automatic control of lighting,
pumps, or CO2 generator operations. Provides up to 12 On-Off operations each
day by adding extra trippers (1 set included, 11 additional sets may be added).
Minimum setting, 1 hour. Permanently sealed and lubricated, long life clock motor. Snap out mechanism with large, easy to read dial that turns in either direction for fast setting. Rated 40 Amps. UL listed. 125V, 60 Hz.

Item#
6E028

Description
24 Hour Cycle Controller

Weight
4.0#

Price
$228.95

Percentage Cycle Time Switch
Percentage Cycle Time Switch is a field adjustable timer, offering true flexibility for
repetitive cycle times via an upfront control button. The timer provides repetitive cycling for short-cycle application. Provides 8 field-selectable cycle durations of 30 seconds, 1, 3, 5, 10, 30 minutes and 1 or 4 hours. 30 separate positions enable precise percentage ON time selection. Cycle Duration: 1 min, 10 min: 30 min, 1-Hour, 3 min, 30 sec,
4 hours, 5 min. Rated 20 amps, 120V.
See website for more spec data

Item#
Description
Weight
6E356 Percentage Cycle Time Switch 3.0#

Price
$175.95

Digital 24-Hour Adjustable Controller
Permanently attached trippers provide 96 On or Off operations in 15 minute increments every 24 hour period. Trippers push in and out for fast, accurate settings.
All trippers are furnished with time switch. Manual on-off lever. Widely used for
controlling watering cycles in NFT systems. Rated 20 amps, 120V.

Item#
6E206

Description
Program Time Switch

Weight
3.0#

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Price
$185.95
www.hydro-gardens.com
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Poly Bags For The Top Spray System
All bags are made from a specially formulated plastic that provides for a longer
life than any other on the market. The black bags have been outdoors with
trees planted in them for over three years in Colorado, and are still pliable and
serviceable. These same bags had previously been used for a 6 month greenhouse tomato crop. All upright bags are fluted with pre-punched drainage holes
and easily stand upright when filled with media. These bags are excellent for
bedding plants, tree seedlings, tomatoes, bell peppers, cucumbers, etc.
Cost studies have proven it is less expensive to use bags and throw them away
than to wash and reuse pots. Please order in case quantities.

Item#
5W551
5W552

Size
2 Qt
1 Gal

Color
Black
Black

Mil
3
3

Wt
8#
10#

5W560
5W561

3 Gal
3 Gal

White
Black

4
4

25#
25#

8”x6”x14”
(8.9”)

500
500

5W574
5W575

5 Gal
5 Gal

White
Black

4
4

41#
41#

9”x8”x17”
(2/3 ft3) (10.8”)

5W554
5W555

7.5 Gal White
7.5 Gal Black

4
4

47#
47#

10”x10”x20”
(12.7”)

Sprayer
Sprayer stake with 1/8" x 24" x .076 ID. polyethylene line. Flow rate of 4.2 GPH (.07 GPM)
"fan" pattern spray, with shut-off on the back
of the sprayer stake. Does not require inserts.
Item#
6W241
6W242

Vol / (dia)
Qty/Cs
4”x4”x10” (5”)
500
6”x4”x10” (6.4”)
500

5-9 cases
$0.147/ea
0.140/ea

0.179/ea
0.179/ea

0.167/ea
0.167/ea

0.157/ea
0.157/ea

500
500

0.310/ea
0.310/ea

0.290/ea
0.290/ea

0.270/ea
0.270/ea

500
500

0.300/ea
0.300/ea

0.290/ea
0.290/ea

0.280/ea
0.280/ea

Description
24” x .076 ID Sprayer Leader
4 1/2” Long Sprayer Stake

Dripper
Dripper stake with 1/8" x 18" x .050 ID. polyethylene line. Flow rate of 2.1 GPH (.035 GPM)
stream, with shut-off on the back of the dripper stake. Does not require inserts.
Item#
6W249
6W250

Item#
6W241
6W242

Length Net Wt
100 $/100
24”
0.75#
Leader Only
$40.00
4 1/2” 0.91# Sprayer Stake Only Green $72.00

6W249
6W250

18”
4 1/2”

0.69#
Leader Only
$20.00
0.81# Dripper Stake Only Brown $72.00

6W243
6W251
6W260
6W261

2500’
2500’

22#/roll
22#/roll
0.13# ea
0.01# ea

40

2-4 cases
$0.155/ea
0.150/ea

6W260 Punching Tool
with replaceable tip
and clean out tool

1 case
$0.175/ea
0.162/ea

$145.00/rl
$145.00/rl
$17.95 ea
$2.10 ea

Prices are subject to change without notice

Description
18” x .050 ID Dripper Leader
4 1/2” Long Dripper Stake

500 $/100 1000 $/100 2000 $/100
$36.00
$34.00
$32.00
$68.00
$65.00
$63.00
$18.00
$68.00

$17.00
$65.00

$16.00
$63.00

3000 $/100
$30.00
$60.00
$15.00
$60.00

0.76 ID uncut sprayer leader tubing
0.50 ID uncut dripper leader tubing
1/8” dripper leader punching tool
Punching tool replacement tip
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Solenoid Valves
All solenoid valves are constructed of glass-reinforced gray nylon & rust proof stainless steel bolts. The automatic valves come
complete with 24V solenoid operator and 18" of wire. Valves require approximately 5 lbs. pressure to shut-off. 24 volts electrical current activates solenoid to withdraw plunger and allow water to raise poly diaphragm and initiate water flow. The
spring loaded plunger reseats after the electricity is discontinued. Flow control models allow for adjustment of water volume.
The PVC to poly pipe solenoid valve adapter kits consist of a PVC “T” (for valves in the center of the main header) or PVC
“L” (for valves at the end of the main header), PVC male adapters, and appropriate PVC to poly pipe "T".

Plunger Withdrawn
Plunger Sealed

Solenoid Valve with Flow Control

1” Solenoid Valve

Item#
61-1
61-1FC
71-DS

Size
1”
1”
1”

Description
Net Wt
Automatic Valve
0.81#
Auto Valve w/Flow Control
0.88#
Replacement Diaphragm Santoprene 0.01#

Price HGI Old Part #
Info
$33.50
6W711
24v AC Angle Valve
34.25
6W712
Flow Control
6.00
6W715
Santoprene

72-1
72-DS

1 1/2”
1 1/2”

Automatic Valve
Replacement Diaphragm

1.38#
0.01#

$52.50
15.00

6W721
6W724

24v AC Black Angle
1.5” Only Santoprene

71-1A
71-1SP
71-1O
71-BO

all
all
all
all

Solenoid Operator w/plunger
Plunger & Spring Only
Large O-Ring (Under Solenoid)
Bleed Screew O-Ring

0.31#
0.20#
0.01#
0.01#

$19.50
3.50
0.30
0.10

6W725
6W726
6W727
6W728

24v AC
Solenoid O-Ring
Sm O-Ring Bleed Screw

6W708
6W709
6W710

1”x1”
Insert poly solenoid plumbing kit 0.31#
1”x3/4” Compression solenoid plumb kit 0.61#
1.5”x3/4” Compression solenoid plumb kit 1.87#

$5.00
10.95
25.00

6W708
6W709
6W710

Qty Breaks
Available
See Web for $$$

Santoprene

6W708
1" PVC T" or elbow for each valve with a
1" nipple and a 6W542 (1" threaded by
1" insert poly pipe "T").
For 6W649 1" poly pipe.
6W709
1" PVC "T" or elbow for each valve with
two 1" nipples and a 6W526 (1"x3/4"
compression "T").
For 6W648 3/4" poly pipe.
Item#
5W210
5W220
5W225
5W230

6W710
This valve plumbing kit is used for 5 runs of 3/4" poly
pipe in a single greenhouse bay (See pages 11 and
102). Includes the 1 1/2" PVC "T" or elbow underground for the main line that spans multiple greenhouse bays, and appropriate 1 1/2" x 3/4" fittings for
each run of (6W648/6W651) 3/4" poly pipe.

Polypropylene Line Strainers

Size MPT
Description
Weight
Price
1”
Y-Strainer
0.94#
$36.95
1 1/4”
Y-Strainer
0.88#
$36.95
1 1/2”
Y-Strainer
0.94#
$72.95
2”
Y-Strainer
1.75#
$72.95
Includes 80 Mesh Stainless Steel Screen
5W221 1” & 1 1/4” Replacement Screen 0.13#
$19.95
5W231 1 1/2” & 2” Replacement Screen 0.13#
$43.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Little Giant Submersible Pumps
All pumps are sealed with a lifetime oil supply, and have an 8' cord with 3 prong
molded plug, and screened intakes. All the small pumps have an epoxy painted
cast iron housing. The CIA and CIM pumps sit on polypropylene base and have a
polycarbonate cover. 5W339 (6CIA) and 5W341 (8CIA) pumps automatically
shut off when the water level drops below the pump head. Manufacturers model
numbers are listed. For maximum lift in feet (Max. Head), multiply PSI by 2.31.

6CIA Pictured
Item#

GPH

Model

PSI

Wght

Price

Item#

GPH

Model

PSI

Wght

Price

5W320
5W321
5W322
5W323
5W324

120
170
300
500
810

PAAA
1A
2EN
3E12N
4E34NR

2.6
5.2
7.4
10.0

2#
3#
4#
9#
11#

$87.95
$119.95
$176.95
$210.95
$255.95

5W339
5W340

2750
2750

6CIA
6CIMR

7.8
7.8

19#
16#

$310.95
$255.95

5W341
5W342

3250
3250

8CBA
8CIM

10.0
10.0

19#
19#

$716.95
$389.95

Centrifugal Pumps
Centrifugal pumps with brass head and semi-open clog-resistant cast iron
impeller. Operating liquid temperature from 40o to 160o F. Multiply PSI
by 2.31 to get maximum vertical lift in feet. Field wire for either 110V or
220V. Inlet/Outlet on these pumps is 1 1/2”.
Item#

GPH

HP

5W371
5W372
5W373
5W374

3120
3870
552
6600

1/2
3/4
1
1 1/2

PSI

Wght

19
24
25
25

28#
29#
32#
36#

Price

Item#

GPH@10’

HP

PSI

Wght

$707.95
$1,090.95
$759.95
$750.95

5W350
5W351
5W352

3180
4500
4800

1/2
3/4
1

33
35
39

38#
43#
45#

GPH

HP

5W001
5W002
5W019
5W004

280
120
444
690

1/3
1/2
3/4
1

PSI
95
100
100
100

Wght
35#
38#
42#
48#

Pressure Booster Pumps

Price
$735.95
$971.95
$814.95
$1,096.95

Use this staged booster pump with our
Monarch misting nozzles to increase pressure of your water system to create a fine
fog. All pumps have a 3/4" MPT inlet and
outlet. Field wire for either 110V or 220V.

24V Transformer

Bell Wire

UL listed for use with thermostats, relays, solenoids or signal
devices. Equipped with all position mount. 120V primary, 24V
secondary.
Item 6E019 pictured.

20/18 gauge copper wire, each
strand color coded. For low voltage
(30v. max). Ideal for solenoid or
alarm wiring. All wires covered with
thermoplastic jacket.

Item#
1E511
1E510
2E203
2E204

42

# of Wires
2
3
4
6

$820.95
$935.95
$931.95

Self-Priming Models

Not Self-Priming (Except 5W371)
Item#

Price

Length of Spool
500’
500’
250’
250’

Price
$95.95
$159.95
$99.95
$125.95

Prices are subject to change without notice

Item#
6E019
6E020

Description
100 VA Rated
40 VA Rated

Weight
Price
3.75#
$81.95
1.50#
$24.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Irrigation Accessories
BLACK POLYETHYLENE PIPE (80 LB. TEST)
FOR INSERT FITTINGS
Item#

FITTINGS FOR ABOVE POLYETHYLENE PIPE
DESCRIPTION

Item#

Size (in)

Price/Ea

INSERT PLUG
(Insert x Plug)

6W642
6W643
6W641

1/2”
3/4”
1”

$0.98
$1.25
$1.59

INSERT COUPLING
(Insert x Insert)

6W570
6W575
6W577

1/2”
3/4”
1”

$0.79
$0.97
$1.30

INSERT MAIL ADAPTER
(Male Pipe Thread x Insert)

6W543
6W544
6W539
6W554

1/2”
3/4”
1”
1 1/4”

$0.85
$0.65
$0.80
$1.30

INSERT COMBO TEE

6W542
6W541

3/4”
1”

$2.99
$3.25

6W546
6W532
6W547

1/2”
3/4”
1”

$1.36
$1.60
$1.75

6W675
6W680
6W685

1/2”
3/4”
1”

$1.82
$1.40
$1.50

INSERT TEE
(Insert x Insert x Insert)
INSERT ELBOW
(Insert x Insert)

I.D.

6W645 1/2”
6W647 3/4”
6W648 3/4”
6W649
1”

Length

Price

100’
100’
500’
100’

$19.95
$41.95
$125.95
$41.95

STAINLESS STEEL
HOSE CLAMPS
Box of 10
3/4"-1 3/4" size
Part #6W640

$ 14.95

HOSE CUTTER
for poly pipe & other soft plastics and for
cutting stems.
6W660
- Perfect cut for 1/8"
to 1 1/4" dia poly pipe
- High quality steel
blade
- For use with PVC,
CPVC, Pex, PE (Poly), PB & rubber.
- 6W662 is a Double action
1 5/8" ratchet cutter.

Item#
Description
6W660 Hose Cutter
6W662 Rachet Cutter

COMPRESSOIN FITTINGS FOR 3/4” POLYETHYLENE PIPE

Weight
0.5#
1.0#

Price
$9.95
$38.95

TO ORDER BY PHONE — (800) 634-6362
ORDER ONLINE - www.hydro-gardens.com

COMPRESSION ADAPTER BUSHING (3/4" PVC TO 3/4" POLY)
Item # 6W520C
3/4"
$ 0.34 each
POLY COMPRESSION WITH THREADED END CAP
(FOR FLUSHING LINES)
Item # 6W527 3/4"
$2.25/ea.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

GOOF PLUGS
Plugs incorrectly punched
holes for 1/8" O.D. tubing
Item # 6W220 $11.95/100

www.hydro-gardens.com
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Propagation Flats
7W031 and 7W032 (F1020) flats measure 20.56" x 10.19" x 2.31" inside.
These flats will hold 32 of the 2" net pots for germination, or one flat
of Horticubes. Always water seedlings from the top to reduce wicking
that takes place during evaporation.
Item#
7W031
7W032

Model
F1020
F1020

Description
Flat with holes: 100/case
Flat without holes: 100/case

Net Wt
45#
45#

Price/ea
$2.60
$2.60

1 Case/cs
$172.00
$172.00

5 Case/cs
$155.00
$155.00
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OASIS® Horticubes
This low density foam block is formulated for seed germination with crops such as lettuce, tomatoes and
spinach. The blocks should be separated within a day or two of seed germination to keep the roots separated. Prior to or immediately after sowing seed in the HORTICUBE, the product should be given a heavy
watering. Following this initial watering, normal watering procedures are recommended. DO NOT sow seed
in a dry sheet of foam and then store the material prior to placement in the germination environment
as damage to the seed may occur. Hydro-Gardens' recommends filling the hole with coconut fiber, and
covering the slabs with news paper for moisture retention. Since the medium contains no nutrients, it is necessary to begin a regular fertilization program as soon as the cotyledon leaves develop.

162 blocks/slab (9 x 18)

276 blocks/slab (12 x 23)

50 blocks/slab (5 x 10)

104 blocks/slab (8 x 13)

Item# 5E164
1" x 1" x 1.5" high
3240/case Wght 6.0#

Item# 5E166
THIN-CUT
5520/case Wght 6.0#

Item# 5E165
1.5" x 1.5" x 1.5" high
1000/case Wght 6.0#

Item# 5E167
1" x 1.25" x 1.5" high
20800/case Wght 6.0#

Item# 5E163
1" x 1" x 1.5" high
1620/case Wght 2.75#
Ships from HGI Only

5E163 & 5E164

5E166 5E165

Item#
5E163
5E164
5E166
5E165
5E167

1-4 Cases
$79.95
$135.95
$135.95
$135.95
$135.95

5-9 Cases
$130.95
$130.95
$130.95
$130.95

10-24 Cases
$127.95
$127.95
$127.95
$127.95

5E164, 5E165, 5E166 & 5E167 will ship Factory Direct - Freight should be about $20 - $30 per case.
On any shipment of 35 cases or more, freight is paid.
44

Prices are subject to change without notice
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Propagation Mats & Accessories
Low Watt Propagation Mats
The economical way to germinate seeds and propagate cuttings.
1. Energy Efficient
This Low Watt Propagation Mat uses 20 watts of electric power
per square foot of area covered. This means you can cover a larger
propagating area with less power required than with electric cables
or old higher wattage mats. The Low Watt Propagation Mat uses
less than 5 kilowatt hours per day if it runs continuously.
2. Uniform Heat Distribution
There is absolute uniformity of heat across the mat, because it is
a continuous sheet heater, not coiled wires imbedded in a mat.
3. Simple Set Up
The Low Watt Propagation Mat is designed to raise the temperature of the growing media by as much as 20 o F.
Place the mat on top of a wooden table or other insulating board material. Place the sensing bulb of a thermostatic control about 3/4" below the surface of your seed in the growing media. Cover your propagation setup
with Fly-Barr insect barrier to hold in the heat and moisture for better germination. If germinating in the
greenhouse, it is best to shade the area so the sun won’t cause excessively high temperatures under this cover.
Locate the mat in an area that is within 15O of your target temperature for best results.
4. Easily Moved
Your Low Watt Propagation Mat is lightweight and
can easily be moved from one propagating area to
another or the larger mats can be rolled up and
stored away. Has a 90 day manufacturers warranty.

Item#

Size

5E158
5E159
5E160

22” x 44”
22” x 14”
22” x 96”

Weight Watts(120v) Price
4#
1#
6#

160
40
240

$74.95
$43.95
$114.95

(Thermostatic Controller Not Included)

Automatic Thermostatic Controls
Attempting to germinate seed at low or high temperatures can seriously affect the germination
percentage and the length of time necessary to produce a good quality seedling. No one can afford
this high loss in germination, not just the cost of seed, but the loss of time, energy, labor, space
and maybe even a customer.
1. Place the temperature sensing bulb in the media,
approximately 3/4" below the seeds.
FT-15 Controls up to 4
2. Set the thermostat dial to the temperature you wish to
Matts
5E161
maintain.
3. Place the thermostat out of the way of mist systems and
puddles of water.
FT-7 Controls Only
4. Plug in up to 4 propagation mats to Item 5E161.
1 Matt
5E162
5. Plug the thermostatic control into a 120 volt AC outlet
making sure the cord does not rest in a puddle of water.
Item# Max Capacity Wght Range 1o Diff Price 6. Indicator light will glow when the media is calling for heat.
5E161 2000 Watts
1#
60o—100oF $79.95 7. Comes with a 90 day manufacturers warranty.
5E162

1000 Watts

1#

60o—100oF

$57.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Monarch Atomizing Nozzles
Build Your Own Low Pressure Mist System
NO MOVING PARTS TO CAUSE TROUBLE

SPRAY DESCRIPTION
Fog-like at 100 PSI, will drift in slight wind.
These nozzles break up water into smallest
droplets possible at relatively low pressures.
A cone 2' to 4' high with an 80o spray angle
is developed. Nozzles are 1/8" male pipe
thread, with an easily removable screw-in
strainer. See Booster Pumps if you need to
increase your water pressure to achieve
maximum benefit. 1/2" copper pipe should be
used for pressures above 150 PSI.

CAPACITIES GAL/HOUR
Item# Price/ea Tip #
6W401
6W402
6W403
6W405
6W400

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$0.85

25 PSI

40PSI

60PSI

M-1
.6
.8
M-2
1.0
1.3
1.5
M-3
1.5
1.9
2.3
M-5
2.5
3.2
3.9
Replacement Screens (80 Mesh)

100PSI
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0

6W519
$ 1.95 ea
.04#
1/2” X 1/2” X 1/8”
S x S x T PVC Reducing Tee

If cooling and humidity control are a problem in your greenhouse, you should consider this inexpensive alternative to the
other fogging/misting systems now on the market. This low pressure technique has been in service for many years in locations throughout the world. From the Saudi Arabian desert to the Sierra Nevada mountains, from Mississippi to Pennsylvania, these systems have become invaluable for these growers. Our experience has shown that one M-1 nozzle for about
60 to 80 sq. ft. of greenhouse area will handle nearly every environmental application for these very diverse climatalogical
areas. If you discover your application requires more moisture, simply replace the M-1 nozzle with a higher volume nozzle,
or install a few more M-1's in your system. It couldn't be easier!
Control systems can range from our TLC16 controller to a panel with timers, a thermostat and/or humidistat. Items 6E001
and 6E002 have a Program Time Switch, a 10 or 30 Minute Cycle Timer, and the item listed with the timer control all
wired to a panel with a 3 prong cord and outlets for equipment. All devices are wired in series so that they all must be "on"
before the fogging system will come on. Item 6E001 has a 24 volt transformer needed to switch on a solenoid valve. Item
6E002 has a single stage thermostat and transformer. Include our dehumidification fan for a complete
environmental control system.
TIMER CONTROL PANELS:

6E002 With stat/transfrmr $380.00 12#
For clarity, only 1 set of 3 nozzles are
drawn showing one sample layout
method. The nozzles may be
attached to the purlins or to
Booster Pump Maximum
the bows with PVC pipe
Nozzle Recommendation:
and conduit clamps.

1/3HP
1/2HP
3/4HP
1 HP

5W001
5W002
5W019
5W004

250 @ 6W401
280 @ 6W401
520 @ 6W401
700 @ 6W401

(See Pg 42)

Booster Pump

Misting
Cone

THIS EXAMPLE INCLUDES:
1
5W001
Booster Pump
$635.95
1
6E002
Misting Controller $380.00
54 6W401 Monarch Nozzle M-1 $186.30
54 6W519 PVC Tee, 1/2” x 1/8” $81.00
420’ of sched 80 PVC pipe is supplied locally
TOTAL INVESTMENT:
$1,283.25
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Overhead Watering Nozzle
Ideal for watering low flowering plants, and overhead misting of seedlings, bedding plants and
trees. Nozzles self-tap into polyethylene or thread into PVC with 5/32" drill and 10/32 tap. Use
5/16" hex head socket to spin into place. Gives 3' spray radius at flow rate of .25 GPM at 25 PSI.
If used with white or grey PVC, the PVC should be painted black to avoid algae growth on inside
walls of pipe.
Item#

Wt

Price/ea

5W520 Nozzle, Overhead 180o spray
5W521 Nozzle, Overhead 90o spray

.14#
.14#

$0.35
$0.35

“400” Water Breaker

Price/100
@100
$29.00
$29.00

Price/100
@500
$27.00
$27.00

Price/100
@1000
$25.00
$25.00

Price/100
@2000
$24.00
$24.00

Price/100
@5000
$23.00
$23.00

1/4 TURN QUICK SHUT-OFF BRASS VALVE
Single shut-off valve/Heavy-duty construction
XL handles for easy grip & turn/Easy-on swivel connector prevents hose kinks/Withstands hot temps

The 400PL Water Breaker
provides fast, full-flow watering without damage to your
Item#
Description
Weight
Price
plants. The 400PL is made
6W800
3/4” Brass
0.44#
$5.95
from high-impact ABS plastic
and aluminum to provide a
Fogg - It Nozzle
lightweight alternative.
All bronze. Gives a fine mist. A great aid in watering
Item# - 1W555
Used by professional
seedlings, cuttings and delicate stock. Fits onto your
Price/ea —$ 5.25 ea growers worldwide. Made garden hose.
in U.S.A. 3/4 hose
Wt. 0.12#
Item#
Description
Weight
Price
threads.

1W550
1W551
1W553

2 GPM Flow
1/2 GPM Flow
1 GPM Flow

0.25#
0.25#
0.25#

$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

Greenlawn Sprinkler has been serving the Colorado community since 1962.
Specializing in manufacturing quality lawn sprinkler parts. Beautiful
surroundings are a natural with Greenlawn sprinkler products. Easy
maintenance, durable components, and reliable performance make up the
Greenlawn quality package. Years of manufacturing experience assure long
service life and high value components. The Greenlawn label denotes the
careful engineering and design of all Greenlawn products. When beauty with
ease is your concern, think Greenlawn!
www.greenlawnsprinkler.com
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76-1: Manifold Tee
WhitePVC

76-11: Manifold Tee
WhitePVC

1” FPT x 1”MPT x 1”MPT

1” SOC x 1”SLIP x 1”MPT

Price —$ ?.?? ea

Price —$ ?.?? ea

91-F: Cross Tee Manifold
WhitePVC

91-11: Cross Tee Manifold
WhitePVC

1” SOC x 1”FPT x 1”SLIP x 1” FPT

1” SOC x 1” MPT x 1”SLIP x 1”MPT

Price —$ ?.?? ea

Price —$ ?.?? ea

H
CK AC
E
M
CHCutoff
ETee
94-F:
H
T
WhitePVC

94-11: Cutoff Tee
WhitePVC

1” SOC x 1”SLIP x 1”FPT—Female Cutoff

1” SOC x 1”SLIP x 1”MPT—Cutoff

Price —$ ?.?? ea

Price —$ ?.?? ea

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Growing Medias
Item#
6E500
6E505
6E504
6E526

Description
Size
Horticultural Vermiculite
3 cu ft
# 6 Horticultural Perlite
4 cu ft
Peat Moss, Compressed Bale 4 cu ft
Fafard, Grower Mix #2
3.8 cu ft

Ship Wt
16#
24#
Varies
40#

1—4
5—10
$31.50
$28.95
$19.95
$18.25
Prices Quoted
$49.95
$46.95

Over 10
Prices Quoted
Prices Quoted
$45.95

6E500 & 6E505 are Shipped in Truckload Quantities Only / Prices quoted on larger quantity shipments

Poly-Film Greenhouse Coverings
The 4 year regular film is available for growers who do not want the benefits of
the anti-condensate additive found in GT-IR/AC film. Both films provide excellent
protection. Anti-condensate (AC) is an additive which prevents water droplets
from building up on the inside layer. Water droplets may reduce sunshine penetration by
as much as 20%. GT-IR/AC has an additional additive that ‘seals in’ infrared energy, assuring warmer night temperatures in the air, soil and plant tissue in the greenhouse with a
fuel savings of up to 20% versus regular greenhouse film. The anti-condensate activity may
be renewed by the application of Sun Clear to dry film.
GT 4 Year Polyfilms
Item#
8C448A
8C448S
8C346W

Mil
6
6
6

Price/1000 Sq/Ft
$113.95 GT—Clear
$133.95 GT—IR/AC
$120.95 GT—55% White

Wt/1000 Sq/Ft
30.0#
30.0#
30.0#

GT-IR/AC film must be sent by Truck!
No UPS or FedEx Shipments

PRICES LISTED ARE PER 1,000 SQ. FT.

We offer custom cut lengths to your specific
requirements. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
YOUR OWN MEASUREMENTS! If you are not
sure how to properly measure, call us for
assistance. Your greenhouse dimensions are not
the measurements needed for poly-film.

Single shipment 3000# orders for delivery
within the continental USA are shipped freight
paid by the Wisconsin warehouse.
FREIGHT F.O.B.FACTORY DIRECT FROM WISCONSIN.

Poly-Film Greenhouse Coverings Sizes—F.O.B.FACTORY DIRECT
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

WIDTHS AVAILABLE
6 MIL TUBE
Width
*10’
12’
14’
X16’
X18’
X20’
X21’
22’
X24’
X25’
*26’

6 MIL SHEET
Width
Width
*10’
12’
14’
X16’
X18’
X20’
X21’
22’
X24’
X25’
*26’

28’
32’
X36’
X40’
X42’
44’
X48’
X50’
*52’

* Not Available for IR/AC Film
x Available Sizes for White Film
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QUANTITY DISCOUNT MULTIPLIER
PER 1,000 SQUARE FEET OF FILM
6 MIL
0 to 35 1.00
36 to 66 0.96
67 & up 0.90
PRICING EXAMPLE: 10 sheets of 40' x 120' film:
40 * 120 * 10 = 48,000 sq. ft. of 6 mil film
48,000 sq. ft. of film (48) falls in the .96 multiplier
1 sheet of 40' x 120' Regular 6 mil film =
1 * 40 * 120/1000 = 4.8 * $ 113.95 = $ 546.96
$ 546.96 * .96 multiplier = $ 525.08 per sheet
10 sheet total price is $ 5,250.80

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Poly-Film Covering Accessories
W-Wire poly lock is easy to use and is an effective
method of attaching your polyfilm roof and/or shade
cloth. W-Wire lock will hold from 4 mil to 20 mil thickness
of material. Use one wire to hold the roof in place and
then use a second wire to hold your shade cloth. When it
is time to remove the shade cloth, you will not disturb the
roof plastic. Can also be used on the front face of a building by notching the base to form a semi-curve that
matches the curve of the arch. Base is available in 6' 6"
lengths

available in 6'6" pieces
Item#
8C350

Description
Base w/Wire / ft

8C355

6’ Wire Only

8C353

Base Only 6’ 6”

KWIC-KLIP Poly Lock

SHIP Wt
0.29#
0.04#
0.325#

1—80 pc 81—320 pc 321 + pieces
$9.45
$9.25
$8.95
1 pc
100 pc
400 pc
$2.05/ea $1.95/ea
$1.85/ea
1 pc
100 pc
$7.49/ea $7.25/ea

SECURE PLASTIC WITH A “SNAP”

Kwic-Klip® Extrusions are used on all surfaces. Easily attached to wood or metal and is reusable time and again.
The base may be curved over bows. Use the curved cap over bows.
Holding Power: Over 250 lbs. of holding power per lineal foot without creating stress points or sear force on
the poly. Kwic-Klip® has held poly on through hurricane winds.
Fast and Easy Installation and Removal: Self-locking, 2-piece, high strength aluminum alloy extrusions snap-on/
snap-off for quick, smooth, easy installation and removal of film.
Total Capability: Designed for maximum performance on the greenhouse. Ideal for double and single layer (up
to 12 mil) air-inflated greenhouses.
Kwic-Klip® is self-shading, protecting your poly from UV rays and heat build-up at critical holding points. Use the
curved cap over bows. Holds 2 layers of film.
Item#
8C325
8C326
8C327
8C328

Description
8’ base & cap
8’ base only
8’ cap only
12” cap (2@6”)

SHIP Wt
2.64#
1.44#
1.20#
0.12#

8’—200’
$13.50
$7.15
$7.15
$2.99/ea

200’ - 1990’
$13.00
$6.75
$6.75
$2.95/ea

2000’ - 4990’
$12.75
$6.50
$6.50
$2.80/ea

5000’ +
$12.50
$6.25
$6.25
$2.70/ea

NEXUS LOCK

NEXUS introduces a
new Heavy Duty two-piece extruded aluminum poly film locking device. Nexus Lock
will hold your plastic films without damage. The unique base design takes the
guess work out of “proper installation”. Install the base either direction! Please
specify that the lock will be attached to 1) metal or
*The cap comes in 1 foot sections for
2) wood. Base comes in 12 foot sections.
Item# Description
Wt/ft
12’
8C307 Nexus Lock Base & Cap* 21.# $2.36/ft
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

arches or standard 2 foot sections..
Pllease specify length of cap needed
for arches when ordering.

www.hydro-gardens.com
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Poly-Film Covering Accessories
Kool Ray Easy-Off Shade Compound
This Liquid Shade Compound is a concentrate for coating greenhouse polyethylene and
fiberglass. The average dilution for Liquid Shading Compound is seven (7) parts water
to one (1) part shade compound. Shade density can be varied for each crop. Apply using
brush, roller, sprayer, or splash method. Frost loosens shade for fall removal.

5K400 Shade Compound
5K401 Shade Compound

1 Gallon
5 Gallon

1,400 sq ft approx coverage
7,000 sq ft approx coverage

12#
55#

$45.95
$185.95

Condensation Control
Item#

Dilute 1:50 to make

5K100
5K101
5K102

5 gallons
10 gallons
40 gallons

Qty

Estimated Coverage Ship Wght

1 Pint
1 Quart
1 Gallon

5,000 sq. ft.
10,000 sq. ft.
40,000 sq. ft.

.66#
2.52#
9.81#

Price
$16.95
$31.95
$115.95

The dilution of Sun Clear for new multiyear plastics is a 1:50 ratio. NOTE: Certain hard waters
containing excessive amounts of calcium or magnesium are not suitable for diluting Sun Clear.

Foam Closure Weatherstripping
Required to seal the ends and sides of corrugated
fiberglass against the greenhouse structural frame
where the seal is not exposed to sunlight. These poly
foam closure pieces are 1" x 1" x 6' and are adhesive
backed. Peel the paper and they stick in place while
you secure the fiberglass. Wt. @ 0.13# each.

1 to 24
5C117 25 to 99
100 +

Corrugated
Closure Weatherstripping
Required to seal the ends of corrugated fiberglass against
the greenhouse structural frame. These corrugated closure pieces are 1" x 3'. Wt. @ 0.13# each.

$2.20/ea
$1.95/ea
$1.80/ea

5C117R

1 to 9
10 to 99
100 +

$1.00/ea
$0.95/ea
$0.90/ea

Fasteners
Item# Description
5G141 1/4" - #14x1" TEK w/out washer (2 hole lug to steel)
5G142 1/4" - #14x1" TEK with washer (fiberglass to steel)

Wt / 100 $/100 @ 100
1.50#
$ 9.30
1.94#
$ 15.00

5G175
5G176

#10x3/4" TEK w/out washer (poly-lock to steel)
#10x3/4" TEK with washer (fiberglass to steel)

0.72#
0.94#

$ 6.00
$ 24.00

$ 5.00
$ 20.00

5G125
5G101
5G112

1 1/4" alum. nail w/washer (fiberglass to wood)
#12x3/4" Side lap screw & alum. nut (fiberglass to fiberglass)
#10x1" hex head mach. screw (poly-lock to wood)

0.28#
1.41#
1.00#

$ 2.00
$ 10.50
$ 5.00

$ 2.00
$ 9.50
$ 4.50

5U386 3/8" x 10" turnbuckle - hook & eye (plant support wires)
50
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0.75#

$ 4.95/ea

$/100 @ 500
$ 8.00
$ 13.00

$ 4.20/ea

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Poly-Film Covering Accessories
Poly Cover Mending Tape

Poly Batten Tape

The best patching tape for greenhouse poly covers.
The tape is actually greenhouse polyfilm with
an adhesive back. Has UV inhibitors. 4" x 108' Roll
Ship Wght 1.50#/roll

White vinyl: Eliminates need for wood batten strips.
For fastening any type poly to wood. Should have 4
staples per foot. Holds well in all weather. 500 foot
roll x 3/4" wide.

1 to 11 Rolls $ 18.25/rl
8C333 12 Rolls (Cs) $ 16.95/rl
24 Rolls (2 Cs) $ 14.75/rl

Item#
5C755

Description
Poly Batten Tape
Qty 2+

Weight
Price
7.0#
$55.50
$52.75

Air Inflation Jumper
For inflating two adjacent areas of poly with the
same inflation fan. Will secure quickly and easily to
both layers of poly with self-sealing 1/4 turn
mounts. Made of flexible durable ABS plastic.

Item#
4C439
4C440

Description
Inflation Jumper 36”
Inflation Jumper 24”

Air Inflation Fans
Squirrel cage fans move 60 and 75+ CFM with direct drive
115V, .42 AMP and .74 AMP thermally protected motors.
Offer maximum efficiency and quiet air movement. The larger fan should be used for poly covering areas over 3000 sq.
ft., the smaller fan for areas of 3000 sq. ft. and less. Assembled inflation kits are very easy to install. Kits are prewired with a 3 conductor cord set and have the 24" Air
Inflation Jumper attached to the fan.

6C441

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Weight
Price
0.40# $ 22.95
0.31#
$ 19.50

Item#
Description
4C441
60 cfm fan only (Not Wired)
4C443 75+ cfm fan only (Not Wired)
6C441 60 cfm fan w/inflation kit
6C443 75+ cfm fan w/inflation kit

Weight
Price
3.50# $ 113.95
4.00# $ 123.95
3.81# $ 155.95
4.31# $ 165.95

4C441

www.hydro-gardens.com
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Polycarbonate Greenhouse Panels
These structured sheets and corrugated panels have a coextruded UV protection system on the top side. The corrugated panels are 50" wide to provide 4' coverage, and can be attached with Tek screws. The 4' and/or 6' wide
8mm structured sheets require polycarbonate or aluminum profiles to seal them together and hold them to the
greenhouse frame. "H", "U", and "Snap-H" profiles are priced separately. 8mm (1/4") structured sheets and corrugated panels have a 10 year warranty. Orders greater than 5,000 sq. ft. of corrugated are shipped freight paid
by the factory. Orders greater than 3,500 sq. ft. of structured are shipped freight paid by the factory. All other
orders ship freight collect from the factory. There is a crate charge of $9.00 per lineal foot of crate on orders less than 5,000 sq. ft. The minimum crate charge is $75.00. Panel lengths greater than 27' require
special handling and freight charges will vary.
Description
8mm Structured Sheets

To Order
Call
(800) 634-6362

Item # Under 500
6F800
$ 1.80

501—2000 Over 2k
$ 1.72
$ 1.60

Polycarbonate Profiles
Item#

Description

6F602
6F604
6F608

U-Profile 12’ long
H-Profile 24’ long
Snap-H 12’ long

1—99
100+
Price per piece
$ 12.00 $ 10.50
$ 37.00 $ 34.50
$ 56.30 $ 51.50

4’ or
6’ W
ide

1/4”

8mm Aluminum Polycarbonate Profiles
Item#

Description

6F902
U-Cap 12’ long
6F901
H-Spline 10’ long
6F810 Glazing Bar Cap 24’ long
6F813
Glazing Bar 24’ long
6F815
Terminal Cap 12’ long
6F816 Ridge Bar 24’ 6/12 pitch

1—99
100+
Price per piece
$ 14.64 $ 14.64
$ 17.50 $ 16.00
$ 20.40 $ 19.00
$ 28.00 $ 25.00
$ 14.95 $ 14.00
$ 125.00$ 120.00

Description
Item # Under 500
.031 Corrugated Panel 6F400
$ 1.21
52

Prices are subject to change without notice

501—2000 Over 2k
$ 1.15
$ 1.07

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Greenhouse Cooling & Ventilation Equipment
GALVANIZED EXHAUST FANS

ALUMINUM EXHAUST FANS

Coolair

Certified CFM vs Static

Coolair

HP
1/3
1/2
3/4

Model # Weight
NBF24H 73#
NBF24J 79#
NBF24K 93#

0"
6350
7030
8375

.100"
5780
6550
7960

.125"
5660
6390
7870

Model # Weight
AL24H 65#
AL24J
71#
AL24K
85#

30"

1/3
1/2
3/4

NBF30H
NBF30J
NBF30K

80#
86#
106#

8600
9830
11070

7635
9010
10350

7335
8775
10160

AL30H
AL30J
AL30K

36"

1/3
1/2
3/4

NBF36H
NBF36J
NBF36K

100#
110#
118#

10600
12000
14050

8850
10550
12900

8200
10100
12550

42"

1/2
3/4
1

NBF42J
NBF42K
NBF42L

122#
128#
130#

14025
16635
18210

11925
14930
16700

48"

1/2
3/4
1

NBF48J
NBF48K
NBF48L

146#
152#
154#

17650
20400
22450

54"

1
1 1/2

NBF54L 280#
NBF54M 296#

26150
29000

Fan
Size
24"

FAN
MODEL
NBF24H
NBF24J
NBF24K
NBF30H
NBF30J
NBF30K
NBF36H
NBF36J
NBF36K
NBF42J
NBF42K
NBF42L
NBF48J
NBF48K
NBF48L
NBF54L
NBF54M

1 Speed
115/230V
$482.00
$499.00
$543.00
$508.00
$526.00
$560.00
$555.00
$572.00
$606.00
$628.00
$662.00
$688.00
$655.00
$689.00
$715.00
$814.00
$890.00

Certified CFM vs

Static

0"
6100
7000
8100

.100"
5500
6500
7700

.125"
5350
6300
7600

75#
81#
95#

8350
9500
10850

7400
8650
10150

7000
8450
9950

AL36H
AL36J
AL36K

85#
95#
113#

10300
11650
13650

8450
10300
12550

7950
9600
12200

11050
14450
16300

AL42J
AL42K
AL42L

97#
105#
107#

13800
16150
18550

11950
14650
17250

11000
14250
16950

14300
17700
20050

12650
16850
19300

AL48J
AL48K
AL48L

109#
115#
117#

17200
19850
22450

13750
17050
20150

12100
16150
19400

23200
26450

22350
25700

AL54L
AL54M

139#
155#

25000
28600

21750
25850

20850
25150

Galv. Housing
Square
Slant

Alum.
Shutter

$133.00 $169.00

$134.00

$143.00 $195.00

$169.00

$175.00 $222.00

$254.00

$200.00 $258.00

$299.00

$252.00 $316.00

$354.00

$315.00 $372.00

$427.00

FAN
MODEL
AL24H
AL24J
AL24K
AL30H
AL30J
AL30K
AL36H
AL36J
AL36K
AL42J
AL42K
AL42L
AL48J
AL48K
AL48L
AL54L
AL54M

1 Speed
115/230V
$639.00
$656.00
$700.00
$674.00
$691.00
$725.00
$761.00
$779.00
$813.00
$902.00
$936.00
$963.00
$969.00
$1,004.00
$1,030.00
$1,213.00
$1,289.00

Alum. Housing
Square
Slant

Alum.
Shutter

$205.00 $246.00

$134.00

$228.00 $276.00

$169.00

$310.00 $317.00

$254.00

$324.00 $376.00

$299.00

$383.00 $452.00

$354.00

$492.00 $573.00

$427.00

OPTIONS FOR EXHAUST FANS ARE: Slant or Square Housing;115/230V single phase with 1 or 2 speed motor;
200/230/460V three phase motor; and Aluminum Automatic Shutter. Guards are included with the fan housing.
To calculate a complete fan - Add the price of the Fan + the price of either a square or slant housing + the aluminum shutter.
You MUST accept Am Coolair's shipping policy to place orders for their products. Contact us for a copy.
Orders Ship FOB Factory Direct
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Greenhouse Cooling & Ventilation Equipment
POWER TUBE FANS & ACCESSORIES
Power Tube Fan
Size Model #
12” 7C121 PTFA12F17
18” 7C181 PTFA18H16
24” 7C241 PTFB24H
30” 7C301 PTFB30J
30” 7C302 PTFB30L

Wt.
55#
60#
60#
75#
80#

HP
1/6
1/3
1/3
1/2
1

Price
$517.00
$656.00
$715.00
$782.00
$848.00

Model #
4C316 LRW16E
4C321 LRW21E
4C327 LRW27E

Wt.
15#
19#
23#

Price
$233.00
$251.00
$278.00

7C181H AIB18
7C241H AIB24

$87.00
$119.00

4C378 LRW33E 27#

$317.00

7C301H AIB30

$130.00

6” Pipe Distribution & Return System
Size Item #
Wt.
10’ 7C110P6
64#
15’ 7C115P6
88#
20’ 7C120P6 102#
25’ 7C125P6 126#
30’ 7C130P6 150#
35’ 7C135P6 174#
40’ 7C140P6 188#
45’ 7C145P6 212#
50’ 7C150P6 236#
55’ 7C155P6 260#
60’ 7C160P6 274#
70’ 7C170P6 322#
7C104P Plumbing Kit

Heat Kit

Motorized Shutter

Price
$796.00
$950.00
$1,045.00
$1,200.00
$1,462.00
$1,617.00
$1,712.00
$1,867.00
$1,962.00
$2,116.00
$2,211.00
$2,366.00
$211.00

The water distribution
systems for the PVC
designs feature PVC pipe
with metered outlet holes,
water return trough, water
filter, an automatic supply
valve, and a volume control
valve. All systems also
include top and bottom
pad support material,
water distribution pipe
cover (except for Open Top
systems), and all necessary
fasteners.

ALL SYSTEMS Need a 6CIM Pump (5W340)
4” PVC Systems Are Still Available
Larger Systems Available
Call For More Information & Pricing
Go To Our Website For More Information &
Installation Instructions

www.hydro-gardens.com & click on Cooling / Ventilating

PVC OPEN TOP SYSTEMS
The PVC system have a built in sump tank

Size Item #
Wt.
10’ 7C110P6OT
104#
15’ 7C115P6OT
121#
20’ 7C120P6OT 148#
25’ 7C125P6OT 165#
30’ 7C130P6OT 192#
35’ 7C135P6OT 209#
40’ 7C140P6OT 236#
7C104P
Plumbing Kit

Price
$815.00
$975.00
$1,084.00
$1,244.00
$1,520.00
$1,680.00
$1,789.00
$211.00

ALL SYSTEMS
Need a 6CIM
Pump (5W340)

Larger Systems Available
Call For More Information & Pricing
Go To Our Website For More Information &
Installation Instructions

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Model #

Price

Motorized Air Inlet Shutters
Item #
Shutter Size Price
4C316 LRW16E
16” x 16” $233.00
4C321 LRW21E
21” x 21” $251.00
4C327 LRW27E 27” x 27” $278.00
4C378 LRW33E 33” x 33” $317.00
4C360 LRW39E 39” x 39” $410.00
4C345 LRW45E 45” x 45” $459.00
4C386 LRW51E 51” x 51” $519.00
4C387 LRW57E 57” x 57” $599.00
4C346 LRW4515E 45” x 15” $428.00
4C347 LRW4527E 45” x 27” $522.00
4C389 LRW6024E 60” x 24” $545.00
4C390 LRW6036E 60” x 36” $587.00
Specify Voltage 115V or 230V
Add 1/2” to size for rough opening

Size
24” x 4”
24” x 6”
36” x 4”
36” x 6”
48” x 4”
48” x 6”
60” x 4”
60” x 6”
72” x 4”
72” x 6”
Retainer

Item #
6C224
6C224C
6C236
6C236C
6C248
6C248C
6C260
6C260C
6C272
6C272C
6C260T

Wt. CU Ft
1.6# 0.67
2.4# 1.00
2.4# 1.00
3.6# 1.50
3.2# 1.33
4.8# 2.00
4.0# 1.67
6.0# 2.50
4.8# 2.00
7.2# 3.00
0.3# 4”

These Air Inlet Shutters
are designed to allow fresh
air to enter the greenhouse as the fans at the
opposite side/end of the
building exhaust it. They
feature a sturdy aluminum
frame, aluminum blades,
aluminum reinforcing
brackets & nylon bearings
on all movable linkage. The
shutter is fully automatic &
comes standard with a
motor to automatically
open & close the shutter
blades.

Price
$16.00
$22.20
$23.40
$33.30
$32.00
$44.40
$39.40
$55.40
$46.80
$65.30
$7.40

Used for 4” pads over 48” tall to prevent sagging.

Retainer 6C261T 0.3#

6”

$7.40

Used for 6” pads over 48” tall to prevent sagging.
CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICING

You MUST accept Am Coolair's shipping
policy to place orders for their products.
Contact us for a copy.

www.hydro-gardens.com
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POLY-VENT SYSTEMS

Inflated 6" diameter
Poly-Vent tubes. Two stage vent with both stages inflated.

Ends package takes 3’ of total length,
measure appropriately

POLY-VENT II (ONE STAGE)
Nominal Height
Poly-Vent

3’ - 0”
4’ - 0”
5’ - 0”
Actual working height
of POLY-VENT is
always 2" less than
nominal height. Actual
length of POLY-VENT
poly is 6" shorter
than window length
ordered.

Must be in 2’ increments
Price per lin ft
Including frame (no ends)

Item #
5K323
5K324
5K325

Price
$16.75
$18.25
$19.75

Includes:
POLY-VENT II, top and
bottom 24 gauge galvanized
gutter (8' long), galvanized
front guides and galvanized
rear guides.

Must be in 2’ increments
Complete Ends
Package (Both Ends)

Item #
5K333
5K334
5K335

Includes:
Sheet metal enclosure for
both ends of frame, (2) rear
guides, (1) blower to inflate
POLY-VENT II poly, (1) 3"
dia. flex tube and (4) air
transfer gaskets.

Includes:
POLY-VENT III poly, top
and bottom 24 gauge galvanized gutter (8' long), galvanized front guides and
galvanized rear guides.

5K342

SIZE

Item #
Price
5K337 $600.00
5K338 $620.00
5K339 $645.00
Includes:
Sheet metal enclosure for
both ends of frame, (2) rear
guides, (2) blowers to inflate POLY-VENT III poly,
(2) 3" dia. flex tubes and (8)
air transfer gaskets.

5K342B
5K340

POLY-VENT II

POLY-VENT III

Item #
5K311
5K312
5K313

Item #
5K314
5K315
5K316

5K300
5K301

Prices are subject to change without notice

Price
$3.80
$4.25
$5.35

Cut to length and seal
Cut to length only

Replacement Blower AC
Replacement Blower DC

Item #
5K343
5K344
56

Price
$16.75
$18.25
$19.75

Must be in 2’ increments
Complete Ends
Package (Both Ends)

REPLACEMENT POLY-VENT FOR POLY-VENT

3’ - 0”
4’ - 0”
5’ - 0”

POLY-VENT DC
BACK-UP BLOWER

5K345-1

Must be in 2’ increments
Price per lin ft
Including frame (no ends)

Item #
Price
5K327 $395.00
5K328 $400.00
5K329 $425.00

EXAMPLE: 4'0" high x 96'0" long POLY-VENT II Window
5K324 (Price per foot for 4’ opening) x 96
$1,752.00
5K328 (1) 4’ POLY-VENT II Ends Package
$400.00
Total (not incld frt) $2,152.00

5K342DC

POLY-VENT III (TWO STAGE)

Price
$3.80
$4.25
$5.35
$32.00
$15.00

5K342
$130.00
5K342DC $90.00

Description
Wt. Price
PV-II one stage 12# $350.00
PV-III two stage 18# $545.00

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Roll Up Curtain Wall Material
Clear woven HDPE polyolefin fabric that is stronger than poly sheeting or canvas tarpaulins, yet its woven filament design
makes it lighter than either. The material is UV stabilized for a long life of 3 to 5 years. Widths are 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20,
24, 28, 32 and 40 foot. It can also be fabricated to your specifications. Please call for a quote. Ships factory direct to you.

Item# Description
0E100

Mil

3 to 5 Year Material

Ship Wt per
1k sq/ft

11

39#

Under 10k
10,000 25,000
sq/ft
24,999 sq/ft
and up sq/ft
—————- Price per 1000 square feet ——————$330.00
$280.00
$265.00

Hydro-Gardens Wet Wall Pump & Plumbing Kits
All Hydro-Gardens pump and plumbing kits include the wet wall pump, Y-strainer, 3/4" float valve assembly, gate valve and
the PVC fittings needed to get from the pump to the wet wall inlet. (See drawing) Sump tanks need to be sized to provide a
minimum of 3/4 gallon of water per square foot of pad area. The pump needs to provide between 1/2 and 1/3 gallon of water
per minute per lineal foot of pad length. PVC pipe used to complete the system needs to be purchased locally.

Item # Max Pad Lgth
6C320
6C380
6C300

50’
80’
100’

Pump Incl

Min Sump Size

5W339
5W341
5W350

75 gal
300 gal
375 gal

Price Ship Wt
$319.00
$476.00
$880.00

30#
32#
53#

THE WET WALL TANK MAY BE LOCATED INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE
GREENHOUSE. IF FREEZING WILL OCCUR, IT IS RECOMMENDED
THAT THE TANK BE INSIDE THE GREENHOUSE.

Poly Duct &
Convection Tube

Gate Valve
Y-Strainer

Union

Centrifugal
Pump

WET WALL TANK
SUPPLIED BY OWNER

Buy pre-punched (at 4 & 8 O'clock) or punch your own
convection tubing and save. Simply mount unpunched
tubing to your jet fan, tie off the far end and turn on
the jet fan. Once the tube is inflated, use a small
propane torch to heat a tin can mounted on a broom
handle and melt the holes at the desired locations. This
item is NOT UV stabilized, but should last thru the
heating season.

Jet Fan

Tube Hanger
7C900

4 MIL STANDARD CONVECTION TUBING
Item
Diameter Tube Hanger
Number
Layflat Spacing
5H408P 8”
5H412P 12”
5H418P 18”

14”
20”
30”

6’
5’
5’

500 ft 2 @ 500 ft Wt Per
Item
$/ft rolls $/ft rolls $/ft 100 ft Number $/ft
$0.72
$0.63
$0.84

$0.65
$0.57
$0.73

$0.61
$0.54
$0.68

4#
6#
9#

5H424P 24”
38”
4’
$1.10
$0.95
$0.89
12#
5H430P 30”
48”
4’
$1.25
$1.10
$1.03
15#
7C900
Convection Tube Hanger (Pkg of 10) $30.95
.03#/pkg
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

3/4" float
assembly with
gate valve and
PVC fittings

500 ft 2@500 ft
rolls $/ft rolls $/ft

5H408U $0.22
5H412U $0.37
5H418U $0.32

$0.14
$0.29
$0.256

$0.13
$0.26
$0.23

5H424U $0.495
5H430U $0.70

$0.36
$0.40

$0.335
$0.375

www.hydro-gardens.com
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Heating Equipment & Accessories
SUSPENSION GAS HEATERS
Nat Gas LP
Aluminized Price
Price

Nat Gas
Price

LP
Price

Stainless

LF24-115A
LF24-145A
LF24-175A
LF24-200A

$1,155
$1,247
$1,387
$1,652

$1,291
$1,383
$1,523
$1,712

LF24-230A
LF24-250A
LF24-300A
LF24-400A

$1,785
$1,915
$2,049
$2,461

$2,056
$2,209
$2,343
$2,593

Fan
CFM

LF24-115S
LF24-145S
LF24-175S
LF24-200S

$1,489
$1,561
$1,709
$1,941

$1,625
$1,697
$1,845
$2,001

LF24-230S
LF24-250S
LF24-300S
LF24-400S

$2,162
$2,438
$2,718
$3,161

$2,433
$2,732
$3,012
$3,293

Gas
Inlet

Flue
Dia

Overall Dim
H
W
L

1900
1900
2200
4400

1/2”
1/2”
1/2”
1/2”

4”
4”
4”
5”

323/16
323/16
323/16
323/16

203/16
203/16
231/8
231/8

393/16
393/16
40
40

140
150
165
165

4400
4400
4400
4400

3/4”
3/4”
3/4”
3/4”

5”
5”
5”
6”

323/16
323/16
323/16
323/16

411/8
411/8
411/8
411/8

40
40
40
411/8

270
285
305
315

Wt.

Price includes freight paid in continental USA
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice
Pricing includes a 1 year limited parts warranty +
10 year warranty on Aluminized Heat Exchangers or
15 year warranty on Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers
All models include electronic "Direct to Flame" ignition, "In Shot" Burners
(1 per tube), on board Diagnostic LED lights and power venter.
NOTE: Unique tubular heat exchanger that provides greater output Btu's.
Models 200 thru 400 have dual fans.
Dehumidification Fans With Shutter
Item# Size CFM RPM
2C710 12” 1090 1725
2C713 16” 1330 1725
2C710 Dehumid. Fan
2C713 Dehumid. Fan

Watts Amps HP Wt
---1.0 1/10 12#
---1.0 1/10 19#
1—4
5+
$171.95 $161.95
$183.95 $173.95

Horizontal Air Flow fans and Dehumidification fans
can greatly reduce condensation on your poly, reduce
your heating bill, and obtain better air flow with
more even heat distribution and lower relative humidity throughout your greenhouse which will also
reduce fungus problems. HAF fans should be set to
operate just like jet fans. A timer (6E355 or 6E356
pg 39) may be needed to
operate the Dehumidification fan(s). We recommend
one air exchange per hour
day and night.
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Prices are subject to change without notice

Horizontal Air Flow Fans
Item# Size CFM RPM
7C012 12” 2600 1725
7C014 20” 6000 1725
7C012 Assembled
7C014 Assembled

Watts Amps HP Wt
---1.0 1/10 22#
---3.5 1/3 38#
1—4
5+
$220.95 $197.95
$391.95 $349.95

7C921 Variable Speed 10 amp Controller
7C920 Variable Speed 12 amp Controller

$110.95
$311.95

Proper circulation encourages healthy plant growth by
increasing CO2 availability (required for photosynthesis), reduces disease and mildew caused by excessive
moisture and eliminates over heating on hot days. Uniform Air Quality Throughout.
Distance between fans can be
from 30 - 40 feet
SEE BACK OF CATALOG
FOR HAF LAYOUT IN
YOUR GREENHOUSE
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

LB White ThermaGro Heaters
Designed specifically for greenhouse
environments FIRST and ONLY CSA
approved greenhouse heater
Advanced clean-burning design provides
better growing environment Delivers safe,
dependable heat for significantly less fuel
Low initial cost
Better fuel efficiency - lower operating costs
Advanced direct fired design
99.97% fuel conversion efficiency
20% Plus fuel savings compared to indirect fired heaters
More heat per fuel dollar
Direct Fired (non-vented) Heater
99% - 13% combustion air = 86% Seasonal Efficiency
Compared to Indirect-fired (vented) Heater
ThermaGro Gravity Vent Power Vent
Thermal Efficiency
99%
80%
82%
Seasonal Efficiency
92%
65%
78%
Better growing environment – CO2 enrichment
15 minutes at full output results in 1250 ppm concentration
15 minutes at first stage results in 950 ppm concentration
2 stage heat control
Less temperature variation – 10% lower fuel consumption
More continuous operation for improved circulation and
distribution – 35% less heat cycling
More growing space
Outdoor mount frees up growing space
Indoor mount also available
Clean Burning Direct-Fired Heater
Maximum Fuel Efficiency
No Vent Stack Needed
ThermaGro Design (patent pending) provides very low combustion by-products
Outperforms all CSA combustion standards:
U.S. Standard
ThermaGro
CO (ppm rise)
5.0
1.5
NO2 (ppm rise)
0.5
0.4
CO2 (ppm)
4,000
3,000
Ethylene (ppm)
0.015
0.005
A minimal amount of fresh air exchange required

5K214 1 Stage Thermostat $65.95
5K215 2 Stage Thermostat $112.95
Part #

Nat Gas
Price

6H050 $1,014.95
6H060 $1,248.95

LP
Price

Part #
6H045
6H062

Required to take advantage of fuel efficiencies

$1,014.95
$1,248.95

High Speed
Btu/h rating
120,000
220,000

Indoor Kit - Includes motorized inlet shutter, shuttered exhaust fan,
eyebolts & chains

6H068 Indoor Kit 120+ $746.95
6H070 Indoor Kit 220+ $751.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Longer lifecycle, lower maintenance costs
Fully enclosed gas valve/electronics are standard
No need to replace expensive gas valves/electronics
Exclusive Tri-shield case finish delivers triple protection
against corrosion
No expensive heat exchanger to replace
More efficient, dependable operation – Spark Ignition
More reliable – no blowouts
More efficient -- heat only when needed
Reduced operating costs.
Heat and air circulation capabilities
Blower fan for longer heat throw
More powerful, efficient than traditional prop fans
Covers 80-100 ft. long house
Reduces need for HAF fans and/or distribution ducts
Backed by a 10 year case & heat chamber warranty
Can be installed indoors or outdoors
Outdoor
Mounting Options:
Flange mounted to existing greenhouse structure
Tripod mounted on three pipes
Post mounted on 4x4 or 5x6 wooden posts
Shuttered louver exhaust system
Interlocking optional

Indoor
Mounting Options:
Conventional chain-hanging system approach
Indoor mount kit
Exhaust fan and interlocked louvers

Low Speed
Btu/h rating

Fan
CFM

65,000
120,000

1100
1750

Overall Dim
H
W
L

Wt.

30.75 18.25 18.25 116
36.00 22.00 30.00 150

Outdoor Kit - Includes gravity exhaust shutter & outdoor
mount kit

6H075 Outdoor Kit 120+$232.95
6H078 Outdoor Kit 220+$304.95

www.hydro-gardens.com
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STEP 50A AND STEP 500 Greenhouse Controllers
THE STEP 50A AND STEP 500 ARE PACKED WITH FEATURES THAT NO OTHER CONTROL SYSTEMS OFFER
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Corrosion resistant, anodized aluminum cabinet with Plexiglas window protects control system from
environment.
2 modulation output pairs for operating solid state voltage proportioning equipment.
A) Heating
B) Night cooling lockout
Aspirator module terminals.
Aspirator module senses greenhouse temperature. (Comes with 100 feet of cable.)
Color coded override switches provide manual control of stages
Light emitting diodes give a visual indication of stages currently operating.
Automatically switches from day to night temperature setting by photocell.
Override switch panel designed to permit manual operation of equipment with amplifier and sequencer
circuit board removed.
System automatically resets to ‘set point’ if power fails, preventing equipment circuit overloads.
5 stage, variable time delay logic sequencer operates heating and cooling equipment in locked STEPS.
Prevents rapid equipment cycling, conserving energy and reducing equipment wear.
Ten amp DPDT load relays for each stage that are used to operate your power contactors, magnetic motor
starting relays, etc.
STEP 500 additional features:
4 modulation output pairs.
Mounted digital temperature meter.
Outdoor sensing module with 25' of cable.
Cooling stages 4 and 5 lockout at night.
8 stage, variable time delay logic sequencer.

Part # Desc
6C550 STEP 50A Controller
6C500 STEP 500 Controller

Ship Wght Price
30#
$1,180.00
38#
$1,180.00

SOLAR IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
See Page 36 for more info on the Green Leaf Controllers

Versions:
TLC16 – Complete environmental control with 2 zones of heat, 4 zones of cooling, 1 zone of
dehumidification, 7 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and
max), Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access with a smartphone or wifi
equipped device.
IRC14 – Complete irrigation control with 14 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and max), Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access
with a smartphone or wifi equipped device.
Item#
Description
6C805 Solar Environmental Controller
6C801
Solar Irrigation Controller
60

Version
Price
TCL16 $1250.00
IRC14 $1200.00

Prices are subject to change without notice

Custom models available for more complex
environmental control needs. Contact us for
more information

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
Thermostats
Thermostats usually are very dependable for years and years.
However, they will not tolerate high temperatures over 1200 F.
Dial range adjustable from 300 to 1100 F. Can be wired to close
on either temperature increase or decrease. SPDT switch rated
at 16 amps inductive, 120V, 60 Hz.
Two stage thermostat has a second stage factory set to activate 3 degrees after the first stage.
Complete instructions are included.
Item#
5K206
5K207
5K210
5K212
5K214
5K215

Description
Wght
1 Stage Thermostat
1.0#
2 Stage Thermostat
1.0#
1 Stage Thermostat, Weather Proof 1.0#
2 Stage Thermostat, Weather Proof 1.0#
1 Stage Thermostat, Nema 4x
1.0#
2 Stage Thermostat, Nema 4x
1.0#

Price
$139.95
$185.95
$65.95
$139.95
$66.95
$101.95

Contactor Panel
This contactor panel is assembled as drawn and has been designed to be used in the
ground to ground greenhouses. It utilizes the equipment relays described below. Included are two DPDT relays for 220V exhaust fans, and six SPST relays for all the
110V equipment in a small greenhouse: Heater motors, HAF fans, vent, convenience
outlets, etc. Contactor Panel. Relays and case are UL listed. Case is 11" x 14" x 5".
Item 1E300 has relays with 120 volt coils.
Item 1E301 has relays with 24 volt coils.
Item#
1E300
1E301

Description
Contactor Panel (120v Coil)
Contactor Panel (24v Coil)

Wght
Price
19# $400.00
19# $460.00

EQUIPMENT RELAYS
Relays are usually required for use with fans, fan jets,
heaters and other similar greenhouse equipment. They
reduce wiring costs, and provide for cooling and heating
equipment staging.

DPDT - Double Pole, Double Throw
30 Amp Resistive Load, 1 HP DPDT
Item# Coil Volts
6E846 24VAC
6E847 120VAC
6E848 240VAC

Wght
.69#
.69#
.69#

Price
$52.50
$52.50
$52.50
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SPST - Single Pole, Single Throw
30 Amp Resistive Load, 1.5 HP SPST
Item# Coil Volts
6E849 24VAC
6E850 120VAC
6E851
240VAC
6E744 24VAC SPDT

Wght
.63#
.63#
.63#
.40#

www.hydro-gardens.com

Price
$35.50
$35.50
$35.50
$58.50
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ACCESSORIES
Sensaphone 400 Monitoring System
Now greenhouse growers, small-business owners, remote property managers, and many others have an inexpensive, easy-to-install autodialer solution for their remote-facility monitoring needs. The Sensaphone 400 can
be installed in nearly any clean indoor environment and alert personnel by
phone to a number of conditions that could require their attention.
Capabilities: Four available external inputs allow users to connect a variety
of sensors to monitor temperature, water, humidity, and more. Each zone
can be calibrated, enabled, or disabled individually – with fully automatic
input configuration. The system can monitor for power failures and listen
for high sound levels. With built-in status LEDs, each monitored condition
is easily read at the installation site or remotely by telephone.
Features: The built-in output relay can switch external devices on or off automatically or manually – tripping
local lights or sirens. The output can even control a thermostat to adjust site temperature between two set
points. With built-in surge protection on all zones, the unit power supply, and the connected telephone line
guard against voltage spikes.
Alerts: When connected to a standard telephone line, the system allows users to record custom voice messages. In the event of an alarm, the system can send these “Alert Condition” messages by phone to as many as
four people – repeating those calls until it receives a response. A line-seize feature automatically disconnects
extension lines when the system needs to call out.
Includes: A pre-installed temperature sensor to monitor the installation location and a 24-hour battery
backup to ensure reliable operation during a power outage.
The Sensaphone requires a dedicated telephone line. It will not call the line it is attached to, or to a "party-line".

Up to four external sensors monitor temperature, humidity, water, and more
Included relay output can switch local devices on/off based on alarm activity
Temperature-sensing range of -20° to 150°F | -30° to 65°C
Use a dual-setback thermostat to control temperature between two set points.
Item#
5E260
5E156

Description
Sensaphone 400
Remote Temperature Sensor

Wght
5.0#
0.2#

Price
$560.95
$39.95 When Ordered with Sensaphone

Temp Alert TA-1
Automatically sends an alarm when the temperature
rises or falls to the level you set. This battery operated
sensor can be wired to a sensaphone, bell, horn or other
warning signal. Gold plated contacts.
6 Volt battery and warning device are not included.
Item#
5E150
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Prices are subject to change without notice

Description
Temp Alert TA-1

Wght
0.5#

Price
$90.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Temperature / Humidity Dew Point Recorder
This recorder provides simultaneous monitoring of both temperature and relative humidity. It is available in
four different chart speeds: 12 hours, 24 hours, 7 days and 31 days. Charts are available in either ºF or ºC
scale. The recording range is -20°F ~ 120°F (-30°C ~ 50°C) and 10%-90% RH. The recorder will also calculate
dew point. There is an easy-to-read LCD display and a full function audible alarm for temperature excursions.
A red pen tracks temperature and a blue pen tracks humidity, permanently recording these measurements on
a 6-inch (165mm) diameter paper chart. Power is supplied through a 120V AC 50/60 Hz plug-in adapter. Battery backup for 48 hours provides power and assures operation during temporary power loss.
Item#
5E149

Description
Recorder, Humidity / Temperature
(specify 12 hr, 24hr, 7-day or 31 day)
5E149C Recorder charts, temp/rh (box of 60)
(specify 12 hr, 24hr, 7-day or 31 day)
5E149P Recorder Pens, 1 Blue & 1 Red

Pocket Thermometer

Description
Wght
Thermometer, Pocket 0.3#

Price
$8.95

Humidistat
The 5K205 controls are designed
to regulate the relative humidity
of confined spaces by cycling humidifying or dehumidifying equipment. The 5K205 is a relative humidity control, consisting of a humidity sensing element,
adjustable setpoint cam and an electrical switch. The
sensing element changes length in response to the exposed RH to move the switch mechanisms at the appropriate switch points.
Item#
Description
Wght
5E205 Humidistat, 20-80%
1#
5E205D DeHumidistat, 20-80% 1#

Item#
5E215

Price
$475.00
$24.00
$29.95

Digital Temp/Humidity

This excellent low-cost precision thermometer is a must for calibration of environmental controls, mini-max thermometers, recorders, etc. Ideal for temperature measurement in semi-solids,
liquids, and air. Comes with a protective clip-sheath, and a 5" stem.
Range: -40 to 160 0F.
Accuracy: + 1% of range.
Item#
5E144

Wght
3.0#

Price
$48.95
$48.95

Description
Wght
Light Intensity Meter 0.38#

Price
$29.95

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Check the temperature and relative humidity in greenhouses,
clean rooms and walk-in coolers
with the Jumbo Display ThermoHygrometer. It features an extra large LCD display, °F/°C
switch and minimum/maximum
memory buttons. Temperature
Accuracy (Int. & Ext.) ±1.8°F (1°C) from 32°F to 104°F
(0°C to 40°C).
Humidity Accuracy (Internal) ±5% R.H. from 40% to
70% R.H. at 77°F~86°F (25°C~30°C).
Resolution R.H.1%, temp 0.1°F /°C
Item#
5E143

Description
Wght
Digital Thermo/Hygro 0.65#

Price
$35.95

Light Intensity Meter
Professional high precision light test
tool. Determine the proper exposure
for a photograph
Automatic and manual range conversion
LCD screen analog display and measurement range is from 0 to
200000lux
Functions: Analog Bar Indication,
Auto Power Off, MAX/MIN Function,
Relative Measurement, FC/Lux Unit
Selection, Data Hold
Units conversion: Fc, Lux
www.hydro-gardens.com
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Temperature / Humidity Dew Point Recorder

LAQUA TWIN pH METER

LAQUA TWIN COND METER

Put the power of a laboratory right in your hands!
• New “Professional Grade” Meters
• Measure samples in nutrient solutions, water, soils, and tissue sap
• Waterproof pocket-sized meter with digital calibration
• Sensors store dry and are field replaceable
• Accuracy correlates well with laboratory analysis
• Unique flat sensor allows you to conveniently and accurately
measure samples as small as 0.3 ml
• Automatic temperature compensation, waterproof, auto
power-off
• Includes two CR2032 batteries, case and calibration standards
Be sure to also order some pH reference solution (Item 5E481).

Ideal for water quality and greenhouse application.
• New “Professional Grade” Meter
• Ultra-slim meter features push-button auto-calibration and
automatic temperature compensation
• Waterproof pocket-sized meter with digital calibration
• Accurately measures even a single drop of saturated media
extract
• Accuracy of ± 2%
• Measurement ranges:
– 0 to 199 µS/cm (resolution 1 µS/cm)
– 0.20 to 1.99 mS/cm (resolution 0.001 mS/cm)
– 2.0 to 19.9 mS/cm (resolution 0.1 mS/cm)
– 20 to 199 mS/cm (resolution 1 mS/cm)
• Includes two CR2032 batteries, case and solution standard

Item#
3E010

Description
Laqua Twin pH

Wght
0.13#

Price
$185.00

Item#
3E050

Description
Laqua Twin Cond

Wght
0.13#

Price
$185.00

pH Test Kit

pH Standard Reference Solution

Quit guessing about pH. This handy kit has a color comparator
with permanent color standards for pH values of 4.8, 5.2, 5.6,
6.0, 6.4, 6.8, 7.2, and 7.6. Includes 30 ml of reagent for 50
tests, and is packaged in a compact, foam-lined polypropylene
box. Simply add 10 drops of pH indicator reagent to the sample solution in the test tube and compare the color reaction
with the comparator.

Used to adjust and/or verify the readings on pH meters, papers and liquids.

Item#
5E130
5E131
5E133
5E136

Description
pH Test Kit
Reagent refill, 30ml
Reagent refill, pint
Replacement test tube

Wght
0.5#
0.05#
0.89#
0.10#

Price
$92.95
$13.25
$62.95
$4.00

Hydrogen Peroxide
(H2O2) Test Kit
5E490 100 strips .08# $38.95
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Use with Item 5E132
5E480 1/2 pint 1# $12.00
5E481 1 pint
2# $18.00
5E482 1 quart 3# $28.00

5E470 1/2 pint 1# $12.00
5E471 1 pint
2# $18.00
5E472 1 quart 3# $28.00

Bromothymol Blue pH Indicator
Liquid pH tester 6.0 - 7.0 range. Color changes from yellow at 6.0, to
green at 6.5, to blue at 7.0.

NOT FOR USE WITH ITEM 5E130

Waterproof Oakton® EcoTestr™ pH1
Waterproof Oakton® EcoTestr™ PH1
* Automatic temperature compensation
* Waterproof, dust proof housing that floats
* Easy to use, push-button calibration with auto buffer recognition
* Low-cost pocket-sized meter
* Includes transparent electrode cover / sample cup
* Push-button calibration, HOLD function, and error messages
* Range: 0.0 to 14.0 Ph
* Power: four 1.5 V button cell batteries (included)

Item#
5E132

Description
Oakton EcoTestr pH1 Meter

Wght Price
0.20# $81.95

Vial contains 100 H2O2 test strips that measure from 1 to 100 parts per
million of Hydrogen Peroxide in solution. The color comparator chart is
on the label on the side of the vial. The strips are not affected by other
fertilizers in the solution. Using Hydrogen Peroxide to combat algae,
molds, root rot, and other organic problems is becoming very popular.

Prices are subject to change without notice
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Conductivity Meter
Measures dissolved solids (DS) of Fertilizer Solutions and water. 0-5000
range parts per million (PPM), or 0-5000 micromhos (MMHOS). A required
tool for monitoring injectors, and adjusting the concentration of nutrient
solutions in sump tanks. Includes 4 oz. bottle of Conductivity Standard.

5E512

Item#
5E512
5E513

5E516

Description
0—5000 PPM
0—5 MILLIMHOS

Conductivity/pH
Combination Meter
Myron model T2/pH measures conductivity
from 0 - 5,000 PPM with its tri-range
switch, and pH from 2 - 12. Nearly identical to the 5E512 meter pictured above. It
also has a field replaceable gel-filled pH
electrode built into the solution cup.
5E516
2.0#
$650.95

Truncheon Meters

Truncheon Cond Meter
Cond Standard CF 27.7 @ 2 Oz

Price
$320.95
$320.95

Conductivity Standard
1500 PPM = 2070 Micromhos = 2.07 millimhos, reference standard solution. For adjusting and/or verifying readings on conductivity meters.
5E520
5E521
5E522
5E523

1/2 pint
1 pint
1 Quart
1 Gallon

1#
2#
3#
9#

$12.00
$18.00
$28.00
$84.95

Ultrapen Conductivity/TDS/Salinity Pen

Big jobs require a big Truncheon! With a conductivity
range right up to 6.0 EC (60 CF, 3000 ppm 500 and
4200 ppm 700), it will never leave you short.
Range .4 - 6 EC & 200 -3000
CF & 280-4200 PPM
Resolution - 0.1 EC
Accuracy +/- 4% full scale
Operating temperature range 32 - 122 Fo
Temperature compensation-automatic to 78 Fo
100% waterproof
3 year guarantee - with proof of purchase
Factory calibrated, never needs recalibration
Auto turn on and off
Three standard AA batteries (included)
No external switches or adjustment knobs
5E514
5E524

Wght
2.0#
2.0#

4#
$125.50
.13#
$8.10

This instrument is designed to be extremely accurate, fast
and simple to use in diverse water quality applications. Advanced features include the ability to select from 3 different solution types that model the characteristics of the
most commonly encountered types of water; proprietary
temperature compensation and TDS conversion algorithms;
highly stable microprocessor-based circuitry; user-intuitive
design; and waterproof housing. A true, one-handed instrument, the PT1 is easy to calibrate and easy to use. To take a
measurement, you simply press a button then dip the pen in
solution. Results display in seconds.
* Accuracy of ±1% of READING ±.2% at calibration point
* Accuracy of bench top lab equipment in an affordable,
portable, compact pen
5E194

Ultrapen PT1

.65#

$155.95

LAQUA TWIN METERS
Measure nutrient solutions, soils, greenhouse soilless media, water samples and
tissue sap.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New “Professional Grade” Meter
Measure nutrient solutions, soils, greenhouse soilless media, water samples and tissue sap
Waterproof pocket-sized meter with digital calibration
Item#
Description
Sensors store dry and are field replaceable
3E010
Laqua Twin pH
Accuracy correlates well with laboratory analysis
Automatic temperature compensation, waterproof, auto power-off
3E020 Laqua Twin Nitrate
Includes two CR2032 batteries, case, calibration standards
3E030 Laqua Twin Potassium

3E040
3E050
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Laqua Twin Sodium
Laqua Twin EC

Wght
0.09#
0.09#
0.09#
0.09#
0.09#

www.hydro-gardens.com

Price
$185.00
$381.00
$381.00
$381.00
$185.00
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Plant Clips
Used to support plants by clipping to support twine. The clip should be
secured to the twine beneath a leaf stem. This item has a unique "quick
release" feature for growers that move clips from bottom to top and/or
save their clips from year to year. 5E050B is white plastic and slightly
larger than 3/4" diameter. 5E050 is black plastic and slightly thicker
than the white clips. Both clips design are "plant friendly" because the
body is ventilated which allows the stem to dry out quickly helping reduce
the incidence of botrytis.

Item#
5E050
5E050

Description
1/2 case Black Plant Clips (3,000 / box)
Black Plant Clips (6,000 / box)

Wt
12#
23#

Qty 1
$71.00
$129.50

5E050B
5E050B

1/2 case Clear Plant Clips (3,500 / box)
Clear Plant Clips (7,000 / box)

9#
20#

$68.00
$102.50
Qty 1
$12.50
$16.50

1W260
1W260B

Clear Plant Clips (100 / bag)
Black Plant Clips (100 / bag)

0.6#
0.6#

Qty 2

Qty 5

$119.25

$113.25

$97.25

$95.25
Qty 5
$9.55
$13.75

Qty 10
$7.55
$10.75

Twine
Continuous monofilament plastic with about 10,000 feet per spool.
Loop over your overhead wire and use two plant clips to secure the
free end of twine to the support twine. Twine pictured is the actual size of our orange UV stabilized support twine.

2 Spools / Box
Item#

Ship Wt 1 spool

5E124

9.25#

4 spools

8 spools

1 1/4”

$21.95/ea $19.95/ea $17.95/ea
Press To
Release

Tomato Rollerhook with Twine
A new, unique twine holder that will quickly replace all other support
methods now available. This heavy guage wire support hangs on your
overhead wires with two loops. The plastic spool of twine is guaranteed for 3 years, and comes with 82' of twine - enough for 3 years
for many growers. At the end of the twine, simply purchase a new
spool (5E055) filled with twine. To use, simply support the plant and
depress the side of the wire spring to release the spool. Item
pictured is not actual size of rollerhook.

Item#
5E056
5E055
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Description
Frame only @ 550 / box
Spool only @ 550 / box
Prices are subject to change without notice

Wt
30#
52#

6”

2”

Qty 1
$145.25
$205.00

Qty 4
$128.75
$189.95

Qty 8
$117.95
$183.50
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Tomahooks
This stainless steel twine holder can be purchased with 30' of twine
(9' of Freefall twine); or without twine. You can wind your own by
hand during the off season. The tomahook is 8.6" long, and hangs
from your overhead support wire. One turn lowers the plant the correct distance. Will hold over 39' of twine. It is wound with 9' of
"freefall" which simplifies dropping the twine to your seedlings.

Item#

Ship Wt Description

5E234

8.0#
35.0#

5E238

6.25#
22.0#

Qty

Tomahook with twine

Price

100
360/box
2 boxes
Tomahook without twine 100
400/box
4 boxes

$57.75
$108.95
$102.50/ea
$23.00
$49.75
$42.00/ea

Roller Plast
This latest addition to our range of greenhouse products is suitable
for one or two growing seasons. Each replaceable spool, has 12 meters (39 Feet) of twine. Especially easy and comfortable to use, the
Roller Plast’s attractive price also provides our customers with an
economic alternative to existing methods.
Much more inexpensive than the metal frames.
Body & Spools are shipped unassembled.
Instructions are found online to assemble them.

Item#

Ship Wt Description

5E116S
5E116B

17.4#
13.5#

Price 1 Box

Roller Plast Spools @ 450 $104.95
Roller Plast Body @ 450
$88.50

Price 2 Box
$102.75
$85.25

MAX HT-R Tapener Machine
The Tapener machine is an excellent tool for binding plants or vegetables to stakes or twine. One squeeze on the
handle staples the tape to itself and cuts it. Another squeeze, and the tape is pulled open for the next binding. Much
faster than twist ties or clips. Order 1 box each of tape and staples, and 1 package of 3 blades, with the machine.
One razor blade is included. Use between plant clips to hold your tomatoes and cucumbers next to the twine.
For Old HT-B Machines
(5E853B)
Will Not Work With
New HT-R

Item#
5E850
5E854

Description
Tapener Machine HT-R
12 Rolls of Tape 80’/roll

Wght
1.5#
1.5#

Price
$88.50
$24.50
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Item#
Description
5E852 Box of 4800 Staples
5E853 2 Blades (HT-R)
5E853B 3 Blades (HT-B Old)

Wght
0.28#
0.6#
0.6#
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Price
$4.80
$9.25
$9.25
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Arch Supports
Supporting arch for the flower stem.
Important: To be used during the flowering stage before fruit sets
on cluster. Once fruit sets use J-Hooks.
Excellent grip of the stem.
Width: 6 mm.
Sold by Box of 5,000 or Case of 20,000

Item#
Description
5E054 Arch Supports 5K Box
5E054C Arch Supports 20K Case

Wght
6#
24#

Price
$66.25
$229.95

Truss Hooks for Tomatoes

J3 Hooks

J1 Hooks

A Supporting hook that prevents damage to the cluster stem.
Triple length cluster for superior adjustment.
Unique design that enables an extremely fast operation. Easy
function. Master pack is 8,000 per carton.

Used extensively in Europe and Canada. This J-shaped hook
will support that cluster of tomatoes that has an extended
truss arm. Reuse these items. Hook under truss arm and onto
your twine. Master pack is 15,000 per carton.

Item#
5E220
5E222-J1
5E222-J1M

Description
100
Truss Hook “J1” 100
$2.95
Truss Hook “J1” Case
Truss Hook “J1” Master Cs

J3 Hooks

Item#
5E220J3
5E222
5E222M

1,000
$27.50

15,000

$54.95

J1 Hooks

$153.25
Description
100
Truss Hook “J3” 100
$3.95
Truss Hook “J3” Case
Truss Hook “J3” Master Cs

Rechargeable 6V Battery

1,000
$28.50

4,000

8,000

$43.95
$85.25

VegiBee Pollinators

Long life 6 Volt Sealed Lead-Acid
Battery with recharger for tomato
pollinator and other uses. Contacts
are "F1" Quick Disconnect Tabs.

Wght
2.25#
0.25#
2.00#

5,000

Item#
5E830
5E828
5E828

Description
Battery w/Charger
Charger Only
Battery Only

Price
$42.95
$22.95
$22.95
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Prices are subject to change without notice

The VegiBee plant pollinators can be used on all flowering plants such as tomatoes, peppers, peas, beans,
eggplants, blueberries and strawberries.
VegiBee pollinators are affordable, easy to use and will
ensure an abundant yield in
your home food garden.
See pg 70 for more info
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Tomato Pollinator
Model 5E846 uses an AA battery to drive a counterweight that, when loosely held,
does an excellent job of vibrating the cluster of blossoms. Tomato flowers must be
pollinated vigorously to get larger and more uniform fruit by increased seed count.

Item# Description
5E846 Pollinator II (Battery NOT Inc)

Wt.
0.16#

Qty 1—11
$20.95ea

Qty 12-199 Qty 200-599
$17.50ea
$16.50ea

Mesh Bags & Tape For Cluster Tomatoes
Item 5E180 is plain mesh bag. Packed at 1,000 per case (5E180
are 4 bundles of 250) and are held in place with a wire rack. Simply tear away the mesh bag and put your clusters inside. Use
Items 5E182 and 5E183 to close the open end for a professional
appearance. About 1" of tape is used to seal the bag. A roll has
6,480 inches of tape.

Item#
5E180

Description
Mesh Bag Plain, 1000

Wght
7.2#

14”

Price
$91.95

Cluster Bags Bundle

10”

Tape
Item#
5E182
5E183
5E184
5E184B

Description
Wght
Taper Machine, Each
2.0#
Taper Tape, 4 Rolls
1.1#
Replacement Blade (Tape)
Replacement Blade (Bag)

Price
$25.95
$14.95
$5.50
$5.50

Red Only From HGI

Bag Blade

Ethephon 2 / Ethrel
Ripening Compound
Use to reduce the time you need to wait for tomatoes to ripen
by 7 to 10 days. Tomatoes need to be at the mature green stage
for best results. When using a spray bottle, mix at a ratio of
1:100 ethrel to water. Spray a small amount on the tomato.
Avoid spraying the leaves as this will cause them to turn brown.
Item#
5P950
5P951
5P952
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Size
Pint
Quart
Gallon

Wght
1.25#
2.88#
10.0#

Price
$16.00
$29.00
$103.95
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VegiBee Pollinators
The VegiBee Garden Pollinators were designed to dramatically improve the productivity of the home food garden. The Vegibee Garden Pollinators are designed to replace
bees, chemicals and the wind to manually pollinate food crops in a greenhouse, hydroponic or outdoor garden. VegiBee Garden Pollinators are high vibration devices that
gently release pollen from the flower onto a specially designed collection spoon. The
excess pollen is then used to manually pollinate 5-6 additional flowers on the same
plant, increasing the yield by 30-40%.
The VegiBee plant pollinators can be used on all flowering plants such as tomatoes,
peppers, peas, beans, eggplants, blueberries and strawberries. VegiBee pollinators are
affordable, easy to use and will ensure an abundant yield in your home food garden.
Both models have a 6 month warranty & a 30 day money back guarantee.
Ships Direct From The Manufacturer!

Item#
5E849
5E849R

Description
VegiBee Garden Pollinator (Battery)
VegiBee Garden Pollinator (Rechargeable)

Wght
0.25#
0.25#

Price
$22.95
$34.95

4 Wheel Sitting Cart
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Kick Stool

Excellent for Picking or Plant Care.
Heavy-duty construction
Comfortable tractor-like seat swivels 360O
Large 10" dia. x 3 1/2" wide tires for uneven surfaces
Narrow design ideal for working row crops
load capacity: 400 lbs. SHIPS FACTORY DIRECT.
Accessory Tray included

Item#
5E898

Description
Wght
Garden Scoot, 4 Wheel 34.0#

5E849

5E849R

This stool is 13" tall and 16" in
diameter with retrac-table wheels.
Kick it into position, then step up the casters retract and the antiskid bottom ring holds you and the
stool in place. The long lasting material will not rust dent or peel.
Supports up to 350 lbs. Reach
your tall crops or use it as a seat.

Price
$72.95

ARS Prunning Shears
The clear-cut choice for durability and dependability is the ARS short nose
pruners. Made of tool steel and Marquench hardened, this pruner is designed to
cut buds, gather vegetables and pick fruit.
The non-slip grips combine extra stability
with fatigue-reducing comfort. The blades
are made of High Carbon Tools Steel.

Item#
5E211
5E212

Description
Straight Tip
Curved Tip

Shears, Corona Thinning
Florist and thinning shear with curved blade for picking
fruit, light thinning in shrubbery, etc.
Forged steel. Vinyl grips. 7 3/4" long.

Item#
5E213

Wght
0.44#

1—5
$18.95

6—11
$17.50

Wght
0.25#
0.25#

Price
$19.75
$19.75

Plant Calipers
Use this smooth-moving slide caliper for easy
quick inside, outside, step and depth
measurements.

12+
$16.95

* Graduations in millimeters and 16ths
*Lightweight durable polymer construction

Item#
5E210
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Item# Description
Wght Price
5E896 Kick Stool, Black 9.5# $75.00

Prices are subject to change without notice

Wght
0.35#

1—5
$3.99
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Tomato Boxes, Dividers & Cucumber Boxes
5E174

Our white exterior Cucumber Box has attractive, generic
"European Cucumber" green print. Holds standard 16 count,
12" cukes. Our 20# Tomato Box is white with red printing for
greenhouse tomatoes, and uses a Kraft cardboard divider to
separate the two layers of tomatoes. Our white 10# Tomato
Box also has red generic printing for greenhouse tomatoes. It
holds one layer of tomatoes. All boxes are single piece, die cut
and fold up into a box with handles and a fold-over tabbed top
that locks into the sides.
Boxes are sold in pallet quantities only.

Item#
5E174
5E175
5E178
5E176

Style
16# Cuke Box
20# Tomato Box
10# Tomato Box
20# Box Dividers

Price / Qty Pallet
$345.00 / 250
$345.00 / 250
$345.00 / 250
$345.00 / 250

5E175

5E178

Wt
230#
375#
215#
37#

L
17.25”
16.13”
16.50”
15.25”

W
13.75”
14.38”
13.50”
12.75”

H
4.5”
6.0”
3.38”
N/A

Pre-Tom Stain Preventer

Intentionally Left Blank
More Products Coming Soon

Rub 5 drops of Pre-Tom + Lanoline on your
hands before working with the plants. When
you're finished, wash your hands with soap and
water and the stains will be gone. Also helps
reduce drying and cracking caused by handling
the plants. The bottle has a built in dropper cap.
Item#
5E811

Description
8 oz Bottle Pre-Tom

Wght
1.0#

Price
$8.95

Produce Picking & Storage Trays
These trays are used by many of our growers to speed the picking process. Trays are stack &
nest. Will stack and nest with 180 degree turn. Containers will nest at a ratio of 2.5:1(5E900) &
3:1 (5E902). Ventilation holes on sides & bottom. Freezer safe. 100% recyclable. Both types will
nest with each other.

Item#
5E900

Description
Produce Tray (Red)

Wght
3.50#

ID: L—22.75” W– 14.75” H—7.00”
Item#
5E902

Description
Produce Tray (Blue)

50—149
$11.50

OD: L– 23.75”

Wght
3.00#

ID: L—22.75” W– 14.75” H—4.75”

1—49
$12.00

1—49
$12.00

W– 15.75” H– 7.25”
50—189
$10.00

OD: L– 23.75”

Polyethylene Utility Box
Rubbermaid Brand utility boxes are packed 12 per carton. The
shallow height helps reduce damage to fruit caused by over
filling a picking box.
Boxes fit on utility cart
1.9# ea.

Item#
5E901

1—11
$18.95

12+
$17.50
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150+ (Pallet)
$10.75

190+ (Pallet)
$9.50

W– 15.75” H– 5.00”

Item#
5E891

Wght
Price
47.0# $275.00

Utility Cart
Rubbermaid Brand cart holds 2 utility
boxes on each shelf. Carts are 26"
wide x 45" long x 33" high. Heavy
Duty 500 Lb Load Capacity. 5 In
Caster Size. Structural Foam Polypropylene Construction. Color Gray.
Top and bottom shelf are standard.
This wheeled cart is narrow enough
to fit between rows of plants.
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Produce Labels
GET THE BEST PRICE
Our experience has shown that growers who LABEL their produce get higher
selling prices for what they grow!! Our press allows us to lower the cost and
improve the quality of your labels!! Standard tomato labels are 3/4" circles
with black ink on fluorescent green paper, 3100 labels per roll. Standard cucumber labels are 1 1/2" x 3/4" ovals with black ink on fluorescent pink paper,1650 labels per roll. Small ovals are 1 1/16 x 9/16" with 2325 labels per roll.
Foil colors available are silver and matte gold or shiny gold.
Growers who label their produce typically get more per pound for their produce than those not using labels.
TYPICAL EXAMPLE
TOMATOES
@ $.15/lb Add’l Income=
$ 3.00
Fruit count per box
50
Cost of Labels (@$7.15/roll
$ 0.11
Labor Cost (@$13.00/hr
(2 min) $ 0.43
_________
Total Investment
$ 0.54
Add’l Net Income
$ 2.46/bx

CUCUMBERS
$ 2.40
16
$ 0.05
(1 min) $ 0.22
________
(1 min) $ 0.27
$ 2.13/bx

PLEASE ORDER LABELS BY PART NUMBER.

IN STOCK LABELS—3/4” ROUND—3,100 labels per roll—Green Paper, Black Ink

5E312

5E313

5E311PLU

We can make larger labels—up to 5” wide
Call us for a quote on any of
your special requirements

5E313GPLU

5E313PLU98

5E313CPLU

6x6 & smaller
tomato label

cherry tomato
label
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5E314G

5E314GPLU

5E314

5E314PLU

IN STOCK LABELS—SMALL OVAL —2,325 labels per roll

IN STOCK LABELS—LARGE OVAL—1,650 labels per roll

5E321C

5E313PLU

5E321CPLU

Prices are subject to change without notice

5E319

5E316

5E320PLU

5E326PLU

5E316PLU
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CUSTOM LABEL YOUR PRODUCE!!
YOU CAN DESIGN YOUR OWN CUSTOM LABEL to fit inside either the
ovals or the circle. There is a one time plate charge of $76.50 for one
plate & $56.50/ea for two or more plates (manufactured at the same
time) for labels that are similar to those shown. Please supply a sketch or
artwork for more complicated labels. The one time plate charge can range in
price from $79.50 to $90.00 depending on the amount of artwork required
for custom labels that are not "camera ready". Computer Art Work should
be in .tif, .gif or .jpeg format. Any single color ink printed on a variety of different colors of paper. Silver or Gold foil is available at an additional $.50 per
roll. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for plate design on your initial order. With the
plate, reorders of your labels will be shipped in 5 working days AT THE SAME
PRICE as regular labels with a minimum of 10 rolls!!
Label your produce when you are proud to tell people your produce was grown
to exacting standards. Your customers will recognize your company name and
the superior quality and flavor of your produce, setting it apart from ordinary "field grown". Produce managers and the supermarket checkers can easily
identify produce with labels. It is easier for them to charge a higher price,
and they are more willing to give you more display space because your produce
is more attractive to their customers. Most supermarkets today require
produce being labeled with the PLU number.

CUSTOM LABELS—1 1/2” ROUND—1,650 labels per roll—Specify Paper & Ink

- - - - PRICING FOR IN STOCK LABELS - - - Standard Labels
# of rolls

1-4

5-9

Price Per Roll
$10.35
$8.00
Price with foil paper (10 Roll Minimum)

10-19

20-49

50+

Net Wt.

$7.15
$7.65

$6.25
$7.00

$5.95
$6.45

0.5 #

- - - - PRICING FOR IN CUSTOM LABELS - - - Custom Labels
(10 Roll Minimum)
Your Label Plate
Price with foil paper
1 1/2 Circle
Price with foil paper
Large Oblong
Price with foil paper

# of rolls
Price Per Roll
Price Per Roll
Price Per Roll

10-19
$7.15
$7.65
$13.00
$13.50
$13.65
$15.75

20-49
$6.25
$7.00
$11.25
$12.00
$12.00
$14.25

50+

Net Wt.

$5.95
0.5 #
$6.45 (See Pg 109
$10.75 For Label
$11.35
Order
$11.25
Form)
$13.25

Label applicators increase productivity and help the bottom line. ThisTowa applicator uses
an exclusive label edge detector that automatically 'feels'
the leading edge of the label to provide complete accuracy
in dispensing. Easy side loading minimizes loading time. The
stroke length adjusts to dispense any of our labels.
Item#
5E331
5E331A
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Description
Wght
Label Applicator 1” wide
1#
Label Applicator 1.75” wide 1#

www.hydro-gardens.com

Price
$145.95
$149.95
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Coextruded NFT Layflat Film and NFT Tube
WHITE OUTSIDE - BLACK INSIDE
White on Black film and tube for NFT applications. Coextruded white on black 4 mil copolymer layflat sheeting and tube with
U.V. Inhibitor and shrink resistance. These films have the strength of most 6 mil films. They have zero light transmission
which reduces algae growth and prevents system clogging. The white reflective exterior reduces heat buildup in the root zone,
decreases the possibility of disease, and increases root growth. The NFT tube can be simply tied off on one end, blown up with
a small fan, and holes burned the correct size at the proper spacing in the tube for your plants. Simple, fast, accurate and inexpensive. Algae problems and root drying are reduced to a bare minimum.

Item#
5W751
5W752

Description
W on B Film
W on B Film

Mil Length
.004 1000’
.004
625’

5W741
5W746
5W747

W on B Tube
W on B Tube
W on B Tube

.004
.004
.004

1000’
625’
625’

Width
24”
24”

Ship Wgt
44#
27#

1—5 Rolls
$185.00/ea
$134.00/ea

6—10 Rolls 11+ Rolls
$175.00/ea $164.00/ea
$128.00/ea $120.00/ea

12.5”
12.5”
10”

44#
27#
22#

$225.00/ea
$140.00/ea
$117.00/ea

$215.00/ea $200.00/ea
$133.00/ea $125.00/ea
$112.00/ea $105.00/ea

White Reflective Film "White Mulch"
Studies have shown that reflective white plastic placed either under the bags, and/or between the rows of plants will increase
production a minimum of 15%. This plastic is 3 mils thick. CAUTION - the film is slick when wet. It is not recommended for
use in the walkways. It can be used to collect runoff under our upright bags.

Item#
5W631
5W830

Size
36” x 1000’ Roll
48” x 750’ Roll

Ship Wgt
44#
49#

1 Roll
$139.95/ea
$139.95/ea

3 Rolls
$131.95/ea
$131.95/ea

6 Rolls
$127.95/ea
$127.95/ea

Porous White and Black Ground Covers
These woven polypropylene "fabrics" replace the need for expensive concrete
floors in most greenhouse applications. Moisture seeps through both layers to the
ground. Black smothers weed growth. White reflects sunshine to the plants. Can be
staked to the ground for secure and easy installation. Provide for a 6" minimum
overlap when calculating requirements. The white over black combination will last
several years. Wash both layers with a surfactant (dish soap) and hard bristle
broom to remove the oil film left on the fabric during manufacturing.

Item#
5E115
5E113
5E121
5E123

Description

Ship Wght

BLK/WHT 12’ x 300’ Roll
White 12’ x 300’ Roll
Black 10’ x 300’ Roll
Black 12’ x 300’ Roll

Non Porous

Item# Description

Price Per Roll
1 Roll
9 Roll

80#
60#
63#
75#

Ship Wght

Call For Price
$315.00 $275.00
$236.95 $226.95
$272.95 $265.95
1

Price Per Sq.Ft
1,000
25,000

5E112 White 12’ x custom length 19#/1000

$0.200

$0.170

$0.160

5E120 Black 10’ x custom length
5E122 Black 12’ x custom length

$0.107
$0.107

$0.091
$0.091

$0.084
$0.084

21#/1000
21#/1000

5E115
Non-Porous

Minimum Order, Small Panel Charge & Rush Job Charge fees apply.
See "Fabrication Charges" on pg 75
74

Prices are subject to change without notice
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Shade Cloth: Black Woven Polypropylene
Item#
0E320
0E510
0E630
0E926

% Shade
30%
47%
63%
95%

Standard Width
6’, 10’, 12’
6’, 10’, 12’
6’, 10’, 12’
6’, 10’, 12’

Price/Sq.Ft.
$0.140
$0.250
$0.190
$0.305

30%

47%

63%

Shade Cloth: White, Green and Black Knit HDPE
Item#
0E405
0E407
0E409

% Shade Standard Width
30% Green
12’
50% Green
12’
70% Green
12’

Price/Sq.Ft.
$0.187
$0.227
$0.247

0E413
0E411

39% White
50% White

12’
12’

$0.247
$0.247

0E554
0E730
0E800

30% Black
50% Black
70% Black

12’
12’
12’

$0.187
$0.227
$0.247

39% White

50% Green

Hail Guard: Clear or Black
Item#
0E400

Color
Clear or Black

Stnd Width
13’ 1”

Price/Sq.Ft.
$0.190

50% Black
Hail Guard

FABRICATION CHARGES
Item#
0E200
0E201
0E202
0E203
0E204
0E206
0E207

Description
SEAMING (Sewing widths together to obtain larger size)
TAPE EDGES (Sew reinforcing tape to hemmed and raw edges)
SLITTING (Cut standard width down to narrower width)
GROMMETS (Brass grommets installed in any multiple of 6" centers)
MINIMUM ORDER (For orders less than $325.00)
SMALL PANEL CHARGE (Panels less than 300 sq. ft.)
RUSH JOB CHARGE (Standard time is 3 - 4 weeks to ship)

Price
$0.28 per lineal ft
$0.28 per lineal ft
$0.28 per lineal ft
$0.25 ea
$85.00 per order
$50.00 per panel
$60.00 per job

The Woven Shade Cloths are typically used outdoors and the Knit are used primarily indoors.
These items are custom cut so you are responsible for your own measurements.
Please allow several weeks for delivery on all Shade Cloth orders.
2 Weeks - Winter
4 Weeks - Summer
A ready to use heavy duty all weather polypropylene
Item #
Polyclips
fastener for shade cloth, curtain wall material, support
0E010
net, or any other similar product. Polyclips snap over the
Each
1#
$0.43
edge of these materials to provide an excellent hold.
Bag of 100
5#
$37.00
Designed to be held with nylon rope in hinge or hole.
Bag of 250
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13#

$80.00
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Carbon Dioxide Generator
60,000 BTU Natural Gas or Propane CO2 generator (5E301) sufficient for
greenhouses from 1000 - 8000 sq. ft. Includes pressure gauge, automatic thermocouple protection, and jets for both propane and natural gas. Tests indicate
increases in production of 10% - 25% with increased CO2 levels. Three timed
control packages are available. Model 5E302 utilizes timer model 6E021. Models 5E303 & 5E304 utilize timer model 6E206. Models 5E302 & 5E303 are wired
to 24V, 40VA transformer with 5E304 wired to a 100VA transformer. All three
control packages come with an 8' cord, ready to plug into 110V outlet. This item
will produce about 1,500 ppm per 50,000 cubic feet of greenhouse volume at one
air exchange per hour. The gas inlet is 3/8" x #4.

5E301

CO2 Generator

18.0#

$1,100.00

5E302
5E303
5E304

Control Package
Control Package
Control Package

3.88#
3.88#
7.40#

$136.95
$207.95
$257.95

for 1-2 Generators
for 1-5 Generators

Carbon Dioxide / Temperature Monitor
Equipped with a patented dual beam Absorption Infrared technology, the 7001
is an easy-to use CO2 and temperature monitor designed for use in residential or
commercial applications. With the ability to display CO2 readings in less than 30
seconds. The 7001 is also equipped with an output for recording data via accessory cable and data logger. Measures 0-4,000 PPM / 32 - 122oF for temperature reading.

5E340
5E340K

CO2 / Temperature Monitor
CO2 / Temp Monitor w/Datalog Kit

5.0#
6.0#

$629.00
$735.00

Carbon Dioxide Monitor & Controller System
This carbon dioxide monitor controller 5E340KIT package includes the 5E340S
CO2 monitor with LCD display and a 5E340C digital sequencer with event programmer and photo sensor. The monitor samples atmosphere once each second
and displays current CO2 values in parts per million (ppm) on it's display screen,
while transmitting linear milli-volt signals to the Digital Event Sequencer logic
translating circuits. The sequencer then interprets these signals and functions
the CO2 equipment outlet according to predetermined values. The built in photo
sensor automatically defeats the CO2 equipment outlet during darkness periods.
You will need 1 6E020 transformer with this. See our website for more information https://hydro-gardens.com/product/co2-monitor-5e340kit

5E340KIT CO2 Digital Monitor/Control System
5E340C
CO2 Digital Sequencer
5E340S
CO2 Infrared Sensor
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5.0#
3.0#
2.0#

Prices are subject to change without notice

$695.00
$329.00
$305.00
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TOR REY STRETCH WRAP MACHINE AND FILM

The Stretch Wrap Machine from Tor Rey is a sturdy, stainless steel wrapped designed to sit on a table. It holds up to
18" wide stretch film and is ideal for wrapping Tomato salad packs, European Cucumbers & other items. Film is not included. See 5E712 or 5E718. Easy to operate! Turn on the power, wait for 2-5 minutes for plate to warm up. Put the
product to be packed on the platform, pull the film and wrap the product. Cut the film with the heated teflon coated cutting blade and seal the bottom of the package on the heated teflon plate. The teflon coated heat plate is 5" x 15". The
film sits on rollers on the back of the machine - works with different film core sizes!

Item#
5E710
5E712
5E718

Description

Ship Wght

Stretch Wrap Machine
15” x 5000’ roll, Stretch Film
18” x 5000’ roll, Stretch Film

20#
21#
30#

1
$217.95
$101.95
$169.95

6+
N/A
$95.95
$158.95

Hurricane Chemical Fog Applicator
ACCURACY - Fully adjustable output from 0 to 5 gallons per hour. Fully adjustable
spray nozzle.
GREATER OUTPUT - More output than current models!
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION - The Hurricane has an excellent particle
distribution pattern with 5-50 micron particle size.
SEE THRU TANK - The 1 gallon tank is translucent so you can check the liquid level
at a glance!
STURDY CONSTRUCTION - Made from high-density polyethylene, chemical resistant
material!
LIGHT-WEIGHT - LONG-LASTING.
ECONOMY - When you can get a fogger with greater output, adjustable metering at
a lower cost ... THAT’S ECONOMY!
HURRICANE DOES IT - The little Hurricane is capable of handling large and small
areas. It was specially designed to handle both water and petroleum based products.

5E620
$415.95
Hurricane (DC-3) Wt - 9#

MSA Respirator

A respirator should be used when spraying wettable powders and
emulsions. Meets respiratory requirements for employee safety.
Two filters are included. Typical Application: Agriculture, Chemical,
Food Services, Government, Manufacturing, Municpal Services
Item#
5P019
5P020

Description
Respirator with filters
Filters and Covers (2/Pkg)

Ship Wght
.69#
.88#

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Price
$83.95
$49.95
www.hydro-gardens.com
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Integrated Pest Management
WHAT IS INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT?
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is the combined use of various
methods and systems to manage your pest problems. These methods may include some or all of the following; temperature control,
humidity control, the use of resistant varieties, barriers, monitoring devices, the use of ‘beneficials’ and the use of insecticides. The
goal of IPM is to control your pest populations and to keep them
below an ‘economic damage’ level. The use of insecticides should be
a last resort.

UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE IS NO ‘CURE’
There is no legal, non-restricted insecticide that will give 100% control of your pests. A limited amount of the pest will continue to survive in your crop, irregardless of the method you choose for control.The proper use of ‘beneficials’ is safer, less labor cost, and usually results in higher production at a lower cost.

YOU ARE ORDERING ‘SEED STOCK’
Ordering ‘beneficials’ is the same as ordering seeds or cuttings for
your main crop. You are trying to establish your own population of
beneficials in your crop. It takes time to get these ‘beneficials’
established. They must be ready and waiting for an invasion of
pests from outside sources.

YOU ARE ‘INNOCULATING’ YOUR PLANTS
The beneficial predator or parasite will not survive without a low
level of the pest present. The ‘beneficials’ either need the pest as
a food source or as a method of reproduction. Establishing low levels of pests and ‘beneficials’ in your crop is analogous to the technique of innoculating humans to develop resistance against serious
diseases.

HYDRO-GARDENS, INC.
8765 VOLLMER ROAD
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO USA 80908
PHONE and FAX
(719) 495 2266
(800) 634-6362
email - hgi@hydro-gardens.com
WEB SITE - www.hydro-gardens.com
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Integrated Pest Management
Pest
Management
With the increasing pressure from many
sides to restrict the use of chemical pesticides, alternative pest control methods become especially essential in the Greenhouse
Industry! Properly managed Biological Control Programs here at Hydro-Gardens and
throughout the industry, have demonstrated
their ability to maintain pest populations below destructive levels.
The key words are Control and Management.
These programs do not obtain total elimination
of the pests. The predators and parasites
need a small quantity of the pest present in
order to survive. Therefore, a limited quantity
of the pest will always persist.
Horticulturists and entomologists advise that
with each spraying, as much as 1% of the potential production of a crop is lost due to mechanical stress from the pesticide and stress
due to absorption of the spray material into
the plant. Although a 1% loss in production is
insignificant, it is often necessary to spray on
a weekly basis to combat the majority of insect pests that are found in greenhouse crops.
This increases the effect. In addition, pests
can develop a resistance to many types of
sprays.
Biological control is more subtle than chemical
control of pests. Biological control isn’t loud or
messy or even very noticeable. The choice is
obvious to the responsible grower; the addition of Biological Control expertise to the list
of grower skills needed will become essential
and possibly mandantory in the future.
THE USE OF INSECTICIDES
Most beneficial’s have been raised in an
‘insecticide free’ environment. Unlike most
pest insects, the beneficial’s have no resistance to insecticides. Some ‘spot’ spraying
may help control pest ‘hot spots’, however a
complete spraying will probably destroy your
beneficials. Read and understand the label of
any insecticide before applying.
UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS
The staff at Hydro-Gardens can send you
recommendations for a 'preventative' program using beneficials. Heavy pest infestations may require the use of 'soft' insecticides to bring the pest under control before a
'preventative' approach can be used. The
book section of our catalog contains several
books of interest. You may also find information at your local library, Universities, or your
County Extension Office.

Ordering
Information
All beneficials ordered before THURSDAY afternoon will usually* be shipped
the following week. Orders received
after noon on THURSDAY cannot be
guaranteed to ship the following week!
Standing orders:
Many customers prefer to place
“standing orders” with us for beneficial
insects. We can place your name on our
“standing order” list and will continue to
ship your requested quantity of beneficial insects on the date(s) specified*
without you having to remember to reorder. You can alter or cancel your order at
any time. Standing orders allow us to
anticipate and plan for your order.

*NOTE: See information on
Warranty & Conditions for shipping
limitations.

All prices and freight
rates are subject to
change without notice.

Warranty &
Conditions
GUARANTEE
All beneficials sold by Hydro-Gardens
are guaranteed to arrive alive and in good
condition. No warranty or guarantee as
to results is expressed or implied by Hydro-Gardens.
For those beneficials shipped as eggs or
cocoons we recommend that you place a
small sample of each delivery in a clear
bottle, cover the bottle opening, and examine the sample each day until you notice activity. The activity of some beneficials can be detected immediately upon
arrival, others may require 7 to 10 days
to develop. If no activity is seen within
10 days, please notify Hydro-Gardens.
ORDER IN ADVANCE
Insectaries are raising crops just like you.
Their production has peaks and valleys. Ordering in advance enables the Insectaries to
plan their production to meet your needs.
Large orders may require 6 to 8 weeks to
properly meet your requirements. We welcome the opportunity to quote large orders.

DELAYS
Every attempt will be made to deliver your
order on the date promised. However, due to
The staff at Hydro-Gardens is continuunpredictable weather, production variations
ously searching for more beneficial's.
and/or national holidays some shipments may
We believe we are offering beneficial's
be delayed. Shipments may be delayed during
of the highest quality, those most readily unseasonably cold, winter weather when there
available and at very competitive prices. is a high risk of freezing. If your release
Confused about release rates date is critical, please order early and store
the beneficials in your refrigerator (38 0F to
& choices? Call us!! We will
450F for a few days)

send you a recommendation for
your entire crop!!
Remember:
Too little ....
Too late ....
will not work with
Beneficial's

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

During hot weather, some
beneficials must ship by
NEXT DAY AIR

CONTROL MAY VARY
The effectiveness of any pest management
program will depend greaty on early detection,
proper release rates, maintaining the appropriate environment and your cultural practices. Biological control methods usually require a period of time to become established.
Multiple releases may be necessary to establish overlapping generations of the beneficials.
If you have an existing pest problem, the use
of beneficals may need to be delayed until the
pest population has been reduced by other
means.

www.hydro-gardens.com
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WHITEFLY
PEST

Whitefly Controls

Greenhouse WHITEFLY
Trialeurodes vaporariorum

Amblyseius swirskiis

NOT TO
SCALE

through three immature stages, larva,
protonymph, and deutonymph, before becoming adults. At 25°C, the entire cycle
from egg to adult can take less than 7
days. All mobile stages are predatory. The
mites feed by piercing small arthropod
prey or grains of pollen with their mouthparts, and draining the contents.

Delphastus catalinae
Amblyseius (Typhlodromips) swirskii is a
small predatory mite which feeds on
many types of small arthropod prey and
pollen. It has been researched for many
years as a predator of spider mites,
The life cycle and number of eggs
Eriophyid mites and other pests on
laid by the greenhouse whitefly
crops in Egypt and Israel It was col(GHWF) varies with the temperature lected in Israel in association with
and the species of the host plant.
whitefly, Bemisia tabaci, by researchers
Eggplant is one of the most favorite at the University of Amsterdam, and
vegetable plants of the GHWF. The tested as a control agent for that pest.
GHWF will lay nearly 4 times as many It was found to be able to reduce but
eggs on an eggplant as it will on a cu- not eradicate whitefly populations on
cucumber plants to which pollen had
cumber plant. It will lay several
times more eggs on a cucumber plant been added. Researchers at PPO in the
Netherlands have also studied this mite
than on a tomato plant. The GHWF
for control of whitefly and other pests,
will usually avoid sweet pepper
such as thrips.

is a small black 'ladybug' from Australia
that will consume about 150 whitefly eggs
per day. They are about 1/8" diameter
and will disappear into the plant canopy
very quickly. They are recommended for
moderate to heavy infestations. This

beneficial ships by NEXT DAY AIR
ONLY.
Encarsia formosa (E.F.) work best if
introduced shortly after transplant at the
rate of 1-2 per ft2. Usually two introductions - two weeks apart - should establish
overlapping generations of E.F. in your
crop. Additional applications may be necessary if greenhouse whitefly infestations
flare up. Larger operations may also
elect to introduce 1 per 10 ft2 every week
as a standing order. Use Yellow Cards to
catch adult whitefly for better control.

plants. Developmental time (egg to
adult) for the GHWF can take from Adult female mites lay single eggs onto
123 days at 540F to only 18 days at
leaf hairs. The mites go
860F. GHWF eggs hatch and go
Description
Part #
Quantity per Pack
Price
through several instars (stages of
(Suggested release rate)
larval growth) while attached to the
Amblyseius swirskiis
5P378
25,000 (Tube)
$72.95
undersides of leaves. Shortly after
5P377
125,000 (1k mini sachets) $379.95
hatching, the GHWF larvae attaches Amblyseius swirskiis
2
(1
per
6
ft
;
two
times)
into the leaf tissue and begins feed(All strains of whiteflies, thrips and other pests)
ing on plant fluids. It remains attached until it emerges as an adult.
Delphastus catalinae** 5P55B
100
$49.95
While attached, the larvae is covNext Day Air Only 500 ($42.75 / 1c)
$213.75
ered with a protective skeleton that
(1 per 20>40 ft2; two times)(Most strains of whiteflies)
**Not Always Available
makes it difficult to kill with insecticides. Adults can begin laying 4-10
Encarsia formosa
5P50ND 1,000
$16.95
eggs per day within 1-2 days after
2
(1 per 20>40 ft ; two times)
5,000 ($14.50 / 1k)
$72.50
emergence. As the various stages of
(Greenhouse Wf ONLY!)
5P350D 15,000 ($11.40 / 1k)
$171.00
the GHWF feeds on the plant, it excretes large amounts of honeydew.
Eretmocerus eremicus
5P358A 5,000
$63.95
A black sooty mold can grow on the
(1 per 2-4 ft2; two times)
2 @ 5,000 ($59.95 / 1k) $119.90
honeydew that can interfere with
(Silverleaf Wf ONLY!)
5P358C 10,000 (On Cards)
$90.95
leaf photosyn-thesis & transpiration.
During hot weather, some beneficials must ship by NEXT DAY AIR
80
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Aphid Controls

APHID
PEST

Homoptera, Aphididae

Aphidius or Aphidoletes aphidimyza should be released at the first sign of aphids.
A repeat application, 2 weeks later will insure active, over-lapping generations of
beneficials at all times.
Aphidius ervi are not always available, so place orders as soon as you spot the
pests.

Aphidoletes
aphidimyza

NOT TO
SCALE

There are many species of aphids. Most
species are similiar in feeding habits and
reproduction rates.
FEEDING HABITS
Aphids feed on plant sap by inserting
their mouthparts into the plant tissue.
They excrete a sugary liquid, or honeydew. The honeydew not only clogs the
pores of the leaves, but also encourages
the growth of black, sooty mold, which can
prevent light from reaching the photosynthetic tissue of the plant. Aphids weaken
the plant by draining it’s fluids, may cause
severe distortion of growth, and are common means of transmitting plant viruses.
The body structure of aphids is simplified
to perform only the functions of feeding
and reproduction, while retaining the ability to walk. Even wings and flight muscles
are dispensed with, except when these
are needed to escape to a new food
source. Thus all nutrition is directed to
the needs of reproduction.
REPRODUCTION
During favorable climatic conditions, all
aphid young are born female and therefore all will contribute to population
growth. The young are born fully formed
and able to feed immediately. They grow
rapidly, molting (shedding their skin) 4
times before they mature, often reaching
maturity within a week. Because fertilization is not required, ova can start developing within an aphid as soon as, or even before, it is born. By the time a female matures, several young are fully developed in
her oviducts and are ready to be born.
Young are then produced at a rate of 3 to
6 per day for several weeks.
Within a greenhouse, environmental conditions are favorable, host plants are plentiful and the natural enemies of aphids are
usually absent. An aphid population is
therefore able to grow geometrically for
a considerable period of time.

Aphidius colemani

Aphidius ervi

Description
Part #
(Suggested release rate)
Aphidius colemani
5P392A
2
(1 per 10 ft ; two times)
5P392

Quantity per

Aphidius ervi
(2 per 10 ft2; per week)

5P420

250

$50.95

Aphidius/Aphei Mix
(2 per 10 ft2; per week)

5P392M

500

$65.95

1,000

$42.95

Aphidius/Aphei Mix
5P390C
Aphidoletes aphidimyza
(1 per 10 ft2; two times)

$48.95
$91.50
$188.50

Aphidius colemani control green peach aphid, melon aphid and other small aphids.
Aphidius ervi control pea aphid, potato aphid and other large aphids. Aphidius/
Aphei contains 3 different aphid parasites and will parasitize more than 25 different species of aphid.
1000 ladybugs would be adequate coverage for a
home greenhouse, a gallon will cover an acre or
E
more. They are usually not available in late April
orBL
A
L
I
A
May of each year.
F WE
Y AV

CAN
I
L
SEEperRODUCT Price
EN#T TQuantity
R
Description
Part
O
R
CU AT5P330
ER TH
IS P
Ladybugs OT
1,000
$ ??.??
L
N
R
K
O 24 @1,000 ($??.??/1k)
C
F
$??.??
A
E
B
RC
CK
U
E
(Suggested
coverage)
(Purchase
the
24
pak
for
resale
to
your
customers)
O
H
C
AS
10,000 F
sqIN
ftD
5P330C
1 Quart (15-17,000)
$ ??.??
20,000 sq ft
40,000 sq ft

5P330A
5P330B

1/2 Gal (30-32,000)
1 Gal (60-70,000)

$ ???.??
$ ???.??

Lacewing eggs should be placed on your aphid infested plants. Using Lacewing
larvae to achieve immediate zero population growth of aphids, release about
1 Lacewing egg or prehatched
larvae for every 10 aphids that
are present.

Description
Lacewing eggs

Part #
5P335

(Suggested release rate)

Also available on cards

5P335C

Prehatched Lacewing Larvae5P335L

During hot weather, some beneficials
must ship by NEXT DAY AIR

1,000
2@1000 ($45.75/1k)
5,000

Price

Beneficial Insect Food

5P331

(For Ladybugs, Lacewings & Others)

Quantity per
5,000
2 @ 5,000 ($17.95/5k)
5,000 / card
1,000
8 oz pkg

Price
$ 18.95
$ 35.90
$ 21.95
$ 25.95
$ 8.50
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SPIDER MITE Spider & Russet Mite Controls
Mesoseiulus longipes

PEST Spider Mite ‘Two-Spot’/Red’
Tetranychus urticae
NOT TO
SCALE

Phytoseiulus persimilis

Spider Mite Predators

Neoseiulus
californicus

The two-spotted spider mite
As a preventative, introduce Phytoseiulus persimilis, Mesoseiulus longipes, or Neoor red spider mite is a major pest in
seiulus californicus at the rate of 1 predator for every 5 ft2 of greenhouse
vegetables, tropicals, and other orarea, soon after transplanting. Repeating the introduction two weeks later will
insure overlapping generations of the predators. For control of an existing probnamentals. It's tiny size makes it
lem, introduce at the ratio of 1 predator for every 25 to 50 spidermites. The
difficult to see. They prefer to
more predators you release, the quicker you will gain control. Release instrucfeed from the bottom side of leaves
tions are included with each
located in the tops of plants where it
shipment.
is warm and dry, although as they
At an average of 68oF., predatory mites multiply at a weekly rate of aptravel along the plant, feeding marks
proximately 4.6, while spidermites multiply at a weekly rate of approximately 2.7.
can be found along the main vein of
About four days after a predatory mite egg is laid, the young predator begins
leaves near the petiole. As populafeeding on spidermites.
tions increase, plant damage spreads
PP - Phytoseiulus persimilus. This is the most frequently used mite predator. The
across the leaves. Spider mites feed
reddish colored predator does best when humidity is 60% or higher with a temon plant cells and produce characterperature range of 55o - 90oF. They are often used in greenhouses.
ML - Mesoseiulus longipes. This reddish predator from S. Africa handles temistic small, yellowish, speckled feedperatures
of 55o - 105oF. and the lowest relative humidity of any of our predatory
ing marks. The feeding marks are
mites - as low as 45% at 90oF. Other predators require higher humidity levels.
usually the first sign of a mite infesNC - Neoseiulus californicus. This clearish colored predator will tolerate temtation and are often confused with
peratures from 55o - 90oF., and its humidity requirements are not as great as PP.
some fertilizer deficiencies. Fine,
This predator is often best for houseplants, and indoor gardening.
silken webs can be detected on heavily infested leaves and flowers with
Description
Part #
Qty
Price
these plant parts quickly withering
Phytoseiulus persimilis 2,000 bottle
5P367
1
$27.95
and turning brown.
(Suggested release rate)
3
$25.75
2
Many insecticides have little
(1 per 5 ft ; two week apart)
5
$24.70
or no affect in controlling spider
Hot Spot 30ml Vial 2000/Vial
Part #
Qty
Price
mites. Their small size, their ability
Phytoseiulus persimilis 2,000 bottle
5P367H
1
$27.95
to exist close to the veins of the
(Ships With Less Vermiculite)
3
$25.75
plants and because they are a dif5
$24.70
Combine high temperature predator mites for
ferent species of pest than other
best price, or request a mix(500 minimum)
insects, controlling by spraying is
extremely difficult. Spider mites are Mesoseiulus longipes
5P365
sensistive to daylength and are capa- Neoseiulus californicus
5P369
100 (no mix)
$ 11.50
ble of diapausing (hibernating) within
Mix of 500
5P361
500 (mix / no mix) $ 29.75
cracks and crevices of your strucMix of 1000
5P362
1000 (mix / no mix) $ 37.95
ture. If you had spider mites last
The Russet mite control Amblyseius andersoni is a predatory mite that can be used in the
year, chances are excellent they will control of a range of mite pests. This predatory mite is ideal for controlling red or twospotted spider mite, fruit-tree red spider mite, and russet mites. (5 – 10 sq ft).
continue to be a problem this year.
Spider mite populations can explode
Predator mite
Part #
Qty
Price
under conditions of high temperaAmblyseius
andersoni
5P368
25K
(Shaker
Tub)
$85.95
ture (above 85oF.) and low relative
5P368B 25K (200 Mini Sachets) $136.95
humidity (below 60% RH).
Galendromus Occidentalis
5P373
5,000
$50.00
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THRIPS
PEST Frankliniella occidentalis
Thrips tabaci

NOT TO
SCALE

There are two types of thrips
that can be pests to greenhouse operations, the Tobacco or OnionThrips
(Thrips Tabaci) and the Western
Flower Thrips (Frankliniella occidentalis). Although Western Flower
Thrips have been found to vector Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus and are
slightly different in size than the Onion Thrips, the life cycle and feeding
habits are similiar.
Thrips cut a slit in a plant and deposit
their eggs into the slit. The eggs
hatch into a nymph that feeds on the
plant for 7 - 14 days. Thrips are very
tiny insects (about 1/50th of an inch),
but signs of their feeding are very
noticeable. Thrips (nymphs and
adults) scrape plant tissue to induce
the flow of plant juices. This scraping causes the tissue to dessicate and
gradually enlarge to form a ‘window’.
They also feed on small fruit, pollen,
and flower parts. Full-grown nymphs
drop to the growing media (some reports indicate only 90% - 95% of the
Western Flower Thrips drop to the
growing media - the remainder pupate
on the plants) and go through a prepupae and pupae stage before emerging as an adult and climbing up the
plant to feed, mate and repeat their
life cycle. Adult thrips are capable of
flying, but it happens so quickly, it
appears thrips are “springing” rather
than flying.
Thrips are capable of pupating and
multiplying most rapidly during periods of warm, dry weather. When
growing media and greenhouse floors
are kept on the dry side, thrips will
multiply rapidly.

Thrips Controls
We have not found an individual method that can control thrips. However, a program using a combination of the methods listed below appears to maintain populations below destructive levels.

Amblyseius cucumeris and Hypoaspis miles
Introduce Amblyseius cucumeris at the rate of 1 predator per ft2 of greenhouse area two weeks after transplanting. Repeat applications every month during periods of warm, dry weather when thrips activity is high. NOTE: These
predators are very difficult to see in the package when it arrives. Hypoaspis
miles also feeds on fungus gnats and spring tails.

Description
Part #
Qty
Price
Amblyseius cucumeris
5P370A
5,000
$11.95
(Suggested release rate)
2 @ 5,000
$17.90
(1 per ft2; monthly during
5 @ 5,000 $42.50
warm, dry weather)
10 @ 5,000 $69.50
Amblyseius cucumeris—Full Case
5P370S
200,000
$111.95
1 liter tube
5P370T
50,000
$51.95
500 mini sachets on stick
5P370M 125,000
$116.95
Hypoaspis miles
(10 per ft2; twice for light)
5P371
25,000
$32.95
(30 per ft2; twice for heavy infestation)

Orius
Orius can be distinguished by their large red eyes. The adult female is 3mm long
& lays two to three eggs per day in plant tissue & brown to black in color. All
stages can catch & kill small insects. They hold their prey with the forelegs and
suck them empty. Orius are cannibalistic & should be released immediately upon
receipt. They fly fairly well & are very mobile.

Description
Orius insidiosus
(Minute Pirate Bug)
(Suggested release rate 2 per 10 ft2)

Part #
5P375
5P375K

Qty
500
1,000

Price
$11.95
$66.50

Hydro-Gardens’ Beneficial Nematodes
These beneficial parasites have worked in our greenhouses to control thrips.
They have been found effective to control most insects that spend a portion of
their life cycle in the growing media, such as the Onion thrips. They also control
fungus gnats and other insects that have a larval stage that inhabits the soil.
Guardian - "Guardian" is strains of Steinernema carpocapsae/glaseri & other spp.
Lawn Patrol - "Lawn Patrol" is a strain of Heterorhabditis bacteriophora
Gnat Patrol - "Gnat Patrol" is a strain of Steinernema feltiae

Description
‘GUARDIAN’/’LAWN PATROL’
(1 million per 2-3000 ft2)
(24 million per acre +\-)
‘GUARDIAN’/’GNAT PATROL’
(1 million per 2-3000 ft2)
(24 million per acre +\-)
‘FIELD GUARDIAN’(1 per 10 acres +\-)

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Part #
Qty
Price
5P385A
1 million
$13.15
5P385B
6 million
$47.25
5P385C 24 million $164.50
5P393A
1 million
$13.15
5P393B
6 million
$47.25
5P393C 24 million $164.50
5P450
240 million $833.45

www.hydro-gardens.com
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MEALYBUG & SCALE CONTROLS
PEST Mealybugs

Planococcus Citri
NOT TO
SCALE

Mealybugs are a soft bodied generally white insect that feeds on the aerial parts of the plant. They can be
recognized by the white wax-like substance that offers the insect some
protection. This substance can appear
as powder, filaments, projections or
plates. About 15 species have been
found in greenhouses throughout the
world with Planococcus Citri being the
most important. They are capable of
movement in the last nynmphal stage,
and as adults.
Mealybugs, scale insects, whitefly, &
aphids belong to the same sub-family
Homoptera. They are in the superfamily Coccoidea and family Pseudococcidae. The female is 2.5-4mm long and
2-3mm wide. As with most insects in
the group, development from egg to
adult occurs more quickly as the temperature increases from 64o to 85o. It
will range from 78 to 25 days.
Fertilized female mealybugs will lay
from 200 to 350 eggs in a pouch like
nest made of wax threads. After that,
she shrivels up and eventually dies.
Unfertilized females do not lay eggs,
but condinue to feed and can sometimes survive for 8 months.
The 1st nymphal stage actively
searches for new feeding grounds. The
female does not undergo a complete
metamorphosis during nymphal stages,
but secretes the distinctive white
waxy substance. Once feeding begins,
mealybugs, like aphids and whitefly,
secrete the substance known as honeydew.
They spend the winter as a nymph
in the soil. They do not enter diapause,
and when temperatures become favorable, they leave the soil and begin
feeding on the host plant.
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Mealybug Controls
Cryptolaemus montrouzieri
Also known as the 'mealybug destroyer' this small
Australian beetle is used to control citrus and
long-tailed mealybugs by hunting and eating the pests and their eggs. 'Crypts'
have a very good track record in their role as a mealybug predator. Both the adult
and the larva are predatory. This predator will undergo diapause unless supplemental lighting is used during the winter months.
Can be used indoors or out.

Description
Cryptolaemus montrouzieri
(1 per 20—40 ft2; 2 times)

Leptomastix dactylopii

Part #
5P425

Qty
100

Price
$41.75
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Description
Leptomastix dactylopii
(1 per 5—10 ft2; 2 times)

Part #
5P428

Qty
100

Price
$?.??

Scale Insect Controls
Aphytis melinus
This small wasp is a scale parasitoid, used to control armored scales such as; California red scale, yellow scale, San Jose scale, Oleander or ivy scale and others. It
lays an egg underneath the pest. The egg hatches and the immature wasp feeds on
the soft underside of the scale insect, thus killing it. The adult Aphytis will
emerge, by chewing an exit hole in the scale's armor and will repeat the cycle. Use
indoors or out.

Metaphycus helvolus (Not Always Available)
This small wasp is a scale parasitoid, used to control soft scale
such as the black scale and soft brown scale. It lays its egg in the body of soft
scale insects. The egg hatches and the immature wasp will feed on the pest, thus
killing them. A new adult wasp emerges to repeat the cycle. Use indoors or out.

Rhyzobius (=Lindoris) lopanthae (Not Always Avail)able
This small beetle is a predator of armored and soft scale. It
is used to provide control of several scale species, especially
the black scale by hunting and eating the pests and their eggs.
They also consume some mealybugs.
Description
Part #
Aphytis
5P312
(1—2 ft2; 2 times)
Metaphycus
5P314
(1—2 ft2; 2 times)
Rhyzobius (=Lindoris)(2 - 6 / 10 ft2; weekly) 5P320

Prices are subject to change without notice

Qty
10,000

Price
$45.95

500
2,000
100

$94.95
$88.95
$68.50

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

BROAD SPECTRUM CONTROL
BENEFICIAL NEMATODES
'GUARDIAN'
Steinernematid Spp.
'LAWN PATROL'
Heterorhabditatid Spp.
also available
'GNAT PATROL'
Steinernema feltiae.

NOT TO
SCALE

STORAGE & APPLICATION

‘Guardian’ are usually applied in the
evening, directly into the soil or
growing media, however growers
also spray their foliage in the eve'GUARDIAN'
nings and report successful results
Steinernematid
against some insects by using SunSpp.
spray ultra fine oil to protect the
nematodes from desiccation.
WHAT IS IT?
‘Guardian’ can be temporarily
Technically, ‘Guardian’ is a sub strain
stored in a refrigerator at 40-500
of the Steinernamatidae family. A
‘Guardian’ locates and enters a host, it
F. You should mix the package into
beneficial, entomogenous (insect
will kill the host, reproduce within it
one gallon of water to create a
parasitic) nematode. Nematodes are
and the offspring will exit in search
concentrate. ‘Guardian’ can withone of the most abundant groups of
of more host insects; repeating the
stand pressures up to 300 PSI,
living creatures in the world, with
cycle.
therefore, you can apply them usspecies ranging from pests of plants
ing your injector system, or dilute
and animals to beneficial species like
PRODUCED BY HYDRO-GARDENS
them with more water and use a
this one. This microscopic creature
pump sprayer, hose-end sprayer,
can survive in oxygen rich water or in
Hydro-Gardens raises ‘Guardian’ to
watering can or pail. They will surthe root zone of your plants.
insure freshness, quality and prompt
vive in oxygen rich water; such as
‘Guardian’ will not harm plants, animals
shipping to our customers. They are
nutrient film technique (NFT) sysor humans.
reared on ‘insect hosts’. Only those
tems, but may “drown” if you leave
‘Guardian’ that promptly kill host inthem in standing water for more
WHAT DO THEY ATTACK?
sects, are selected for reproduction.
than 24 hours. “Watering in” will
‘Guardian’ actively searches for inWe know they work, because we docuhelp ‘Guardian’ migrate to the prosects, insect pupa and insect larvae in
ment their behavior. If ‘Guardian’ can
tected area within root zone.
places that are constantly moist.
enter a host insect, they will kill the
Great for the greenhouse or a
Among the more than 250 susceptible
insect within 24 - 48 hours, then recombination of ‘Guardian’ & ‘Lawn
insect pests are: cutworms, corn root
produce within the insect, thus proPatrol’ for outdoors!!
-worms, strawberry root weevils,
viding long-term control.
For Pricing See page 83
European corn borers, white grubs,
sod webworms, termites, and many
WHY USE ‘GUARDIAN’?
YELLOW STICKY TRAPS
other insects that spend part of their
For use with beneficial insects as
life cycle in the root zone. We use
The one problem that we perceive
an indicator and to reduce popula‘Guardian’ to control thrips, "fungus
with most biological control items is
tion of potential pest problems by
gnats" (relating to several thousand
they only work for specific pests. If
trapping. These ‘yellow’ traps atspecies of flies in the same family )
a different pest enters your operatract and trap flying aphids, funand other root zone pests. ‘Guardian’
tion and you do not have a specific
gus gnats, leafminers, thrips and
does not kill other types of nemapredator or parasite for that pest;
many other insects.
todes.
this may force you to use an insectiWe have been using beneficial nemacide, probably killing your beneficial’s
WITH THE PRESENT AND
todes since 1986. We have located a
along with the pest. The biological
PLANNED FUTURE REGULAsub-strain we feel is far superior to
battlefield needed a ‘broad spectrum’
TIONS ON PESTICIDE
any used in the past. Under ideal conkiller to help combat these ‘other’
USAGE,
ditions, ‘Guardian’ can survive 90 days
pests. We believe ‘Guardian’ provides
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO BE
or more without a host insect. Once
this needed ‘broad spectrum’ biologiWITHOUT
During hot weather, some beneficials
cal insect control.
'FLY-BARR' INSECT BARRIER.
must ship by NEXT DAY AIR
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
www.hydro-gardens.com
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OTHER BIOLOGICAL CONTROLS
Description
Grasshopper Bait
(25 flakes per ft2)
(1 lb. per acre)

Grasshoppers
Nosema locustae

Part #
5P380A
5P380B
5P380C

Qty
1 lb Pkg
5 lb Pkg
25 lb Pkg

Price
$42.50
$89.50
$155.95

The active ingredient is a microscopic spore that kills grasshoppers. Unlike chemicals that wear off after a few hours, GRASSHOPPER BAIT is passed along among the hoppers as they spread the disease. Grasshoppers are notorious cannibals. Healthy
ones will devour the sick grasshoppers and infect themselves. When females lay eggs they will pass the disease into their next
generation. The spore is mixed with wheat bran and should be spread over infected areas at the rate of one pound per acre.
GRASSHOPPER BAIT is safe for everyone but grasshoppers. It will not harm humans, pets, barnyard animals or wildlife. The
spore affects ONLY grasshoppers (Over 180 species). For large areas, Nosema locustae is supplied ready for aerial or ground
application. For small areas, it can be applied by hand - no special equipment is required. The ultimate objective in applying
GRASSHOPPER BAIT is an optimum coverage of product. At a recommended rate of one (1) pound per acre, approximately
25 ‘flakes’ per ft2 will be visible. GRASSHOPPER BAIT is usually shipped by UPS GROUND.
Good for 6 weeks once applied. Can be stored for 5 Months stored in a refrigerator.

Buy a package of 24
egg cases to have
on hand for your
retail business.
Many insects fall victim
to the praying mantis caterpillers, flies,
moths, etc.

Praying Mantis egg cases
Description (100-300 eggs per case)
Praying Mantis Egg Case
(1—4 egg cases per garden)
(Available February thru July Only)

Part #
5P334

Qty
1 egg case
4 egg cases
24 egg cases

Price
$4.25
$4.15
$3.50

Fly Parasite
These parasites kill pest flies before they can even hatch by laying their eggs inside the
fly's egg. Fly species controlled include the common house fly, stable fly, blow fly, face
fly, horn fly and many others. The parasites live for 3 to 4 weeks and each will control
up to 50 pest flies. Fly parasites come mixed with sawdust and will hatch during the
following 10 days. Keep the bag closed and in a warm place out of direct sunlight. Hold
the bag up to sunlight until you see the small parasite crawling around inside the bag. Sprinkle the bags' contents as close as
possible to fly breeding areas; i.e. compost piles, manure piles, fence lines, etc. Evening is the best time to release these parasites. Direct sunlight is harmful to them. 5,000 parasites released every two weeks will give good control for house fly breeding areas, 3 to 4 head of livestock, and 25 to 50 rabbits or poultry.
Item#
Description
Price

5P480

15,000 per bag $23.95

Leafminer
Description
Diglyphus Isea
(1 per 10 ft2; monthly)

Part #
5P460

Qty
250

Price
$65.95

Diglyphus Isea is a predator that lays its eggs next to leafminer larva. The larva of
Diglyphus then feed on the leafminer larva. This predator works best with a temperature range of 60O to 90O F. and 50% to 80% R.H. It will control 18 leafminer species.
During hot weather, some beneficials must ship by NEXT DAY AIR
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Prices are subject to change without notice
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Caterpillar
Description
Trichogramma pretiosum & minutum
(2 per ft2; monthly)

Part #
5P326

Qty
100,000

Trichogramma Wasps will parasitize over 200
species of moth eggs. A few that are controlled are codling moth, tomato hornworm,
fruitworm, corn borer, corn earworms and
tomato pinworm. They work by laying their
eggs inside the eggs of the moth. When
Price parasitized, the moth egg will turn black or
$26.75 brown. Call for release rates for the pest
you have and the crop being grown.

To enhance contol of caterpillar infestations, mix our Guardian nematodes in a solution of Stylet Oil which
extends the nematode's life by several days, and spray the caterpillars.
Contains the spores and toxic crystals of Bacillus
Thuringiensis Kurstake. It is a stomach poison used
primarily on Lepidopterous caterpillars. After feeding
on DiPel, the insect pest stops eating within a few
hours, and is dead 2 to 5 days later. Follow label directions for application rates.

DiPel (Bacillus Thuringiensis)
Item# Description
Wght
5P121 DiPel DF– 1# Powder 2.0#

A biofungicide for vegetable & ornamental crops grown in greenhouses. For control of Fusarium, damping-off, root rot and Phomopsis. A product that has shown suppression of Botrytis Gray mold, Pythium and Phytophthora root rots in the greenhouse.
Mycostop is formulated as a wettable powder. It contains living spores and mycelium
of a selected strain of naturally occuring Streptomyces soil bacterium. The microbe
deprives pathogen fungi of living space and nourishment by colonizing plant roots in
advance of them.
Research has proven that Mycostop has a growth stimulating effect on most host
plants. Yield increases of 5% - 15% have been shown in most studies - even in healthy
plants! Application should begin at the time of seeding and should be repeated every 3
- 6 weeks. Apply at a rate of 5 grams per 540 ft2 of "root area".
(This is approximately 5 grams per 1,000 tomato plants).

Mycostop can be stored in the freezer in an air tight
container for up to 1 year. Air tight container can be
a "Zip-Loc" bag with as much of the air removed as possible. There will be an expiration date on the package.

Item#
5P432
5P431
5P433

Price
$27.95

** OMRI Certified **
Mycostop

Description
Mycostop—2 gram pkg
Mycostop—5 gram pkg
Mycostop—25 gram pkg

Wght
0.1 #
0.2 #
0.4#

Price
$22.25
$39.25
$138.25

BotaniGard 22WP Mycoinsecticide
A strain of the naturally-occuring
Item#
Description
Wght
Price
fungus Beauveria bassiana. It works
5P669
BotaniGard 22 WP 1# Bag
1.0# $105.95
by infecting pests with an "insecteating" fungi. BotaniGard will safely control whiteflies, mealybugs, thrips and aphids. It will NOT
control spidermite. It has a very short re-entry period with no pre-harvest interval, and is IPM
compatable. Contains a minimum of 11.3% viable Beauveria bassiana Strain GHA.

CONTROL BOTRYTIS WITH FUNGASTOP
FUNGASTOP Fungastop contains naturally derived compounds
that are classified as food-grade and non-toxic to humans.
Fungastop liquid spray controls certain fungal pathogens and
mildews by smothering mycelium and spores. The product also
helps plants resist attack by damaging fungi by increasing the
plants production of pathogenesis related protein compounds.
Fungastop is OMRI-listed and meets USDA organic standards.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

The mode of action of FUNGASTOP upon
selected pathogenic organisms is the alteration of the cell membrane and inhibition of
cellular respiration. The product possesses a
great ability to inhibit fungal growth at reasonable application rates.

Item#
5P676

Description
Fungastop Qt

Wght
Price
2.5# $30.95

www.hydro-gardens.com
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OTHER BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Organic Stylet Oil
Do you grow organically? Are you having problems with insects? Here is a
product that can help you. We have a new product - Stylet Oil. The new organic version of Stylet-Oil has a Federal EPA registration for use in organic
production. In addition, Organic Stylet-Oil is OMRI listed making it the
ONLY horticultural mineral oil to meet strict OMRI standards and specifications. It can be used in
any state for greenhouse or field crops. This Paraffinic White Oil is a superior grade technical mineral oil subjected to sufficient refinement steps to remove the impurities found in typical spray oils.
Here is a list of some of the insects controlled by this oil.
Technical Grade White Mineral Oil
Exceeds standards set by the Food & Drug Administration for "Food Grade Quality"
mineral oil (b&c)
Colorless, tasteless and odorless
Has the highest purity level (UR = 99.1%) of any mineral oil sprayed on food crops
Formulated with an industry-high 2.9% (v:v) emulsifier content

Item#

Description

Bottle Size

Wght

Price

5P712
5P711

Organic Stylet Oil
Organic Stylet Oil

1 Gal
2.5 Gal

8.0#
20.0#

$39.95
$57.95

Pocket 30X Illuminated Microscope
This handy pocket microscope gives brilliant, sharp,
illuminated 30-power images. Unique
features include: Power: 30x, Focus Wheel
for added control, Adjustable LED light
that can be angled up to 45o, Requires 2
'AA' Batteries (not included), Snap-tab
carrying case. Ideal for insect identification
in the greenhouse, keep in your pocket for
easy access.

Item# Description
5E217 30X Lens

Price Wgt
$13.95 0.25#

Item# Description
5P673 MilStop 5#

Price Wgt
$61.95 5.0#

Spider Mites / Russett Mites (Need Good Spray Coverage) / Whitefly / Scale / Mealybugs / Leafroller /
Psyllids / Leafhopper / Leafminer / Powdery Mildew /
Blights / Some Plant Viruses.

16X Doublet Magnifier
This is a great product for looking at
Insects with. Light and durable but
big enough to see the tiny insects.
* 16X 25 mm diameter
* Chrome plated folding magnifier.
* Double optical ground and polished glass lens.

Item# Description
5E216 16X Lens

Price Wgt
$21.95 0.10#

All Seasons Spray Oil (Horticultural Spray)
A superior type parafinic oil that may be
used as a growing season spray, dormant
MilStop-Foliar Fungicide
spray (no leaves) or delayed dormant (green
Choose MilStop for curative control of powdery mildews and
tip) spray to control overwintering eggs of
preventative control of most other foliar diseases. This
red spiders, scale insects, aphids, bud
potassium bicarbonate-based foliar fungicide kills powdery
mildew on contact pulling water from spores and their growing moths, leaf roller, red bug, codling moth,
blister mites, galls, whitefly, mealy bugs and
strands. It also inhibits enzymes involved in fungal cell wall
formation by altering the pH on the leaf surface. There is no other insects. Highly recommended for use
known resistance to MilStop; an excellent disease management on fruit trees, shade trees, shrubs,
ornamentals, roses and vegetables. Safe and
tool as a standalone fungicide for foliar
pleasant to use. Readily mixes with
disease control or alternated as part of an
To control pest
water for spraying. Will not stain.
infestations on your trees
integrated pest management program.

Diatomaceous Earth
Extremely fine crushed sea shells that kill crawling
insects by cutting their exoskeleton (ants) or bodies
(slugs).
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5P705
5P708

1 Pt bottle
1 Qt bottle

$8.95 2#
$12.95 3#

Item# Description
5P470 Diatomaceous Earth 10# Bag
5P472 Diatomaceous Earth 50# Bag

Prices are subject to change without notice

and shrubs, mix our
Guardian nematodes in
your solution to extend
their life by several days.

Price
$17.95
$56.95

Wgt
10#
50#

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Bumblebees
Bombus terrestris
Bumblebees will do a better job pollinating your tomato, strawberry, or pepper flowers than you!! Studies show
that pollinating tomatoes with bumblebees will give a 3% - 5% increase in yield, with a 5% - 8% increase in
fruit size!! Fruit size is in part dependent on seed count in the fruit. More seeds that have formed will increase
the fruit size.
Bumblebees can probably do the pollinating job for less money than you can hire it done!! Bumblebees will work
7 days a week!! No time off!! No sick days!! No payroll taxes!! Never too busy to pollinate, bumblebees seem to
know exactly when the pollen is ready, resulting in excellent fruit setting.

Koppert hives can be shipped Monday - Thursday.

Natupol Excel vs Startup Hives
Orders placed by 10:00am (Mt Time) are shipped the next business day
Natupol Excel hives are comparable to the sunsetted Class A hives. They are intended for use in greenhouses that have
recently planted and need a consistent amount of pollination over the course of the growth cycle. For greenhouses that need a
longer, more consistent level of pollination that builds over time. For example, crops with long blooming periods such as tomato
crops or greenhouses with a constant ongoing operation. This hive takes longer to reach its maximum level, but the hive’s
overall performance is more even throughout its lifespan.
Natupol Excel Startup hives are comparable to the sunsetted Class B hives. This means they are most beneficial for use in
greenhouses that need a heavy amount of pollination very quickly. Excel Startup hives are not intended to last as long as Excel
hives, but they are ideal if your greenhouse is in or close to full bloom and needs to be pollinated immediately. This hive takes
much less time to reach its maximum level and the hive’s overall performance fast and has a shorter lifespan.

Hive
Excel
Startup

Used For
Longer, more consistent pollination
More flowers, quicker start up

# of Bees
80-100
100+

Item#
5P405K
5P410K
5P407
5P402A
5P403K

Description
Price
Natupol Excel—’Old A’
$236.00
Natupol Excel Startup —’Old B’
$152.95
Hotel Hive
$52.95
Pollen—1 pound pkg
$23.95
Outdoor Quad Hive
Call for Price

Lasts
9-10 weeks
7-8 weeks

Week to Max Effectiveness
5-7 weeks to reach 85%
2-4 weeks to reach 85%

Qty
1
1
1
1
1

5P403K Requires 14-16 weeks advance notice
California Customers Must Have CA Hive Permit Application On File To
Receive Bees. Get it from our website :
www.hydro-gardens.com/product/koppert-eastern-excel-5p405k/
All of the states West of the Rocky Mountains that receive the queen excluder
doors on the hives. (Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico,
Utah, Washington, Wyoming)
Oregon (No bees can be shipped to OR)

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Bees ship by UPS Next Day Air
(Orders Received After 10:00am Thurs
Will Be Sent The Following Monday)

www.hydro-gardens.com
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Biological Control Recommendations
killing and eating aphids immediately.
Depending on temperature and available
APHIDIUS
food supply, the larvae will continue to
Aphidius colemani
kill and feed on aphids for 3 - 14 days.
When the larvae have completed their
Aphidius is a small wasp (1/8") and is
feeding cycle, they will crawl down the
known to be very efficient in the
plant, burrow into the growing media and
biological control of aphids. Aphidius
develop into a cocoon. And the cycle
hunts for individual aphids throughout
repeats.
the crop.
Aphidoletes will arrive as tiny cocoons in
The wasp pierces the back of the aphid
vermiculite. The cocoons are nearly
with its ovipositor, leaving a small, barely impossible to locate. The outside of
visable reddish mark. They lay an egg in each cocoon is sticky and small particles
the aphid which, upon hatching, feeds
of vermiculite will stick to it. This makes
without apparently affecting the victim
each cocoon appear just like another
for a time. From within the pest, the
piece of vermiculite. Make sure the
beneficial larva will glue the aphid to the vermiculite remains damp but not soaking
leaf, and spin a cocoon from which it
wet. Adults, which resemble tiny
pupates. At this stage, parasitized
mosquitoes, and will continue emerging
aphids can easily be recognized as
for 7 to 10 days after arrival.
swollen, papery, and a silvery brown color Aphidius is supplied as pupae inside aphid
- also called a mummy. When the wasp is cases. Simply open the bottle and let
mature, it will cut a circular hole in the
them fly in search of aphids.
skin of the now dead aphid, and emerge
as a winged adult.
LADYBUGS
Aphidius is supplied as pupae inside aphid
Hippodamia
cases. Normally, some will have already
convergens
hatched when received. Because of its
excellent search and detection capacity,
Ladybugs are probably
small pockets and individual aphids can be
the most universally
easily found and destroyed, often before
known beneficial insect. They are found
the grower sees any problem.
nearly everywhere and are regarded by
many gardeners and farmers as a sign of
APHID MIDGE
general well being in the insect complex.
Aphidoletes
They are usually most successful at aphid
aphidimyza
control, but also eat mites, scales,
mealybugs and a whole host of other soft
Sometimes called a ‘midge larvae' or
'aphid midge', this tiny aphid predator is -bodied insects.
Ladybugs hibernate in the Winter
native to the northern parts of North
months and also tend to go inactive
America and Europe. It is sensitive to
during the hottest parts of the Summer.
the length of day and will go dormant
They are heavy feeders during the
during the winter without supplemental
lighting. As the adults emerge from their Spring and Fall which coincides with the
times of highest aphid populations.
cocoons, they will fly and search for
Ladybugs don’t always provide the pest
aphid honeydew to feed on. The adults
are active only at night and during dusk. control expected, but we hear enough
success stories to make them worth
After mating (2 - 4 days after
trying. They can be kept in the
emergence), the females will deposit
0
0
about 100 eggs near adult aphids. These refrigerator (35 - 45 F.) for a few
eggs hatch out as small, orange larvae in weeks and released as needed. They are
usually thirsty when released, so mist
about two days. The newly hatched
your plants with water before letting
larvae are as tiny as the egg they came
them out.
from, but are capable of
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Aphid Controls
If they tend to fly away, you can spray
their backs with soda pop in a sprayer.
This glues their wings shut for a week or
so, forcing them to stay close by. Releasing them in the evening helps settle
them down.

LACEWINGS
Chrysopa carnea

At 800F, the green Lacewing eggs will
hatch in about 4 days. They hatch with a
voracious appetite. In fact, they are so
hungry, they often resort to cannabilism
if there is no other food source
available. Lacewing larvae will attack
almost any soft-bodied insect.
They
feed upon small worms, insect eggs,
mites, immature whiteflies, etc.
However, the larvae are best known for
attacking aphids and each is capable of
killing 30 to 50 aphids per day. Many
aphids are eaten but many more are
killed by being punctured by the
Lacewing larvae. Each larvae will feed
for about 3 weeks, then will roll up into a
little white pupae and emerge as an adult
in about 1 week ready to mate and lay
about 100 more eggs. The adult
Lacewing does not feed on aphids. The
complete Lacewing life cycle takes 4 - 6
weeks.
To prevent a high percentage of the
Lacewing population from being in the
pupal, adult or egg stage at the same
time, it is recommended that two or
three releases, two weeks apart, be
made. Lacewing larvae are good general
predators and will also feed on whitefly
larvae and other plant pests. Release
instructions are included.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Garden Packs
Item#
5P482S
5P482M
5P482L
5P482H

Hobby Pack Pictured

Description
Small Garden Pack
Medium Garden Pack
Large Garden Pack
Hobby Greenhouse Pack

Wght

Price

Save

1#
1#
2#
2#

$62.95
$89.95
$116.95
$98.95

$14.65
$18.45
$24.01
$21.68

Save money, time and back pain by ordering control insect Garden
Packs for the most common garden problem insects. These Garden
Packs can control over 250 pests naturally all season long! Unlike
chemical controls, the Garden Pack includes an assortment of
efficient beneficial insects that do not harm plants, earthworms,
humans or animals. For best results, apply in the spring and the fall.
Small Garden Pack - Up To 250 sq/ft
5,000 Lacewing Eggs
1 Million Guardian/Lawn Patrol
1 Praying Mantis Egg Case
5,000 Amblyseius Cucumeris - Thrips Control

Large Garden Pack - Over 1,000 sq/ft
2 Million Guardian/Lawn Patrol
4 Praying Mantis Egg Case
5,000 Amblyseius Cucumeris - Thrips Control
10,000 Lacewing Eggs
500 Phytoseiulus Persimilis - Spidermite Control
Hobby Greenhouse Pack - Up to 1 Bay Greenhouse
5,000 Lacewing Eggs
1 Million Guardian/Lawn Patrol
5,000 Amblyseius Cucumeris - Thrips Control
500 Phytoseiulus Persimilis - Spidermite Control
350 Encarsia Formosa - Whitefly Control
1 @ 2 gram Mycostop

Medium Garden Pack - Up To 1,000 sq/ft
1 Million Guardian/Lawn Patrol
2 Praying Mantis Egg Case
5,000 Amblyseius Cucumeris - Thrips Control
10,000 Lacewing Eggs

During certain times of the year, items may be removed or substituted
Go to www.hydro-gardens.com/for more information.

When sending leaf samples to Hydro-Gardens: Choose only a few affected leaves. Wrap them individually
in DRY paper towel. Put them in a Zip-Loc bag. Mail them to us with your name and contact phone.

Insect Identification

Greenhouse Whitefly

Go to hydro-gardens.com/category/beneficialsinformation
for more insect identification information.

Silverleaf Whitefly

Encarsia formosa

Aphidius colemani
Lacewing
Larvae
Lacewing
Adult

Eretmocerus Eremicus

Cryptolaemus montrouzieri

Minute Pirate Bug — Orius
Thrips
Adult

Leafhopper
Leafminer

Larvae

Praying mantis

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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Sticky Insect Traps

For use with beneficial insects and as an indicator of potential pest problems. Recommended for
trapping insects that are attracted to the color yellow. Some insects attracted to this color yellow are
Flying Aphids, Fungus Gnats, Whiteflies, Leafminers, Thrips and Carrot Rust Flies.
The Stiky Cards are bright yellow plastic sheets, coated on two sides with a specially formulated
sticky goo. Peel off the protective covering, hang them or stake them in place, and they’ll catch insects
until they are covered.
YELLOW STIKY ROLL TAPE SYSTEM
Stiky Roll tape employs a bright yellow polyethylene tape that is coated on both sides with
“Sticky Stuff” (a superb, non-toxic, non-drying insect trapping compound). Installation is easily done by
two people in a one acre greenhouse in less than eight hours. Some growers use two rows of Stiky
Tape, one near the base of the plants and another higher so as the plants grow they will still have the
tapes near the growing tip of the plant. The tapes are usually placed in the middle of each double row
of plants.

Item#

Description

5P340

Yellow Stiky Cards—6” x 12”

5P342
5P342M

Qty

Wt.

Price

10
50
125
500

1.1#
4.0#
9.0#
38.0#

$19.95
$64.75
$128.95
$497.95

0.5#
1.8#
10.0#

$11.95
$32.95
$196.75

3.0#
18.0#

$54.95
$318.00

0.4#
1.0#
2.0#

$4.60
$17.90
$33.80

5P343

Yellow Stiky Cards—3” x 5”

5P344

Yellow Stiky Cards—3” x 5”

25
100
650

5P339R

Yellow Tape Roll—2” x 530’
(coated on both sides)

1
6

12” Support Stakes For Cards

10
50
100

5P400
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Prices are subject to change without notice

Place yellow cards at
a rate of 1 per every
50 to 70 sq. ft. of
greenhouse area.

Most beneficials are
not attracted to the
Yellow color of these
cards and tape.

Support stakes are
Ideal for holding
cards above your
seedlings.
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FLY-BARR INSECT BARRIER
* ECONOMICAL
STATIC PRESSURE @
FPM
CLEAN
DIRTY
146
.02
.03
* STOPS INSECTS
250
.05
.07
* FILTERS TO 7 MICRON
323
.09
.12
.13
.20
* KEEPS BENEFICIAL’S IN 500
* LIGHTWEIGHT
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* MINIMAL AIR RESTRICTION

Stop “THEM” before they reach your crop

Through extensive research and development a revolutionary insect barrier is now available from Hydro
-Gardens to be used over cooling pads*, vents and shutters. This new insect barrier has been tested
in several large operations in the Middle East with excellent results in maintaining a more insect free
environment. This is a long-life plastic filter, approximately 3/8" thick, with a net backing and an
average resistance to air flow of less than 0.1 W.G. static pressure at 1250 cfm or below. This is an
ASHRAE tested material using a synthetic dust of 7-8 micron size at 250 fpm velocity. The arrestance
is approximately 80% of the ASHRAE Synthetic Dust when the material is dry. Insects similar to and
including Whitefly, cannot penetrate this barrier. This is a U.L Class II listed material.
WITH THE CURRENT AND PLANNED REGULATIONS ON PESTICIDE USAGE,
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT "FLY-BARR" INSECT BARRIER.
Easy to install: Insect Barrier can be attached to your structure using a variety of methods such as;
wood lath or poly batten tape, or securing with most high quality poly locking devices. If you wish to join
sections of Insect Barrier, the material can be easily overlapped and sewn together with monofilament
line.
IMPORTANT: Insect Barrier should always be installed in the air flow such that
the fiber filter is always forced toward the support netting!
* Do not apply directly to cooling pads. Wetting this material will increase
static pressure and reduce air flow.
Maintenance:
Washes with soap and water, or can be vacuumed. (Note: high pressure washing is
not recommended; this will loosen the bond between the fiber and the support netting.)
Part#
6C293
6C290
6C290A

Description
Fly-Barr Insect Barrier 6’ x 62’ roll
Fly-Barr Insect Barrier 7’ x 100’ roll
Fly-Barr Insect Barrier (6’ wide) per lineal ft.

Ship Weight
46.0# (1 Roll)
50.0# (1 Roll)
0.28# (1 Roll)

Price
$?.??/roll
$?.??/roll
$?.??/lin ft

ANTIVIRUS & NO-THRIPS INSECT SCREEN
Antivirus Insect Screen excludes Whitefly, Aphids, Leafminers and up to 80% of Western Flower Thrips. Tested
to equivalent of five years field experience. Widths are 39", 78", 118" & 137" by maximum of 656' long.
No-Thrips Insect Screen is designed to exclude Thrips. Use in applications where exclusion is more of a priority
than ventilation. Tested to equivalent of three years field experience. Widths available are 39" and 78" by a
maximum of 328' long. Can be fabricated to custom sizes. CALL FOR PRICING!!!
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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We, at Hydro-Gardens, believe we have the most complete information about greenhouse vegetable growing
available in the United States for our customers. The better educated you are, the more profitable you will be.
We highly recommend the following books and publications for your reference library.

“H I S T O R Y

F O R G O T T E N

I S

H I S T O R Y

R E P E A T E D’’

HYDRO-GARDENS, INC Publications
Commercial Grower Manuals
GREENHOUSE CUCUMBER INSTRUCTIONAL & PLANT CULTURE MANUAL, Hydro-Gardens, Inc.
Item # 9P097
Wt. 0.2#
$ 10.00
GREENHOUSE TOMATO INSTRUCTIONAL & PLANT CULTURE MANUAL, Hydro-Gardens, Inc.
Item # 9P098
Wt. 0.2#
$ 10.00
GREENHOUSE LETTUCE INSTRUCTIONAL & PLANT CULTURE MANUAL, Hydro-Gardens, Inc.
Item # 9P099
Wt. 0.2#
$ 10.00
GREENHOUSE PEPPER PAMPLET, DeRuiter Seeds, Inc.
Item # 9P096
Wt. 0.1#
$ 2.00
NOV. 1996 STRAWBERRY SEMINAR AND CONFERENCE VIDEO, Hydro-Gardens, Inc., 6 hours
Item # 9P039
Wt. 1.0#
$ 29.95
HYDROPONICS: GARDENING WITHOUT SOIL, by Hydro-Gardens. This book is written for the
hobbiest, but contains information helpful to all. Covers environmental factors affecting the growth of
plants, diseases, insects, germination, medias, transplanting, watering schedules and growing tips for a
variety of vegetables.
Item # 9P002
Wt. 0.3#
$ 4.00

HYDROPOINC BOOKS
HYDROPONIC PEPPER PRODUCTION

by Dr. Lynette Morgan PhD and Simon Lennard
LE
B
This book is from Australia - 126 pages withIseveral
color pictures
A
A L toNcommercial
V
S
A
A comprehensive, practical and scientific
guide
LY RDE CES hydroponic capsicum
T
N
A
production
R
E
O-G of
SOU
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URRand
Chapters include Background
History
the
Capsicum
species
C
K
D
Y BOO
T
H
O
N
M
The Capsicum Plant, Propagation,
Crop
R Establishment and Training, Hydroponic growing
FRO OThe
THECapsicum Greenhouse, Pests and diseases Physiological
systems, Mineral Nutrition,
CK
disorders, Postharvest
CHE and marketing.
Item #
Description
Ship Wght
Price
9P100
HYDROPONIC PEPPER PRODUCTION
0.8#
$HYDROPONIC LETTUCE PRODUCTION

by Dr Lynette Morgan
LE
This book was written in Australia - 110 pages has color
and black & white picture
AB
L
I
A NS hydroponic lettuce
AV
A comprehensive, practical and scientific guide
to commercial
E
Y
S
L
CElettuce
NT & -background,
ARD UThe
production Chapters include: Introduction
plant R
E
G
R
O
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O
S
R
U
Germination and media, Cultivars,
systems,
C Hydroponic
OK Hydroponic system engineering,
ODiseases
HYDPests,
OT nutrition,
B
M
System maintenance, N
Lettuce
and Physiological problems,
R
RO THE
F
O
Harvesting and shelf life.
CK
Item #
DescriptionCHE
Ship Wght
Price
9P105
HYDROPONIC LETTUCE PRODUCTION
0.8#
$94

Prices are subject to change without notice
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CUCUMBER BOOKS
CUCUMBER DISEASES
Item # 9P415
Wt. 0.4#
$ 5.00
by W. R. Jarvis and V. W. Nuttall, Canada 43 pg. This book covers causes and control of
diseases in cucumbers. Includes fungus diseases, fruit rots, virus diseases, physiological
disorders and more. A description of each disease and methods of control is discussed.
THIS IS A PHOTOCOPY OF AN OUT OF PRINT PUBLICATION.
THE CULTIVATION OF EUROPEAN CUCUMBERS IN GREENHOUSES
Item # 9P410
Wt. 0.2#
$ 5.00
Pamphlet by Nunhems Seed Company, Holland
GROWING GREENHOUSE CUCUMBERS IN SOIL AND IN SOILLESS MEDIA
Item # 9P306
Wt. 0.56#
$ 14.95
COPY OF AN OUT OF PRINT BOOK!!!
by A. P. Papadopoulos, Research Station, Harrow, Ontario, 126 pg.
Contains 9 chapters of useful information gathered over years of research. Subject areas
are: The cucumber plant; environmental requirements, nutritional needs, general cultural
practices, conventional cropping in soil, cropping in soil with drip-irrigation, cropping in peat
moss and other organic media, cropping in rockwool and other inert media, and the nutrient
film technique and other hydroponic systems. It contains many useful drawings and charts.
Available for free on our web site www.hydro-gardens.com search for 9P306

TOMATO BOOKS
COMPENDIUM OF TOMATO DISEASES & PESTS
Item # 9P225
Wt. 0.75#
$ 131.95
Edited by Jeffrey B. Jones, Thomas A. Zitter, M. Timur Momol, & Sally A. Miller, 176 pg.
A compilation of work done by 25 university and business organizations. Updated in 2013.
The nearly 250 images and associated information in this highly useful and significantly
upgraded book allows anyone-from the gardener to professional-to identify, understand,
diagnose, and treat more than 60 diseases of tomato occurring throughout the world. This
impressive new handbook, written by expert plant pathologists working with this crop,
includes nearly 20 new diseases and disorders, including those caused by fungi and
oomycetes, bacteria, phytoplasmas, viruses and viroids. This easy format allows the user
to quickly identify signs and symptoms of important tomato diseases and pests occurring throughout the world—in
the greenhouse, in the field or garden, and in transit to the market.
GROWING GREENHOUSE TOMATOES IN SOIL AND IN SOILLESS MEDIA
Item # 9P305
Wt. 0.56#
$ 14.95
COPY OF AN OUT OF PRINT BOOK!!!
by A. P. Papadopoulos, Research Station, Harrow, Ontario, 79 pg.
Contains 9 chapters of useful information gathered over years of research. Subject areas are: The
tomato plant; environmental requirements, nutritional requirements, general cultural practices,
conventional cropping in soil, cropping in soil with drip-irrigation, cropping in peat moss and other
organic media, cropping in rockwool and other inert media, and the nutrient film technique and other
hydroponic systems. It contains many useful drawings and charts.
Available for free on our web site www.hydro-gardens.com search for 9P305

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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HERB BOOKS
FRESH CULINARY HERB PRODUCTION
Item # 9P115
Wt. .66#
$ 51.95 E
BL
ILA
A
by Dr. Lynette Morgan PhD. With high quality
fresh
herb crops providing lucrative returns for
V
A
Y
L
ENS methods, has been adopted to
RRENT & organic
many growers, new technology-hydroponic
production
U
C
ARD
G
T
O
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N
RCESsuch as hydroponic, soil &
push yields & quality to maximum
HYDCrop production
SOUfactors
K
O
ROMlevels.
F
O
B
organic systems, nutrient formulations,
propagation,
production planning, recommendations from
OTHER
K
C
E
CH environmental control, harvesting, post-harvest storage & handling, &
nutrient & foliar analysis,
pest & disease control, are all covered in easy-to-understand language.

GENERAL BOOKS
INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES & SHRUBS (revised 1991 edition)
Item # 9P760
Wt. 5.4#
$ 86.95
by Warren Johnson & Howard Lyon. 560 pg. Excellent for ID of damage caused 950 species of
insects. 241 full color plates. Hardcover (Cornell Press)

SOILLESS CULTURE OF COMMERCIAL GREENHOUSE TOMATOES
Item # 9P411
Wt. 0.2#
$ 3.00
by E.F. Maas and R.M. Adamson, Canada.
Topics include: Feeding methods, cropping systems, varieties, greenhouse sanitation, cultural
methods, management problems, fruit disorders, insects, and diseases.
THIS IS A PHOTOCOPY OF AN OUT OF PRINT PUBLICATION.

Tomato Grafting Clips
Increasingly greenhouse tomato growers are using grafting to both
decrease susceptibility to root diseases and to increase fruit
production through increased plant vigor. These Clips and the
instructional video & Grafting Paper should give you all you need to try
your hand at grafting.



Specially developed for various types of plants according to graft
Japanese seed method, called the head-grafting.
Made of soft, flexible material with the proper light transmission.
This material ensures easy grafting and prevents damage to the
plant during the grafting and during the further growth of the
plant.

Item# Wt.
1G117 0.02#
1G115 0.02#
1G125 0.02#
1G128 0.02#
1G130 0.02#
1W135 0.02#

Description
Qty 100 Qty 500 Qty 1000 Qty 5000
Grafting Clips 1.7 mm (per 100) - For Tomatoes
$4.85
$4.32 $3.95 $3.52
Grafting Clips 2.0 mm (per 100) - For Tomatoes
$6.65
$5.85 $5.35 $4.82
Grafting Clips 2.5 mm (per 100) - For Tomatoes
$4.85
$4.32 $3.95 $3.52
Grafting Clips 2.8 mm (per 100) - For Tomatoes
$4.85
$4.32 $3.95 $3.52
Grafting Clips 3.2 mm (per 100) - Watermelon & Cuke
$8.05
$7.12 $6.45 $5.82
Grafting Clips 3.5 mm (per 100) - Watermelon & Cuke
$8.25
$7.32 $6.65 $6.02
See tomato seeds on pg 30
1G200 0.2# DVD Video, Grafting Instructions $8.25 All Sales Final. No Returns on Video Sales
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

Hydroponic Strawberry Production
Item # 9P120
Wt. 0.66#
$
ABLEEdge writer Dr. Lynette Morgan
by Dr. Lynette Morgan PhD. In her concise new book,
Growing
IL
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Y
gives you what you need to know to
successfully
year-round.
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* pre-plant treatments
*
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material
* pollination
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* hydroponic media & system

* crop nutrition

* planting density

COMPENDIUM OF LETTUCE DISEASES 2nd Edition
Item # 9P325
Wt. 0.66#
$ 174.95
APS PRESS, 2017; edited by Krishna V. Subbarao, R. Michael Davis, Robert L. Gilbertson,
and Richard N. Raid. The highly anticipated second edition offers the most practical, up-todate, and comprehensive information in existence for diagnosing and managing diseases,
pests and disorders of various lettuce crops. The Compendium of Lettuce Diseases and
Pests, 2nd Edition is divided into four parts titled Infectious Diseases; Arthropod (insect)
Pests; Injuries and Abiotic and Noninfectious Diseases and Disorders; and Postharvest
Diseases and Disorders. Also offers useful information on the history of lettuce, evolution
of different types of lettuce cultivation, conventional and biotechnological and genomic
approaches to lettuce improvement, the food safety issues that have emerged as a major
concern for the industry in recent years, and other relevant topics.
BALL RED BOOK VOL. 2: Crop Production 19th Edition
Item # 9P215
Wt. 0.66#
$ 79.95
by Allison Westbrook (Author), Jim Nau (Editor), Bill Calkins (Editor)
This essential resource for professional plant growers includes techniques and advice
intended for real-world greenhouse and nursery production. Information is offered on the
basics of crop culture—media, nutrition, irrigation, water quality, light, temperature, crop
scheduling, growth regulators, pest management, and more. In the Crops section, which is
organized by botanical name, you will find details about propagation, growing on, insect and
disease control, troubleshooting, and postharvest care. The plants represented in this
compendium include annuals, perennials, flowering potted plants, herbs, vegetable bedding
plants, and a new and detailed section on cannabis/hemp.
SELL WHAT YOU SOW
HOWARD GARRET'S THE ORGANIC
Item # 9P720 Wt. 1.62# $ 22.95
MANUAL
by Eric Gibson, 1994, 283 pg.
Item # 9P220
Wt.1.42#
$ 18.95
Chapter headings are: Getting started, direct
Copyright 2001 by Tapestry Press (TX),
marketing, marketing to retail outlets, specialty
208 pg. One of the nation's foremost
food products, marketing skills, wholesale
marketing, business matters, promotion
authorities on natural gardening shows how
harvestime, and resources. Written in an easy-to-read style
to get started, how to feed the soil and
that is full of useful information about how to plan, execute,
how to compost. A common sense primer that includes
and return a profit on your efforts. Not specifically written
sources for plants, organic products and beneficial
for the greenhouse business, it provides the tools needed to
insects.
be more financially successful.

REMEMBER
“There is hardly anything in the world that some man cannot make a little worse and sell a little cheaper, and the people whoconsider price
only are this man’s lawful prey. It’s unwise to pay too little. When you pay too much, you lose a little money— that is all. When you pay too
little, you may lose everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do. The common law of business
balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot — it can’t be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk
you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something better.”
—JOHN RUSKIN—
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Backyard Hydroponic Systems
Since 1972, Hydro-Gardens has offered the backyard
gardener an easy to install growing system for their small
greenhouse. These systems can also be used outdoors during
your normal growing season.

HYDROPONIC KIT MATERIALS
6W190
Timer

Each kit number indicates the number of 5 gallon poly grow
bags and Aqua Turret sprayers supplied. The approximate
greenhouse square footage required for a kit (growing
system) is twice that of the kit number. An HK50 will require
about 100 square feet of greenhouse area.
Part#
HK30
HK40
HK50
HK60
HK70
HK80
HK90
HK100
HK130
HK170
HK210

Price Tank/Pumps Pump Size
$550.00
1
570 GPH
$575.00
1
570 GPH
$920.00
2
570 GPH
$940.00
2
570 GPH
$960.00
2
570 GPH
$980.00
2
570 GPH
$1,050.00
$1,100.00
$1,425.00
$1,825.00
$2,325.00

2
2
3
4
5

570
570
570
570
570

pH Test
Kit

Bags/Turrets Wght
30
1@50#
40
1@55#
50
2@40#
60
2@44#
70
2@45#
80
2@51#

GPH
GPH
GPH
GPH
GPH

90
100
130
170
210

Variety of seeds
Tomato
Cucumber
Pepper
Lettuce

Aqua turrets &
24” leader

3/4” poly pipe

Starter cubes

2@57#
2@59#
3@56#
4@52#
5@54#

3/4” poly pipe fittings

To substitute the Green Leaf irrigation controller for the
timer(s) included in the kit, add $1325.00 to the kit price.
This price includes the relay required to operate the pump(s).

8’

MAGNESIUM
SULFATE

CHEM-GRO
10-8-22

CALCIUM NITRATE

Assembled nutrient headers
HK30 & HK40

12’

HK50 & HK210

Growers Manual
9P002

Overview of a typical 8' x 12' greenhouse
with an HK50 hydroponic kit.
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AQUA TURRET SPRAYER
This sprayer comes complete with 24" microtubing that
can be attached to black poly pipe with a 3/16" drill bit
to make a watering system. This device has 3 individual
flow rates and a shut off. Ideal for all crops since the
flow rate can be adjusted to the watering requirement
of the individual plant. (Do not order punching tool)
Item#
1W210
1W211
1W212
1W209

Description
Aqua Turret with 24” Leader
Aqua Turret 4” Tip Only
24” Cut Leader
100’ of Leader On A Roll

Price
$0.65
$0.45
$0.25
$19.00

Wght
0.25#
0.12#
0.11#
1.0#

The tip has 4 posts. The center is to
shut off flow; the longest post emits
the least amount of nutrient; the
shortest emits the most.
At 10 PSI,
pin #1 = .125 GPM
pin #2 = .21 GPM
pin #3 = .27 GPM

Lightweight industrial design with multiple hanging points
including vertical from the end, vertical from the side and
horizontal. Advanced wide T5 optical design for maximum
E
coverage and diffusion. Pre-wired with either 120 or 240 volt LABL
I
CAN
A
E
V
A
W
8 ft power cord for ease of use. Highly reflective aluminum
TLY SEE IF DUCT
Nhousing
E
insert for maximum performance. Cool operation
R
R TO HIS PRO
CUR Astable.
E
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T
design to keep electrical components
thermally
NO
OR T
CK L Blue
F
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Includes Spectralux® 54 watt T5 HO
6500°K
lamps.
E
B
RC
CK lumens
High lumen per watt rating
atE5,000A
SOUper lamp. Energy
CH
D
FIN
efficient electronic T5 ballast.
The 4 lamp fixture has an on/
off switch that controls all four lamps.
Item#
Description

Price
960386 Seedling Light System $???.??

Fixture Dimensions: 50.75L x 16.75W x 4.25H (inches)

Wght
16.0#

Fixtures are shipped direct from the manufacturer.

General construction
400 WATT HIGH
- A ballast housing entirely constructed from plastic, including a
PRESSURE SODIUM LIGHT
mounting plate for the ballast.
- A reflector of polished and anodized aluminium. Available in wide or
medium angle reflectors.
- An extruded aluminium 12' long supporting profile (not included), to which
the ballast housing and reflector are mounted using a snap fitting. Can also
be mounted with eye bolts.
Technical data (SHIPS MANUFACTURER DIRECT)
Fixture for high pressure sodium lamp
Type
Lamp Rating Voltage
Amps.
Wt.
PL90/40
400 W 465 W 120/208
4.3/2.5
30 lbs.
Item#
HP402

Description
Price
Light, NP Na 400W with bulb $300.00

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Wght
30.0#

Call for current pricing
and how to do a plan layout
www.hydro-gardens.com
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UNIVENT SOLAR VENT
Automatically opens hinged vents with an expandable wax that drives a sealed piston.
You can adjust the cylinder to start opening at any temp between 60-77° F (15-25°
C). An Aluminum spring pulls the vent shut as the greenhouse cools and the wax
contracts. Uses "scissors" action to open vent. All parts guaranteed for 1 year. opens
about 14" when fully extended, & lifts a 15# vent. It is recommended that your
UNIVENT - or at least the cylinder - be removed from your greenhouse or cold
frame for the winter.

Part#
Description
Price
4K101
Univent—Solar Vent
$45.75
4K101S Univent—Replacement cylinder $16.50

Wght
1.25#
0.50#

ELECTRIC WALL MOUNT HEATERS
QMark brand heavy duty wall heater with specially designed counterflow grille
that directs the air downward toward the floor for even heating in a small
greenhouse. Air over fan delivery with balanced aluminum blades on fan and
thermally protected motor. Built-in hydraulic thermostat provides accurate
temperature control from 40O to 90O. Off, Heat and Fan Only selector
pushbutton switches. Durable baked enamel white finish with silver/gold trim.
UL listed (E21609). 18 1/4"H x 14 3/8"W x 3 3/4"Deep.

Part#
2E440
Part#
2E441

Watts
BtuH
Amps
Price
277V/240V 277V/240V 277V/240V
$555.95 4000/3000 13,652/10,239 14.5 / 12.5
Watts
BtuH
Amps
Price
208V/240V 208V/240V 208V/240V
$510.95 3600/4800 12,287/16,382 17.2 / 20.0

Wght
22.#
Wght
22.#

SHUTTER MOUNTED EXHAUST FANS
Easy to install, complete, efficient exhaust fan units. Air deliveries based on AMCA test codes for exhaust
systems. Guarded fan is mounted on automatic shutter. All models have guards which comply with OSHA
requirements. Opening should be made 1/2" larger than fan blade diameter.
Blade
Part#
Dia.
See website
2C705
10”
for current
2C710
12”
pictures and
2C713
16”
pricing
2C708
18”
2C709
20”

AUTOMATIC WALL SHUTTERS
2C742
2C745
2C747

2C741
2C743
2C744
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Part#
2C741
2C742
2C743
2C744
2C745
2C747
2C831
2C831

Size
10”
12”
16”
18”
20”
30”
Shutter Motor/Single Panel
Shutter Motor/Double Panel

Prices are subject to change without notice

Fan
CFM
585
1090
1330
1860
3040

Motor
RPM
1550
1725
1725
1075
1725

HP
1/25
1/10
1/10
1/15
1/4

Load
Amps
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.3
2.8

Price
$210.95
$234.95
$285.95
$385.95
$404.95

Ship
Wt
11#
12#
19#
22#
37#

Aluminum shutters used as free air exhaust or
automate with a motor kit and controller.
• Aluminum Powered Intake
Price Wght
Shutters or free-air exhaust
$46.95
5.0# • Nylons bearings; solid shafts;
$62.95
6.0# drawn cup-type sleeves on all
$86.95
8.0# movable linkage
$88.95
9.0# • Frame of heavy aluminum
$94.95 11.0# extrusions with 1/2" channel
$153.95 12.0# lock water stop and precision
$176.95 10.0# millered corners
• Interlocking blades for
$176.95 10.0#
maximum weather seal

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Digital Scale
Great tool for measuring your minor chemicals. Works great for weighing your fruit
for exact pricing and information. Displays oz / lb:oz / fl:oz / g / mL. Its durable and
user friendly design makes everyday kitchen measuring quick and very easy. The
backlit LCD display helps make the numbers viewable and easy to read. This scale
offers diversity with functionality. Use a bowl to weigh your ingredients or remove
the bowl and place your items directly on the weighing surface. Need more surface?
Take it one more step further. Using the tare feature will give you that extra
control to use a larger flat surface for additional weighing surface. Clean up is easy
and a snap.

Part#
5000g max, incrementally metered 1 gram
176 oz max, incrementally metered 0.1 oz (Approx. 11 lbs) 5E218
See website for more information

Description
5000g Scale

Price
$19.99

Wght
2.2#

Little Giant Pond Pumps
Little Giant PES-800-PW - Magnetic-Drive Pond Pump, 15' power cord
Features:
• Includes 3/4" Barbed Discharge
• Designed to operate continuously with minimal energy consumption
• Screened intake with filter media
• Corrosion resistant body designed for submersible use
• Replaceable Rotor Assembly
• Ceramic Shaft for Longer Life
Head (ft) 1 gives Flow (GPH) 1000
• 15' Power Cord
Head (ft) 3 gives Flow (GPH) 875
Head (ft) 5 gives Flow (GPH) 750
Specifications:
Head (ft) 9 gives Flow (GPH) 450
• Shut Off: 12.2'
Head (ft) 11 gives Flow (GPH) 250
• Voltage: 115
• Hertz: 60
• Amps: 1.1
Part#
GPH
Model
Wght
• Weight: 8.7 lbs.
5W925
875
PES-800-PW
9.0#
• Height: 5"
• Width: 3.8"
• Length: 7.6"

Price
$125.95

Little Giant PES-700-PW, - Magnetic Drive Pond Pump, 15' Power Cord
Features:
• 11.5' Maximum Pumping Height
• Accepts 3/4" ID Tubing; 1/2" MNPT Discharge
• Volute can Rotate in 90º Increments for Flexible Installation
• Snap-On Inlet Screen with Filter Media Helps Prevent Debris from Clogging
• Mounting Bracket can be Positioned to Any of its Four Faces Consumes 80 Watts
• 15' Power Cord
Head (ft) 1 gives Flow (GPH) 725
Head (ft) 3 gives Flow (GPH) 570
Head (ft) 5 gives Flow (GPH) 400
Specifications:
Head (ft) 7 gives Flow (GPH) 180
• Shut Off 11.5 • Weight 4.67 lbs.
• Voltage 115
• Hertz 60
• Amps 2
• Watts 80

• Height 4.28"
• Width 3.88"
• Length 5.7"

Part#
5W910

GPH
570

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

Model
PES-700-PW

Wght
5.0#

Price
$107.95

www.hydro-gardens.com
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THE BAG SYSTEM
1" solenoid valve with
header underground, 1"
polypipe, and 1" insert
combo Tee.

5’6”

Valves are placed about
5'6" apart and located in
the middle of the
greenhouse.

With the correct amount
of water pressure, the
spray pattern fans out
to a 7" to 9" semi-circle.

5 runs of poly pipe in a
30' wide quonset.

One cucumber plant per
5 gallon upright bag.

Solenoid
Valve

Two tomato plants per
5 gallon upright bag.

THE ONLY COST EFFECTIVE GROWING SYSTEM WITH A HISTORY DATING TO 1972
102

Prices are subject to change without notice
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THE BAG SYSTEM

Tomato stems
Notice that the tomato stems are
about 8" apart and near the edge of
the bag. The spray head is pointed
toward the center of the bag from
one edge.

3 week old tomato seedlings in our NFS system of 4" wide PVC
trays. The seedling are watered 2 to 3 times a day. The
advantage of this system over flood and drain or a flat grow
table is the air movement upward from under the bench and
through the plants greatly reduces the incidence of botrytis.
After 10 to 14 days growth in the seedling building, the
cucumber plants are placed in 5 gallon bags. The spacing
between the rows of bags is from 5'9" to 6'. The spacing
between the bags down the greenhouse length is between
14.5" and 16" and either staggered on both sides of the
polypipe or in a single row.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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THE VERTI-GRO SYSTEM
"The Vertical Garden"
The system is at home outside or inside. The
rows of pots are spaced 32" to 48" apart and
48" between stacks running down the length of
your area (greenhouse or outside). The
irrigation lines are supported overhead with 2
drippers per stack. Calculate pots needed by
multiplying your area by 0.75.

Verti-Gro Outdoor
Tomatoes (Determinate).
12,000 plants per Acre.
Suggested fertilizer: Chem-Gro 4-18-38

Verti-Gro Outdoor
Straberries in Vertical
Towers.
80,000 plants per Acre.
Suggested fertilizer: Chem-Gro 8-12-32

Verti-Gro Outdoor
Lettuce in Vertical Towers.
100,000 plants per Acre.
Suggested fertilizer: Chem-Gro 8-15-36
Indoor system available for lettuce & herbs.
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Typical wet wall pipe
distribution and return
system with 4" thick paper
pads.

Typical Anderson 3 head injector system showing,
from left to right, nutrient concentrate tank,
homemade wood bench, water motor. 3 pump heads
mounted to the metal stand supplied with the
injector, and pressure/mixing tank.

Typical Poly-Vent III system with
two inflation fans. The left side
shows vent fully inflated. The
middle shows vent with 1st stage
deflated. The right side shows
vent fully deflated. The plastic is
12" shorter than the vent to keep
the ends of the plastic from
rubbing on the vent ends.
Inside and outside view of our Fly-barr insect barrier supported by a homemade housing manufactured
from 1/2" EMT conduit.

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710
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SOLAR IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
Green Leaf Designs presents the latest in environmental control, the TLC16 unit, providing affordability, innovation and design for all your greenhouse control needs. The unit is also suitable for controlling the environment in any grow room or enclosed area.
The TLC16 unit controls:
* 2 Zones of Heating
* 5 Zones of Cooling (1of which works with the humidity output)
* 1 Dehumidification Zone (with Humidity Purge Option)
* 8 Irrigation Zones (with Master Valve Control)
The TLC16 monitors temperature, humidity and light to give
the grower the most accurate means of environmental control.
Data logging of environmental conditions and control operation
gives the grower enough information to fine tune the growing
parameters. A 24 hr graph shows temperature, humidity, light,
accumulated light and irrigation cycles versus time.
The main control unit is in a high strength ABS plastic water resistant enclosure. The system
comes with the main controller with an integral 24 volt transformer and power supply. It also
comes with a remote location temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, a light sensor, an installation and operations manual, and a Android Tablet interface.
The sensors read environmental conditions every second. Based on user defined grower settings, the microprocessor turns relay switches on and off to activate heaters, fans, shutters,
and irrigation solenoids. Growing parameters such as cooling, heat set points, and irrigation
zones are easily changed to tailor the system to any crop. A light sensor measures accumulated
light to allow the grower to adjust irrigation frequency based on length and intensity of light,
temperature and humidity. This dramatically reduces overwatering and fertilizer waste on
cloudy and rainy days as the unit automatically adjusts the number of watering cycles.
Versions:
TLC16 – Complete environmental control with 2 zones of heat, 4 zones of cooling, 1 zone of dehumidification, 7 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and max),
Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access with a smartphone or wifi
equipped device.
IRC14 – Complete irrigation control with 14 zones of irrigation, master valve control, temperature alarm (min and max), Android Tablet, a Mobile Hotspot which provides wifi access with a
smartphone or wifi equipped device.
Item#
Description
6C805 Solar Environmental Controller
6C801
Solar Irrigation Controller
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Version
Price
TCL16 $1390.00
IRC14 $1335.00

Prices are subject to change without notice

Custom models available for more complex
environmental control needs. Contact us for
more information

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

STAFF and TECHNICAL SERVICES
Mike Morton, Owner, has been with HydroGardens since 1974 (Semi-Retired 2020). . Lori
Morton, Sec. Treas., is in charge of advertising
and has been with Hydro-Gardens since 1999
(Retired 2020). Greg Morton is our President/
CTO/Web Site Administrator, Project Sales
Manager & Special Projects Supervisor and has
been with Hydro-Gardens since 1997. Jeannie
Haut works with AR, Greenlawn Manager & is our
Office Manager & has been with Hydro-Gardens
since 2015. Paula Patino manages the I.P.M.
division of Hydro-Gardens & does label
production (since 2000). Izick Lantz shares
I.P.M division dutes (since 2016). Janet Feltz
handles our AP Dept (since 2017). Nick Shaw
(since 2018) & Nathan Rainey (since 2020) &
Dennis Feltz (since 2022) share Greenlawn
Duties. Carl Darrington (since 2019) Handles the
Logistics Duties. Many of the day to day
activities at Hydro-Gardens are shared by all the
staff. We all do our best to keep your interest in
success our interest also.
If you have just received this catalog and
are contemplating entering the business, "after
the sale" support is one of your primary concerns.
What can Hydro-Gardens do for me all the way
from Colorado? What will this cost me? These
are valid questions and concerns.
We have tried to describe the company's
background on the 4th page. It is unlikely that
any one individual has all the answers about the
greenhouse/hydroponic business. We believe
however, that our expertise in this arena is
unmatched. The years have provided us with
knowledge, experience, and a wealth of contacts
with other experts. All of this is at your disposal
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST TO YOU. And our
800 number puts us right next door.
As a free service to our customers using
our blended fertilizers, we will interpret your
nutrient, tissue and media analysis results. Your
8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

historical information is stored in our computer
for easy retrieval, which allows us to help you
make any minor adjustments that may be needed
to get the maximum performance from your
plants. You simply send samples to the lab listed
on page 33, and specify that they need to fax a
copy to Hydro-Gardens. We recommend that you
have a tissue analysis done at least once each
month starting when the plants have developed
their 3rd flower cluster.
We can provide you with a beneficial
insect program at no cost to you that will show
our recommended release rates for beneficials
for nearly any pest you are likely to encounter.
Simply provide us with the crop you are growing,
the size greenhouse area you have, number of
greenhouse areas, your anticipated start date,
and your expected ending date. We can then
print off a week by week list of things to do for
the entire season.
When you have a disease or insect problem
that you don't recognize, take some sample
leaves, wrap them in a dry paper towel, put this in
a zip lock bag and mail the package to us. It is
probable that one of us will be able to recognize
the problem and give you the appropriate solution.
This business is unique, and although many
aspects of it are the same for all growers, each
grower has individual needs. We are able to
tailor our technical services to your
requirements. Custom fertilizer blends,
greenhouse and growing system quotes, marketing
advice, and specific tips to improve your
profitability are some of the many areas we can
provide information about through our FREE
phone service. Hydro-Gardens has been in the
hydroponics business longer than any other
company in the U.S. The staff at Hydro-Gardens
are ready to help you enter the business, or
improve your existing business.

www.hydro-gardens.com
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HYDRO-GARDENS, INC.
8765 Vollmer Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80908-4710

CUSTOMER LABEL ORDER FORM
DATE

Phone & FAX: (719) 495-2266

SHIPPING METHOD
(Ground, 2-Day, Next Day)

Phone & FAX: (800) 634-6362
Customer #

Purchase Order #

BILL TO:

SHIP TO:

Company Name:

Company Name:

Address:

Address:

City, State, Zip

City, State, Zip

Country

Country

Phone #

Email or Fax #

Use the template below to draw the information you want on your custom plate. If you already have
CAMERA READY artwork on paper or computer disk, please submit these along with this order form.
For camera ready artwork on paper, please mail flat (DO NOT FOLD). Disk file format must be .TIF,
.GIF or .JPEG files only. The paper stock we have is White, Yellow, Fluorescent Green & Pink, Silver
Foil, Matte & Shiny Gold Foil. The ink colors are Black, Blue, Green & Red. If you want different colors,
please submit them with your artwork. We can only do 1 paper color and 1 ink color. Please provide a fax
number for receiving a proof. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks.

Label Style (Check One)
Not Shown Actual Size

3/4”
Circle

Large Oval

Small Oval

1 1/2” x 3/4”

Large Circle
1 1/2” Circle

Large Oblong
2” x 1 1/2”

1 1/16” x 9/16”

# of Rolls
(10 Roll Minimum)

Paper Color
White, Yellow, Fluorescent Green or Pink, Silver Foil, Matte or Shiny Gold Foil.

Ink Color

Black, Blue, Green & Red

USE THIS TEMPLATE
FOR YOUR OWN
DRAWING

Card #

Expiration date

MasterCard
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Visa

Discover

Amex

Prices are subject to change without notice

CVV2 Code From Back
(Front AMEX):
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HYDRO-GARDENS, INC.
8765 Vollmer Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80908-4710

CUSTOMER ORDER FORM
DATE

Phone & FAX: (719) 495-2266

SHIP DATE REQ.

SHIPPING METHOD
(Ground, 2-Day, Next Day)

Phone & FAX: (800) 634-6362
Customer #

Purchase Order #

BILL TO:

SHIP TO:

Company Name:

Company Name:

Address:

Address:

City, State, Zip

City, State, Zip

Country

Country

Phone #

Email or Fax #

Contact Name

Contact Name

Quantity

Part Number Description

Unit Price

Card #
MasterCard

Total

Expiration date
Visa

Discover

Amex

8765 Vollmer Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80908-4710

CVV2 Code From Back
(Front AMEX):
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NOTES & COMMENTS
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ORDERING INFORMATION
PLACING ORDERS: (800) 634-6362
TECHNICAL SERVICES AND FAX: (719) 495-2266 ORDER FAX: (800) 634-6362
ALL ORDERS ARE PAYABLE IN U.S. FUNDS
All catalog items have an ITEM NUMBER (part#) that should be used when placing your order. Weights for catalog items
are converted to their decimal equivalent and are followed by a pound sign (#). Total weight for an order can be determined
by adding the individual weights of items ordered.

PLACING ORDERS:

DAMAGES ON FREIGHT:

Please use your account number (customer number)
when placing orders, or inquiring about orders. Your address label lists your account number, company name, and
mailing address. If any of this information is incorrect,
please notify us so that we may update our records.

Damage claims must be initiated by the customer.

PREPAID DISCOUNT:
On orders over $300.00, a discount of 3% can be deducted if payment is made prior to shipping. Charge card
payments are excluded.

SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS:
All freight is FOB Colorado Springs or Factory location
for factory direct shipments.

Ground SHIPMENTS:
FedEx or UPS are the standard method
of shipping. We are only able to
provide estimated shipping costs for
orders with several items that are not boxed together.

COMMON CARRIER SHIPMENTS:
Please specify the Freight Line you
prefer to have handle your orders.
Orders in excess of 400 lbs. will normally be shipped by truck unless
otherwise specified.

BUS AND AIR FREIGHT SHIPMENTS:
These transportation methods carry a $ 30.00 delivery
charge in addition to regular freight charges unless the delay was the direct result of Hydro-Gardens.

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS:
Please pay invoices in U.S. dollars. Only Wire Transfers
or Certified Bank Checks allowed for foreign customers.
Please specify your desired method of shipment. All seed
shipments are subject to customs inspection regardless of
shipment method. All charges that result from import duties
or customs inspections will be borne by customer.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY:
Hydro-Gardens gives no warranties express or implied,
including the warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a
particular use for any product it sells, except as otherwise
expressly given by the manufacturer of the product. The
purchaser agrees that the limit of liability of HydroGardens. for all claims for loss or damage due to any cause
shall not exceed the invoice price of the product in question.

INSPECT ALL SHIPMENTS
Hydro-Gardens tenders freight to the carrier in good
condition. We will send all shipments by Prepaid unless
specified by the customer. It is the responsibility of the carrier who acts as your agent to safely deliver your shipment. It
is imperative that you examine your shipment carefully for
damage or shortage, and have the driver note any discrepancies on the bill of lading. Do not refuse any shipment that has
damage or shortages, as this is your property, and refusal
causes unnecessary delays and storage charges. that you will
be responsible to pay.
American Coolair products: If you buy any Coolair products,
you will be bound to their freight policy, NO EXCEPTIONS.
To see their policy, go to our Company Information on our website:
hydro-gardens.com/company-information then scroll down to the
American Coolair section. It’s very much a “Caveat emptor” (let the
buyer beware) situation with Coolair.

RETURNED MERCHANDISE:
DO NOT return merchandise without a RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER! Requests for returning merchandise must be made within 30 days of receipt of the merchandise. The return will only be accepted when it is accompanied by a RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER given
by an authorized representative of Hydro-Gardens, 8765
Vollmer Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80908. Credit extended for approved returns will be based on actual invoice
value at the time of shipment. Returns will be assessed a
15% handling charge unless otherwise specified in writing
by our representative. All charges incurred by the return of
goods will be at the buyers expense.

PAYMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
New customers will be on Charge Card or Pre-Pay Only.
For all open account customers, invoice payments are due 30
days following the invoice date (NET 30). A service charge
of 2% per month (24% APR) will be charged on all invoices not paid within 30 days.

BUSINESS HOURS:
Offices and phone orders; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mountain Time - Monday through Friday.
FAX and voice mail - 24 hours per day, 7 days a week

WEB - www.hydro-gardens.com
EMAIL - hgi@hydro-gardens.com

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system, in any form or by any means, photocopying,
electronic, mechanical, or recording or otherwise without written permission of Hydro-Gardens.

ALL CATALOG PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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